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Abstract
,

.
Humber is an idea, and numerals are notational marks used to repre-

sent number. In this study
Piagetian theory is extended to /explore the

ways In which children construct
theit'understanding-of our notational

system and, in particular, of the place value property of the decimal

numeration system. Eighty middle-class children ranging from four to nine

years of age were Interviewed.
Therwere asked among other things'to

group objects, draw pictures of grouped quantities (erholic reRresenta-
.

tion),,write numerals to indicate amounts (conventional representation),

and theorize about the relationship between their written nuMerals and

drawn quantities.
Developmental levels were inferred for these and other,

tasks, and level x age analyses were performed. A selection of the chil-

dren's graphic productions are included in an appendix.

The central results of this descriptive study
corisist of eighteen

hypotheses that children broughtto bear on the meaning of the notational

Marks in relation to the symbolized quantfties. The hypotheses were

grouped into five developmental levels, the highest of which reflects st

knowledge of place value. Among the patterns that emerged was a develop-

mental sequence in the kinds of ideas used by.childrien, singly and in com-

(14

bination, that may best be described by some form of,Ordinal data analysis.

%

Children's
understanding of the place value properiy, rather than

being.constructed all at one time and in relative isolation from other

learning, seems to be built in phases, over a long period of time. lii

conjunction with other kinds of knowledge. Some developmental relations

were evident among children's ability to stoup and. draw objects. write .



numeral.,
and offer hypotheses

concereing
the relationshli.between

note-

tional marks and numerical
quantities.

Out child-learners
appear to have

many theories,
not directly

related to the cognitive
'capacities

that were

examined,
that intrude upon their understaiding

of the elements
and pro-

perties,
both numerical

and notational,
.of the numeration

system.
Some

parallel
findings between the historical

development
of ouresystem

and the

developing
knowledge

of that system in children
are pointed

out.

0
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCiION

Number is an idea, and numerals are the notational
marks we Use to

repreSent number.
For adults who are familiar With both number and

numerals, the relationship
between them is straightforward:

the latter

usually
stands for or implies the former.

Barely do we have oceasidn to

ponder the different meanings which numerals
themselves can have when

they are used in one everyday context
rather than another. The numeral

11, for example, eimindieate
the cardinal

volue Of a collection of ob-

jects containing that eany elements (e.g., the number of
children in a

class composed of five boys and six girls, or the quantity
of eggs left

in an egg carton after one of them has been removed).
The numeral 11

can signifi the
amount of a continuous quantity

measured in itandard

units (e.g., age in years, cost in dollars, time in ml.nutes).
'Or the

nurrai 11 can mark position or location viten it functions as'an ordinal

libel (e.g., the house stieding between"No.
9 and No. 13'on a block, or

the street falling between Tenth
Avenue and Twelfth). In the context of

telephone
numbers, the numeral 911, with 9 preceding 11; signals "emer-

geney;" 411,
with a 4 replacing the 9, conjures "information."

Adults

readily understand
that the graphic mark 11 carries different meanings-

41,

when it is used in one way-rather than another. But for children Who

have not yot structured
the quantities

signified by a numeral (especially:

multi-digit
numerals), or for whom the meanings of numerals' are not yet

differentiated
by function or contextual

oteurrente; the relationship

betweennumberand
numeral': cannot

be obvio0s.



Prole the perspective
of the young

child, numerals
sdiht simply be

-marks that
ire linked to particular

objects (a numeral on a tee shiri

linked with that particular
article of clothing) or events (loston's

Channel "2" logo with viewing Sesame Streat).
they maybe Squiggles

that are loosely emendated with counting words (graphic
parks that are

Axeated like objects to which the action of pointing any be applied,

accompaniedby
the enunciation

of the string of counting words). They

may be axbitrary sequences of mark having no intrinsic
rhyme oi reason

(as in telephone
nuMbers or license plates).

They imaybe notational-

elements akin to alphabetic
letters, by means of which numbers Can ie

spelled"
(twelve Is

nade with a 1 followed
by a 2, with ni space left

(.41

in between).
They may help to locati events

in the qualitative
rather

than a quantitative
way (1776 and 1492 were

before / was born but after

the prehistorical
animals).

All of these are reasonable possibilities,

c3
but none of them are

numerical in the striet sensi.

The research described
in these pages is an exploration

into how

children construct their understanding
of our conventional

system-of

representing
numerical quantities,

that is, the decimal or base ten

system of notation
Ohich uses the digits 0 through 9 and place value.

Place value is the idea that, e.g., the digit l' means one, ten, or one

hundred,
depending upon its writtti`position

relative to thedecimal

point. Children's Understanding
of the place value property

of the

notational system, used to Organize the ten digits in a specific way to

convey numerosity, is.the central concern of this study.

My cUriosity in this topicls an outgrowth
of having Observed that

many Chadian haVe-difficulty
understanding

the place value property of

our numeration system. The numeration
system Is introduced

in the first'N

ca



grade and is taught throughout the second and third gradesi(e.g.,

Thompson, In preparation; Easley ei al, 1979; Ratano, 1979;.Ginsburg,

1977; Resnick, 1976; Smith, 1973; Rathsellit 1972; ScrIvens, 1968). Many

econd and third gradefs cannot surmount barriers to place value com-

prehension, but more surprisingly,the
difficulty persists

for soma chil-.

dreninto the fifth and subsequent,grades.
The problem is well known to

math edicators and elementary school teachers. They have recognized and

struggled with it for years (e.g. Iabinowicz, 1980;
Lerch et al., 1979;

Maddell,'1979; Good, 1979; Payne
and"RathmS11, 1975; Wirtz, 1974r

Wheeler, 1974 Churchill, 1961; Van Engem, 1947)-.
o

C Curriculum dealsners'and teachers'naturailywant
children to have a

full understanding of what theyare doing when they work in "symbolic

arithmetic." Furthermore "meaningful"
arithmetic demands an appreciation

on the part of the learner of what those.symbols stand for (Van Engen,

1947). Thus it is felt that the condipt of plice value has to be taught

'before, or at least alongsidevthe
algorithms for the arithmetic opera-

tions.

The educators' decision to Introduce the
numeration.system to chil-

, dren in the early grades is predicated on several notions. The first is

that notational
arithmetic is better than other kinds, that li, paper-,

and-pencil "symbolic arithmetic" le mire abstract end more useful than

working'with manipulatives (concrete objects) or verbal forms (Baratta.

Lorton, cited In.Labinowicz, 1980; Wirtz, 1974). The second is that th.e

different useirand
meanings which numerals have In everYday life are

either not a source of-donfusion (i.e., children cen readily differenti-

ate among meaning and grasp t40 connections among different uses) or

1 0



not an lest* of concern (i.e., Children simply juxtapose them). Third

is the.notion
that

there is a direct correspondence
between

verbal de-

-

1*
scription

tens and thr ones") and graphic notation
("23"), and

that these representational
orms can easily be 3:inked with

the quanti-

pies themselves
(23 objects of whatevir4pekfic

kind).
Fourth is the -

idea that teaching
algorithms, or

procaures for
carrying out the aritt

vatic operations,
is the beat way for children to become familiar with

(learn) large nUkbers°(Wheeler,
1971).

Fifth is the presumption
that

4$

the logico-iiithmatic
relations underlying the operationsmi

the numera-;

tion system
will become

evident to the child, once he or she demonstraes

the proier use of the.learned
algorithms.

Recent research in psythology,
mathematics

ducation, and.artificial

-,Inte1ligence
has made it increasingly

clear that graphic notations
(marks

slide on two-iiimensional
surfaces,

such as straight or curved linesedots,

,geometric
figures, letters, numerals)

do not carry meaning in themselves.

Insteai* Child constructs
meaning from previously

acquired knowledge
and

contexiiial cues,
imposing on these representationil

devices
his/her par-

ticulir
theories and procedures

for figuring out
what the marks mean,on

the one hand, and
wbat-the marks

can.be made to convey on'the-other.

Neither the content oMhit
conatruetionionor

the.processes
by which

NN

conventiOnal
meanings are

learned, are AS yet well specified.

The Educational
Perspective

Over the years teachers have soushi the advice oiimathematics
educa-

tors, mathematicians',
and psychologists

In their ,quest
for ways to-facil-

itate Children's
grasping

of "the place value°concept."
-2te specialists

N11



do.

have created en armory°of materials which are regulaily usedy many

teachers. A sampling of these includes materials 'designed tolbe ,con

crete embodiments" of the 'place value idea (e.g., Dienes blocks, Unifix

cubes, bean sticks, and base ten abacuses); games
that-require the' players

,to make exchanges between objects representing
small-units and objects %

standihg for units of higher value, such that children gain practice in
D

"eeeing the equivalence" between many (rmall'values)
and'oni (higherf

. .

\values) (e.g., chip trading,and bankeie sloes); and play money which Is

a

intended to'llnk place value lessons with a content that is,presumably

of intiinsic intereseand
practical utility to children.

While theie is
cdisiderable'variation in

the choice oPmaterials

and activities used in particular
classrooms, the rationale fOr employ.;

thea typically rests upon several Aotione regarding children's ;term...

ing that .piggy back on, or mutually support, one another. Four suet:

widely held assumptions'are
the:following:

1. Children's learning proceeds from the concrete to the abitiact;

2. Children,learn by
doing, by acting, by sensini;

3. Children learn new
material in a step-by-step fashion;

4. Children need to be motivated in order to learn.

4/

The pedagogical
prescription that 0 linked with these presuppositions

is that good teaciing ought to
betonsistent with children's natural

--

learning tendencies.
As a whole this conceptualization

of the learning

precess enjoys the confidence,of most educators andchild devolopment

c

,

specialists.

Arithsetfi textbooks mirror this formulation of children's
learrppig.

.,Typically first
grade texts use thelo owig sequence io teach the.

.nuisbers from one through ton.

1 2
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'1.

e

1. 'Pictures of objects
balloons, apples,

insectsl.are pre-
u

tented in intreaiinglf
larger set sizes.

aoo
o

Ste.

The child is told that eadh is a-number
&pd. is

calledna set of.

" (the blank is the irord for the pictures
quanatrof ob-

'Jetts).

. The child is taught to write the number five (numeral 5) in the

blank spade accompanying
the picture and to verify his/her answer

by counting the objects.

4. The child presumably
links the final count word with the pictured

quantity of objects
on-the one hands and the written

numergl on

the other.

As this example shows the step-brottep
progression

consists of

movement, by subetitution or association,
through two

levels of abstrac-
,

tion: a lowevpictorial
leVal (objects are

replaced by pictures
of them);

and a higher symbolic level
(pictures are

replaced by numerals),
The

substitution
of numeral for'picture

is mediated
by the procedure

of

counting.
Ember is

thes a propegy
of the set of objects (or pictures)

and can be abstracted
from it villounting.

In the classroom the assumptions
zegarding Children's

learning ate

reflected in.** following
kinds of ways. Zindergarteners

and first

graders ire encouraged to work with concrete objects because
they can

bring the whole range of their perceptual
maChinery to bearispon

them..

The teaChers'
tasks art several:

to help the Children
"see" the

13



7.

1-correspondence between Objects, pictures, and numerals,
as well as physical

actions, operational sips, and other conventional notational devices;

to motivate Children to learn by arousing their interest throush games

and other enjoyable
activities; and to move the children as expeditiously

7

as possible frill'
aliellance on manipulatives

to masterywith paper-and-

pencil "symbolic arithmetic." Parenthetically
it might be added that

after the first or second grade, manipulative. are usually reserved for

those occasions
when children show that they are having trouble working

in symbolic
arithmetic, that is, when they produce computational errors e

which indicate
that they are not performing an algorithm in the way in

which it ought to be done. Unfortunately manipulative, become "bebyish"

remedial Side from the perspective of older children.

Prom the Plagetian
point of view, children do not learn number con-

cepts in the vay suggested in the_foregoing discussion.
Pirst, sets of

objects do not contain number. Number (e.g., the concept of five-ness,

or the meaning of five) is constructed from within the child, and he/she

imposes thai meaning upon objects, pictures, and notational devices.

9

Pre-structured
sets of ten objects (e.g.,

tens-rods) or iictorial Apra-

sintations (e.g., five la ugs.or five balloons) can serve as vehicles

for =sexing children in coieting 4nd writing and exchangleg. But neither

the objects nor the pictures of ready-made sets "contain the number to be

abstracted."

Second,_the signs used for representing number (üladmer words in the

verbal systemised
numerals in the written system) are culturally given,

conventional
devices. They are present in the environment,

tr mitted

14



to the child from the outside,
and learned

by swans of iiitation, in-

formalband/or
direct instruction

and practice.
But the meanings of

these signs (the ideas they stand for) are constructed
from within.

Counting words,
first learned as verbal

strings, or as.utterances
sade

while pointing to objects,
have to be linked

with the idea ot the numeri-

cal quantities
they signify;

they have to be assimilate
into the notion

of the cardinality
of the sat. Similarly,

the graphic ark 5, taught

-. from the outside,
has to be assimilated

iwto the idea of tve, as well

as being linked with the counting;
word five.

In sum, conventional'sathods
a representing

numerical
ideas have

to be taught fram the outside,
but the ideas themselves

have to be con-

,

structld-from
within. The numerals;

like the counting
words, ar learned

by Imitation and are complidatedwilth
exercise or practice.

But the

ideas for which they stand are
constructei in a different way.

The

mechanism'
of construction

of these and other numerical
concepts, such

As those underlying
the numeration

system, are in need of batter descrip-

tion. My presumption
is that there should be .a.close relationship

be-

Omen what is taught, haw it is taught, and Children's
natural construc-

t

tion of knowledge.
This is the stance

from which
the very

general ques-

tion of how children construct their understanding
of'the conventional

%

notational system, is raised.
et

The Psychological
Perspective

.The piece valve problem is challenging
from the standpoint

of

-

teething and curriculum
design, but it is intriguing

from_a psychological

point of view as well. Embedded
in the problem are numerous questions

15



concerning the'relationship
between children's development

of a general

,iversal cognitive structure (amber), and their acquisition of the

cultural object for representing nuiber (numeration
system). If the

locus of Children's
difficulties is in the Construction of certain number

concepts, then it would be useful to identify which ones. If children's'

probleis arise in reconstructing the conventional
notational system,

then it would be helpful to specify whith aspects of the reconstruction

are problematic and how each might be, overcome.

S.

o

Another set of questions revolves around the coordination'of
verbal

-e

and graphic representational
devices for arriving at.enswers

to questions

-of "how much" or "how,many." The lack of direct-correspondence
between

. the linguistic
terse we use in talking about number and the notatienal

marks we use in recording number has been noted (e.g., Sinclair, 1980).

Sow do Children constrUct the linkages between
theee separate tools?

And hew do they coordinate
their knowledge of these' externally

gi4en

representational
devices with 'their knowledge of number which, rather

than being learned or taught from the outside, is constructed frenrwith-

in?

One approath to these
questions -- an aliproach.suggested

by the work

of Plaget is to find out what ideas the Children themselves
have about

nuiber and numerals which stand
in:epposition tO, or clash with, instruc-

tion given by adulti in the numeration system. It is possible that,chil-.-

dren have some powerful notions that they find difficult io coordinate

with the place value concept. Uwe knew more about these ideas, we

might be able to shed light on the teachinelearnidg
difficulties

that

persistently show-up
in the elementary'grades.

13
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The study
related in this thesis addresses this possibility.

Utiliz-

ing Plaget"S distinction between representation
using symbols (perionally

constructed graphic marks that resemble the things being represented, as

in drawings) and representation
using sisns (conventional

notational

marks that, like digits, are removed froa the thing that is signified

and likeknonerals,
ars part of a system of marks)

I set out
totry to

uncover what relationships
there were between children's nuaber concepts,

their personal representations
of quantities

of Objects
(in magic marker

and crayon drawings),
and their

understandlig Of the digits And-numerals

that are used td signify the amounts thei they bed drawn.

The study is.conceived.in
terms of the development

of meanings6which'

children
Impute to the notational System. The central

focus of the em-

pirical work is the development
of Children's ideas regarding the Slant-,

ficance of one-, two-, and three-digit
numerals. 71 wanted first to find

out whit theories children hed About the relation of digit' end numerals

to numerical quantities,
and second to ape whether these theories were

idiosyncratic
(i.e., one

child, one
theoty, in 'random chronological

Order

and4ithout
reference to conceptual

development) or constituted a4develop-

eental sequence among children
acrOss ages

end/or years of schooling,.

I felt that studying place value understanding
in isolation

from the

development
of other numerical abilities'and

other representational,forms

would yield an impoverished
dsecription

of the development.
Therefore Is

designate
series of tasks, each

with a slightly different
focus, to pro-

vide a richer data base for the interpretation
of the central results.



The Piagetian Perspective

The ftimework for this study4s derived frail Piaget's .sonetic apts..

eamological inquiries
into the development of scientific concepts 'In the.

.

child as Well as in history. Piaget's studies ate pitied by'his interac-

tionist and Constructivist
viewpoint on thi develoOment-of knoWledge

his structural
analysis of ection/thought, and his concern with man as

a biological creatareinu)
needs to adapt to his-ienvironment.

The Genevan .

Investigative
approach uses two methods- of .study: -the historiial-criticel

method.which begins with the present and looks backwards in time at the,

construction of a scientific concept; and the.psyChosenetic
method which

focuses on the origins end successive'underscindinge
of that concept.in,

the Cognitive developsent of the child. In both cases the main object .

of study'ls the way knawledse changes, or how transitions
take plade from

less developed to more developed states
(Inhelder, -1962; Stithoud-

Papandropoulou and Akkermann-Valladao,
1980.

The general hypothesis's'
ot"Piaget's approaCh

is that conceptual change

in:science is a function of man's seardh for progressively
more general,

moie inclusive
laws' which vill (a) explain sete of- octurrencee (laws);

(b) explain the, relations among-those laws (i.e.,ligher order, more

Sonata =Planation*);
(c) resolvkconflicts

generated by competing Vielpr-

points;,(d) account for anomolles7ior
exceptions, end so forth (Pieget,

1968). To the:extent that children's conceptual
development say be

Characterised by the construction
of ever sore general, more inclusive,

and more powerful relationships
which limpet* make their Underitanding

more coherent and objective,
Piaget's approach

informs the study of knowl-

edge building by providing the opportunity to subject hypotheses concerning

io



the development of knowledge to empirical inquiry.
This Is especially

valuable In looking at the origins.of a concept (even themost primitive

of concepts
known to us were products of adult thinking), and when the

historical records,of
discovery are

ificosplete or nonexistent (Berthoud-

Bapendropoulou and Ackernann-Valladaa,
1980). :Likewise understanding

the transitions
from less

adequate to more adequate notions
in a pir-

ticular domain
can be a rich sOurce of hypotheses

concerning the de-

velopmental course
of the construction

of knowledge In the child.

Plagees biological concerns
are well known (Rapt, 1971; 1963).

In his view man, like all other organism,
adapts to his environment.

The general
processes by which adaptation occurs are desdribed by the

.notions of Assimilation
aid accommodation.

The developmental
coUrse'of

change is conceptualized
in terms of successive

levels of cognitive

organization.
But unlike'lover

organism man has a special tool by

means of which he extends his adaptive
capacities to rise above the

.11alts of his Immediate
environment.' That

special tool is,called human

Intelligence:
ilith it Ian reconstructs

the past, reorganizes
the present,

anticipates
the future, and thereby

extends hie capacities beyond 'the

present to the possible,
and beyond the limited plane of action to the

wider plane of thought.
It la this tool whose origins and functiofiing

N.

flaw has sought to describe ami8
explain in his numerous studies over

the past sixty years.

The Genevan Psychogenetic
approadh takes Into account both the

structural and the functional aspects of the development
of a concept or

theory. The structural
analysis alas at uncovering the very general

underlying 'structures
of knowing that direct a subject's behavior.

The



'functional viwapoint is concerned with the cognitive processes or pro-

cedures bY, which new tnderstandings are lade pOesible. The approach

is interdisciplinary in that it relies upon theoretical ecalyaes'in par-

titular content areas (e.g., concepts in physics or mathematics) ind

psychological experimentation with children.

The Genevan framework is usedthere.
Chapter II begins with a theo-

retical analysis of numeration systems as currently understood by mathe-
.

maticians, and is followed by a historical survey of major milestones in

the development of them. The chapter closes with a review of previous

aitereture in the fields of psychology and mathematics education which

bear on the developMental/learning
issues addressed inthis thesit.

Chapter /II la made up of two parts. The first part sets forth the theo

retical frameWork for the psychogenetic or experimental portion of the

study. The second itemises the hypothesei Uhl& wore postulated. to study

the development of children's understanding,of
numerical notation. In

Chapter IV the methods used in carrying out this study are:described.

InclUded there are descriptions of thetasks sihich were given and the

mcedures which vere followed in administering them; the selection of

subjects; the interview format; and data analysis procedures. The

empirical findings are reported is,Chapter V.

A study of this nature has h;Oader implications. My
hope in con-

ducting the interviews was to gather evidence that (a) children hold

ideas which are different from those of adults, (b) those notions form

a developmental sequence,
and (c) the uncoveiing of those idees wad

point the way toward identifying sone of the clashes that must Occur be-

tween children's independently constructed ideas.and the instruction

a

20



they are receiving in school. This study is linked to the important

educational
issue of facilitating Children's understanding

of the place

value property
of the conventional notational system. The clashes might

help to explain,children's
resistance to our instructiOial

endeavors and

7".

offer some
suggestions as to what can be modified: our expectations

of

children's capacities for reconstructing
the numeration

system for them..

selves; our generally held presuppositions
of how children

learn in this

area; our teaching methods
incliiding the

materials and
activities we

want children to use; or our curricular timetable:for
instructing,chil

dren in the numeration system.
Chapter VII

contains a discussion
of What-

.

this study
adds to our knowledge regarding thele issues, and perhaps more

importantly,
what me have yet to uncover. by speculations

regarding the

merit of extending
this inquiry

into other areas of mathematics
education

ire included theft.

.11

410
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CHAPTER II

smcitown AND: LITERATURE arum

Introdeution

The intent of this Chapter is to summarise the research done in

preparition for the study of Children's developing
understanding of the

conventional
notational system. The format of the presentation will be'

familiar to those who are accustomeCto reading genetic epistemological

research but viii seem unorthodox to those who are not. The chapter has

three parts: i discussion of the problem from the mathematical point of

view; a historical
suivey of the development 4):Aotational systems; ana

'a more standard review of the literature
bearing on the topic. -

The Mathematical Perspective

From the mathematical
point of view the'first several years of

-

mathematics education are devoted to the study of the natural numbers

(positive integers or whole numbers). Elementary school children study

three conceptually
distinct aspects of those numbers: (1) using them

in counting to answer the question "has many?" (2) performing the arith-

matte operations in order to short,cut ono-by-one counting (addition,

subtraction, multiplication,
and division); end (3) learning the nota-

tional system and exploiting it to facilitate,computation
(Braunfeld,

1979).

Tise notational
aspect of number Is described in`mathematics

with

two constructs:
base and place value. The decimal numioer system from
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this perspective
is a system of notation for real

numbeisl that =Qs the

base 10. The base of a number system ls the number of units in a elven

iiigit's plaice whickhas to
be taken to

denote 1 in the next higher place.

In the base 10, therefore, ten units in the units place are
denoted by 1

in the next higher (tens) place,2

Piece value li implied ikthis definition of base. It is the pro-

.

party df ths notational system
which allows us

6
to use a limited number of

.
,

digits (ten digits in the sequence
0,,1 ; 1; 3, 4,,546 7, 89,9) to ricord

any number, no matter how large or how *mall, bywritten position. The

.value of the digit is determined by-written positionrelative
to the

decimal pant:, The digit 1 written in the units position (to the immedt-

a

ate left of the decimal point) denotes
one,unit; the same digit written

in the place to the left of the Units ,denotes
ten; the same digit written

in the position.to
the left of the tens place signifies one

hundred; the

,next positieni one thousand, and so forth.

;his idea is asithematically
expressed in terms of powere-lof 10.

Figure 1 shows the correspondence
betweei place7(position)

and powers of

10 (numerical
value) for the atbitrary sequence of digits3,125.46.7.

Note.that any
=Ober to the Imo power is, by definition, equ4to.l.

The digits to the right of the decimal polni indicate negative
powers of

10. Also note that the sero has efunction as a place holder, that is&

it serves.to distinguish 304 I-mm.34 by "holding
open" the tens place,

showing an absence of any tens. The digit 3 is "held" in.the natational

plamat where it will signify 3 hundreds
rather than 3 tens.

As ample as this system is, its development required
forty centu-

41.es of human thought and use. It is
instrUctive to review

the path

2 3



10
2 10

1 10
0 10

2

3, 1
,

2 5 4 4

3 stands for 3 at 10
3 or (3 z 10 at 1..rx 10) or

1 stands for 1 it 102 or (1 z 10 z 10) or

2 stands for-2 z 101 or (2 x 10)
or

5 stands for 5 x 10
0 or (5 z 1)

or

4 stands for 4 z Or (4 x.1/10) or

6 stands for 6 z 1012 Or (6 z 11100) Or

3,000.

100.

20.

5.

.4

3,125.46

Figure 1. The relationship between digits, Written position, and

inMerital value

which mankind took in creating the modern system of notetion not only for

Its historical interest,-but also for clues it might yield regarding the

difficulties which children haVe as they.reconstruct
the system for

themselveri.

The Historical Perspective

The Origins of Numeration

Historians of mathematics generally agree-(1) that some.form of

counting probably
served as the first mathematicel element in all cul-

tures; (2) that Dunbar vords were
adjectives used to describe something

concrete before they became niuns signifying an abstract concept; and

(5) that vritten notation developed
in the service of keeping track of

24
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counted collections.
These speculatiens area direct-consequence

of, the

fact that.the origins of:numeration predate
the oldest known artifatAs

that we surmise were used to keep traek of counted collectiOns. ,

-

. 4,,

Counting

°Anthropologists
have found some form of counting among the most

primitive of cultures they have studied (Wilder* 1966), though sole/South

Amerldin tribes
reportedly have no unique number

Words, or no number words

beyond one, two, and sometimes three (Conant p.d.* in Newmsin,:1956)

Conant (1896, in Milder, 1966;-in Newman, 1956) argued ihet oneness and

twonass had a special status in-earlier times and used MO linguist cob-

servations in.support of that view. The first is that in soTe langUages,

the words used for the smaller ordinals basil:different
fore from t ose .

.
(

employed for the larger ordinals.' The !Atli& "firat" and ' ecOnd"

rather than "oneth":and "twoth" (comparable\to fourth,
fiffih, etc.) is

an example. The second is that "the Indo-EUrogean words
for 3 -* three,

trois, drel, tree, trio etc. , have
theitemelroot ap the 'Latin trans, be..

'pond" (1896* p. 76 in Wilder* p. 39).:Ev rything above One and two,

appears, therefore, to haveleen
desiguated by a single word meaning

"many" or "beyend."

A different
emphasis is offered by IantzLg (1967). Ne proi;osed a

finger-counting
theory of earlyc weber

4evelopaent and Marshals tWo

linguistic arguments
in its favor. The first consists of instances in

which the word for five is identical to, or bears a strong resemblance

to, the word for hand.

25



Compare ihe Sanskrit ,nantcha, five, with the related

Persian pentcha, band; the Smesien
"plat," five, with

"plast," the outstretched_hand....(in
Many primitive-

tOngues) the number "five" la espressed by "hind,"

the number "ten" by "two hands, -or
sometimes by "man."

Pusthermore, lama* primitive
languagei the number

words *to four are identicalmith_the names Oven

to the four fingers (p. 10).

The second
arguient is that the base of many number

a;stems ii ten, en

owr ten fingers are the clearest model for that amount.

In all Indo-European
languages, as well as Semitic,

Mongolian, and most primitive
languages, the base.of

numeration is *en, 1.e., there are independent number

swords up to ten, beyond which some.compounding
princi-

ple is used until 100 is reached. All theseLlanguages

have independent
words for 100 and 1,000, and some

languages for even higher decimal units (p. 12).

' b

Number Words as Adlectivea

Several laneuages have difforent sets
of_number words for different

types of objects. Thus number %fords were very adjectives or°.

'descriptors of iomething concrete bef
b came nouns

embodying anH

abstrict,concept.
The anthropo

ogist !rant Boas found in the TsiOshirm

- .

language of a Sritish Columbian tribe seven distinct sets of nuMber winds:

for flat objects; round
objects men; long objects; 'canoes; measuren and

for counting when d
object vas referred to (Conant, 1696, li

Wi p. 41 . The more genera14counting
yordsu were a later development

(Dantsig

The vestiges of this practice cant* seen in the Japanese language

which employs different sets of counting
words for people, other =lieu

objects, and inanimate things, and different endings for.flat,
ions, anti

compact objects. Thus the utility of
usin&thciase 10 and common counting

1967).

2
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labels for 011 objecti, es in our modern numeration system has not been

obvious or universal in history.

Records of Counted Collections

To'record "how much" nr the plurality
of a

cOilection, one does not

necessarily have to be able to count. Tallying, an early type of enumera-

tion, relies on an intuition of one-to-one correspondence
but doss not

necessitate ordered succession in the strict sense.
Notches made on a

w. stick, knots tied in timing. pebbles
heaped Into a pile, marks scratched

on a cavi wall, allot these methods of keeping track
oftnumerosity pre -

'sum the matching of the Objects of one collection to the objects of the

other. Tbisymbols vied for keeping track of matched collections amount

to sets of strokes (or their equivalent in the case of,knots or pebbles)

rather than numerals, op separate notatiOnil marks designed to be read

or mad* in ordered succession. The most advanced fora of tallyidg is

found in the abicus mbich is still in use in many parts of the world

today.
3

e

Numeration in this fora is probably as old as private property.
It

is likely
diet its use was limited to sudh activities as siviettiding,

keeping tradk of flocks, recording time, making gross seasurenents
of

fields etc. Mine, 1972).

Since primitive peoples settled down in one area,

built homes,
and relied upon

agricature and animal

husbandry as far back as 10,000 ;X.', we see how

slo4y the most elenentaty
mathematics made its

Int iftps (p. 3).

"The origin of number names
used for counting has been lost, and

numeration in the fora of tallying
sheds no light on when the principle
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of ordered succession was intuitively,apprehended.
But for our purposes,

several points can be mad*. iFirst,*counting,concrete
objects, and keep-

ing tradk of the plurality of counted collections, probably motivated the

development of individualised
number names (verbal

representation) and

simple methoas of.tallying (graphic representation).
WO can set in young

childrin's behavior a considerable joy in learning the counting words and

delight in pointing to objects as they say them. We also haveAniidence

from studies of childron'S informal arithmetic of the use of tally marks

in keeping tradk of the plurality,of counted collecilons (Lawler, 1979).

Second,
quantifying two or throe elements may form a

conceptOal level in

number which is distinct from quantifying
collections containing

as many

as five elements.
SkipTcounting, or counting by twos (and leter by fives

p,

and tens) may be a reflection of the solidity of these early conceptual

i;

levels, although
it must be added that we encourage children to practice

counting by these numerical
groupings both in-and out'of school.

Third, if early number words were adjectives describing something

concrete rather than nouns vokodying au ebstract concept,
then the use of

them in counting did not necessarily entail the construction of the unit

(the n4.1 structure
based on the nano axioms). The distinction here

a

is between,"a
uniewith a siecifiveferent and "the-unit" which is more

general. It say be that children
ale "two" as an adjective signifying

:duality or pairs or sameness (as in the similarity,of two
objects such

as shoes or mittens, or symmetrical anatomical
features such as oyes or

legs) before they understand
theouantitrtwo or even ono.

Fourth, and

related to the last point, is.the descriptive Use Of numerals as ordinal

labels which mark position or location rather than numerical
quantities
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"(e.g., "I live at 5 Mill Street"). ars numerals or counting words name

rather than iquantify. nosily,
tallying may be as old as counting. But

. many thousands of years passed from tbe time when we can imagine people

keeping records of-coUnted
collections to the first appearance of numerals,

,

or specialised graphic markswritten in ordered succession to indicate

caidinal value or the numerosity of whole collections.

The Development, of Written Numeration

It has been suimlied that.the
introduction of tallying by writing

ultimately led to thedeve1opmeni of ideographs or specialised markings

for representing number. The oldest extant records of the sistematic use

of written numerals are found in the mathematics of.the Babylonians
and

the ftyptiens (ca. 3,000 B.C.). Itithis section I will describe theat

systems, as well as those of the Phoenicians and Creeks: Undue, and

.post-Arabic
Europeans, from the standpoint of changes which these sub-

sequent civilizations
introduced into mankind's history of numeration

systems.

Eabylonlan Numeration

The Babylonian
achievements in mathematics were many, butotheir

notation is of special interest here. The Babylonians bad a sexagesimal

(bask 60) number system, the notation for which reflected a mixed base

(10 in addition to 60). It combinea a feature of.tallying (in die design

0 the numeials) vith the more important feature of positional notation

(the'repetition
of numerals used for 1 through 9 in the.notation,for

31

through 19, 21 throu009 and so On up to 59).. The Akkadian peoples

who brought Babylon to greatness appear to have acquired eleients of

.25
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iheir mathematical
"Yates fro* the earlier Sumerians;

whom the Akkadians

conquered around 2,500 B.C. (Lline, 1972; Milder, 1968).

The Akkadians' writing foilsmen was a reed stylus which they im-

passed mita soft clay tablets. The stylus, had-a
triansular cross sec-

tion which could be oriented at different angles to the clay To make

,numerals they used reads in two sizes, and with these instruments created

cuneiforms, or-Wage-shaped signs for representing number. Possibly due

to the limits inherent in this method of writing
(impressing an object

into clay), the Babylonian
numerals were not composed of distinctly dif-

ferent marks. The numerals 1 through 9 were made Py impressing the

larger or smaller reed inio theclay the correct number of times, albeit

le particular patterns. The cUnelfore for ten Vas a single impression

made at a different orientation. ,
Twenty was conveyed by-two impressions.

of the mark for ten and thirty was indicated by the additton.,of a third

impression.of 'the same mark.
Forty and fifty were denoted by impressions

similar to those used for 4 (40) and 5 (50) but et an angle sinner to

the sign for 10. Sixty and multiples of 60 were represented by the same

cuneiform as 1 and it wasieft to the reader to glean from the context

whether 1, 60, or 3 600 was the intended seining.

Positional notation was used Lb the follovingimanner.
Eleven was

written with the cUneiforefor
101n the left and 1 on the right; 12 was

composed of the nark for 10 on the-left
and 2 oath* right, and so on up

to 19. Twenty-one was
recorded by the

cuneiform for 20 on the left and

1 on the right, and so on up to 29. The patternwas
repeated'ior 31-- 39,

41- 49, and 51 - 59. All of the higher numbers were
combinsaons of this

positional pettern
(e.g., 70 was written 60 10 but with no space left in



between; SO was signified by 60 20; 120 was denoted 60 N; and 130 by

60 60 10).4

Although this positional notation
wu in use from, ait t 2,000 B.C.,

it ins-iiot-smtil'about 300
B.C.,that the Babylonians in

nted é nark to

indicate the absence rof a digit in any one position. But the sign was

used only mediallY; they did not hiVe a sign to indicate the absence. of

a digit at the right-hand
end, as in our 20. Thus their numbers were

ambiguois, and the exact value of the entire numeral could only be dis-

cerned from context.

The Babylonians
also used iositional notation to represent fractions..

But these fracticins were
expressed as rational fractions (the quotient

of two small
integers) add not expressed as decinal fractions (1/5 .2).

Tor example the sign for 10 vtken
intended as a fraction meant 10/60. A

few fractions had special signs (1/2, 1/3 and 2/3), but these special

fractions were treated as wholes and were used in the context of seasur-

ing alone.

The sexagesinal
system was one of at least' two system

employed by

the Babylonians.
There are clear

indicitions that a decimal sister was

also in use.

It is only in strictly
aathbmatical or astronomical

contexts that the sexagesiskal system is consistently

applied. In all other **titers (dates measures of

weight, areas,
etc.) use was made of ;Nixed systems

which have their exact parallel in the chaos of 60-

division, 24-division, 10-division,
2-division which

characterise the units of our own civilization [..g.

24 hours of 60 minute's each]...(M)any
aodifications

of number symbols were in use for different classes

of objects, such as capacity measures,'
weighti, areas,

etc. Among these a clear decimal system has been recog-

nised 'with signs for 1, 10, and 100 (Neugebauer, 1957,

in 'Wilder, p. 45).



Besides the ambiguities sentioned
above the weakness of the Baby-

Ionian numerals wee that they were
cumbersome to use. The numerals were

collections of wedge,shaped
forms and were not represented by unique

designs for each integer. , lance large numbers were indicated by conPli-

cated groups of these wedge-shaped forma.

Wilder (1968) suggests that a need for compactness
motivated the

development of positional 'notation.

The importance of place value notation
lies in its

capability for expresspg numbers ai large as one'

vishlts, or as small as one Wishes, in terms Of the

same basic digits. Thieves importent in Babylonian

astronomy for the construction of tables, but in

other areas, such as the Marketplace, there vas no

comparable need (p. SO).

In sum, these characteristics
of the Babylonian mathematical system

emphasize two points about numeration systems: their progressive evolu-

tion fkresponse to necessity, and their'arbitrariness.

Egyptian Notation

The EgYptfans.had
two systems of lofting numbers, one that vas used

on monuments,
and one that was practiced in daily life. The former is a

hieroglyphic system
and the letter is hieratic writing. In neither sys-

teams positional notation employed. In the hieroglyphic system, each

markine vas a picture of some objett. Distinctly different hieroglyphic,
.

were used for 1, 16, 100, 1,0009,10,000 and limier units, vhile inter-

mediate ambers vire formed by combining.these
signs. The hieratic whole

'numbers from 1 through 10 were written with separate signs.

ViactiOns were unit fractions
(i.e.; 1/2 1/3 1/4; 1/3 and io,forth)

and vete
represented by an gal (hieroglyphic

system) or a dot placed,



above the whole number to indicate that It was to be road as a fraction

(hieratic
Writing). As was the case In the Babylonian system,

a few

fractions
(1/2,2/3. 1/4) were denoted by special signs (Kline, 1972).

Phoenician and Greek Numeration

Phoenician commercial
activities were extensive;

thus there was a

leer advantage
to their developing a compact numeration system. The

earliest evidence of ordinal numeration is
found in their

system as well

(panteig,4967).
Aciording to Dentsig,

The Phoenician
origin of both the Babrew and the

Creek numeration is unquestionable:
the PhoOnician

systemwas adopted bodily, together with the alpha-

bet, and even the sounds of the letters were retained

(p. 24).
,

Borrowing from the Phoenicians,
the Greeks solved the problem of cumber-

somenotation by siving.esch
inteser a separate and dietinct sign. These

signs were composed otthe letters oUtheir alphabet. The older Greek

numeralsWere not as well cipheriged ae the later Ionian systet1 vas

(Smit:iv and Ginsburg, im.d., inlMemman, 1956). But from *bout 600 B.C.,

the Greeks used the amain* letters to represent the integers
flop= 1 to

9. The eecond group of nine letters denoted the-multiples
of 10 (10,

20 ... 90). The remaining
six letter* of their alphabet, to

which three -

archaic letters were added, stood :tor the fititnine
multiples,of

100.

To record multiples of 1,000 the first nine
letters of the elphabet were

Awed again,
but they

were-preceded by a stroke. A.new sign, the 'myriad,

Was introduced for 10,000. For larger
numbers, the myriadwas combined

with the alpbabetic letters.

The major weaknesses
of this system Were two. Pirate new notational

marks bad to be invented for larger and larger numbers.
Second, the system
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The use of words with place value began at least as

early as the Gth century of the Christian era. In

sonyminualsOf4etronomy
and mathematics, and Often

in other works inimentionift dates,
numbers are repre-

sented by the names of certain objects or ideal.

example, garb is represented by "the void" ... or

"heavenu!space" .. one by "stick!' ... "moon" ...

"earth" "beginning" in general. by Anything

WWI* Oniqui;:two
by "the twins" ... "hands"

"eyes" etc.; four by "octane." flyeli.reenses"

stalky "seam*" or
"Dome"; seien by "mountain" ...

and:so on. These sages, acCommodating
themselves to

the verse inwhia scientificipoikewere
written, had

the additional advantage.of not adOlttingoail did the

figures, easy alteration since any Choose would tend

to disturb the meter (Smith and KarPinski, 1911, p. 38).

The alphabetical systems of numerical representation
were similar in

that they identified numbers by letter names, aed were written and read

with place value. But the systems did not emp1c174ingle unique letters

lor each number, as did the Greek system. Rather, 'several letters could

stand for a particular nunber, and the specific letter ,adopte# weachosen

Isscause it helped to Maks word'(mnenonic device to aid in calculating)

or because the sequence fit into the rhythm of a verse.

Mat these systems lacked were graphic sign!, so that despite the

fact that Serb vas represented
with words or letters, this did not in

turn have an impact upon the writing of numerals. Nonetheless, the idea

of sero was known and discussed by the seventh century.

,N

lirshaiagupta, who lived intbain, the Center of Indian

astronoey, in the early part of the seventh century,

gives in his Aritkostic a distinct treatment of the

properties of zero. SO does not
discuss a symbol, but

he shows by his treatment that in someway sero had

acquired a epecial significance not found in the Greek

or other ancient arithmatics
[Another maniskript,

ca. $30 AMA while it
does not use the nuaberals with

place value, has a similar discussion of thi calcula-

tions with :aro (Smith and Xerpinski, 1911,,pp. 32-3).
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did n6t lend itself to fractional representations
Comparable to our

decimal fractions. To record fractions, the Sleeks relied on the

lisyptian system. of unit fractions (Wilder, 1960.

lindu Numeration

The first evidence of Hindu numeration aPpears in cave inscriptions

of around the third centuryl.C. The Hindu numerals were of many differ-

ent forms, possibly reflecting the division of society by the rigid

boundarleidtewn
batween castes. Among these forms, three distinct types.

have been identified (Smith and Narpinaki, 1911). One type Was composed

of simple marks, and beyond noting the simultaneous presence of this type

with the other more elaborated forms, it Is of little int^nest here.

A second type, the Drahml numerals, are probably the forms from

which our present system (that is our "Arabic" numerals) developed

(Smith and tarpinski, 1911). Tragmentaryeasmples
of early Drahmi

numerals have been found in Cave inscriptions in varioui lints Ot South-

em India (Wing from the third cantury EC. The Srahmi numerals,were

modified many times during succeeding
centuries. *In caves dating to the

first or second century A.D.,
examples of the indiVidual aligns used for

the nuMbers 1 through 10, as well as
multiples of 104 100, 1,000 and

higher numbers have been located. Doe proVide evidence for the systems-

,

tic treatment of number in a decimaINOstem.
Later forms of these numer-

als (ca. 200 to 600 A.D.) have been found oi netal.coins and property

deeds whichwerel
preserved because they were written on copperplates.

It should be notad that the Drahmi numeration
system used no serp and no

Owe Value.

Athird type of ilindu numeration bad place value but was composed of

words and letters rather than a separate set og numerical marks.



llow, when, or by whom the sero symbol was introduced into the numer-

al system is unknown. The elite of mathematicians say have-known the

zero even in 500 A.D., and they say have bad some way of representing it

in order to distinguish its arithmetic properties. If that were the

case, it would still be possible that the merchants and common people

who performed services and kept records did not grasp the significance

of the nanity until much later. At any rate, the earliest known zero

, -

ymbol used widely by the Hindus was a dot indicating a blank c'(place

holder); later it was replaced by a small circle or oval. The Hindu

circle resdabled the irabic notation for 5c),and was
therefore not its-

,
mediately adopted by the Arabs. The Hindu representation did spread

- elsewhere, however. In Chlia the first definite trace of zero is found

in 'a scholarly work of 1247 A.D. "...the form is the circular One of

the Hindus, and undoubtedly was brought to China by sose traveler"

(Smith-and larpinski,
1911, p. 56).

Following the
introduction of sero into the written system, not

merely as a Ombol to indicate the absent* of a :umber (place holder),

but as a symbol that was treated as a number (when this occurred is a

matter of speculation), it became possible to designate 'any quantity by

the positional
notation of

teOlgits: the notational marks for th.e

quantities one through nine and sea. The notion that "nothing" could be

a number, or subjected to treatment as,if it wire a number, thus took

some, forty cinturies to evolve. As -Dantzig (1967) remarks:

...the influence of this peat
discovery was by no

means confined to arithmetic. ly paving the way to

a eeneralised number concept, it played just as

fundamental a role in practicelly every branch of

mathematics.
In the history of culture the discovery



of 'tiro will ways stand out as one of the greatest

singleachl
ts of the human race (p. 35).

!unman Dowel nts

The diffusiOn of the lindu flotatiohal system, throuSh the'Arabic

world and into L*rop.sn cultures teak plece along
sciolarly and trade

channels, but-the pro ss was gradual:and met cOnsiderable Cultural

resistance along the lucy. Al statute of 1299, fcrr-axample,/fOrbade
the

bankers of Plorence t uae.the Arabic nUmerals and initistad theY:rotoio

the Roman ones taste (Wilder, 1960. Danteig
(p67)-noies the struggle

between thou who par ormed calculations on- tiie 'iibecuse (an instrument

-which does Use place alue but whiCh is not linked
with'place value note

tion) and those who uled the notation.

Today, when p sitional numeration has become apart

of our daily 411., it seems that the superiority of

this method, the compactness of its notation, the

ease and aleg+ice it introduced in calculations,

shouldhave es urad the rapid and sweeping accep-

tance of it. n reality, the transition, far from

being immediat
extended over long centuries. The

etrugsle beton the Abacists, who defended theold

traditions, an41 the Alsorists, who advocated the re-

form, lasted f om the eleventh to the fifteenth

century and we t through all the usual stages of ob-s

scurantism and reaction. In some Places Arabic

numerals were banned from official documents; in ,

others, the ar was prohibited
altosether (p. 33).

%

As far as we know the decimal%Place
value system for integers vas

not extend,
actions until the fifteenth century. The form of frac-

tions use&by a Greeks and thellibylonians in their scientific work

(that is, fractions
expressed as ratios of two whole numbers) persisted

as the dominant method of recording fractional quantities. The first

systematic discussion of'decimal fractions
(e.g., three-fourths

expressed
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as 0.75 rather than 3/4) is found In the work Of the Diitchman

Steven Dine, or Decimal Axithmatic, 1585). Be advocated the use

'of decimals, as opposed to the sexagesimal system, for writing and

operating with fractions,
and:We-Ailed for a decimal oittem of weights

and measures as a time saving anyl labor saving measure for bookkeepers

(fline, 1972): .1sclual fractions were not universally adopted in Europe

until the eighteenth century (Wilder, 1968).

Conclusion

Pram this historical survey of the development of our numeration

system, several points emerge which are worth bearing in mind when

studying Children's
leirning of the system.

(1) Our decimal system of number notation is one among many which

have been developed to record number. -Other systems have used the base

10 without place value (the Chinese notational system is a particularly.

clear example and will be described in Chapter III); still others have

used positional
notition and bases other.than 10 (the Babylonian system

had both a sexagesimal and decimal characte').

(2) Ten is the base of many numeratAoz systems, most likely because

1

of the biological 7accident" that people aire endowed with ten fingers.

ringers have been an important tool sin t14 history Of representing number

*

(3) Our syetem tot* many centuries
devolve. The systens preceding

oursiunshm$,Oave either a more cardinal (e.g.,/Egyptian hieroglyphics)

ot-more,ordinil (e.g., Creek alphabetil letters)/Character.

(4) Changes within any numeration system, when they occur, seem to

have come about from contact
between cultures rather than from indigenous



or internal
divelopments; therm" to hmve resulted from One culture -

iniorporating
elements of mother CultuteLs notationsystem into its

emp.rather than from spontaneous
mOdifications of the.syitWe treat

in.

:45

(5) Often two systems were used side by side, in different-specialiced

contexts. A contemporarrexieple of this Juxtaposition
Of systeM may be

found in measOrement: the metric Briton, adapted from continental Europe,

is widely used in scientific contexts and even taught to school children

for use in thet context. But coOking still uses teaspoons and cups; real,

estate employs square footage and aCreage; and farming
relles.on bushels

and bales.

(6) iero was originally a, mark to indicate a missing number (the

medially Med symbol of the Babylonians,
ca. 300 B.C.); it functioned

as a plact holder. Whi!s the idea that serocould be treated as if it

were's'
maims, as if it signified a quantity, use known to the Undue

of the sixth or seventh century A.D., no notation corresponding to ,the

idea has been
found. Who was responsible for the introduction

of the

idea into the Bindu-Arabic
notational system,

or'when this occurs dl is

a matter of speculation
(sometime after the sixth century but bef re\

the twelfth). It is noteworthy.thet sero as we know and use it * a

comparatively recent invention.

(7) The conveitional notational
system has been universall adopted

because of the ease vithwhich both everyday and highly comple calcula-

.

time can be performed in it. But we need to keep in mind th t.it was

not urtil about'the sixteenth century that the rulei for ope atlas on

integers (algorithm for the arithmetic
operations) were completed, end
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that it 'took another hundred years
or so bifore the algorithail were de.-

.

wield for ratio and decimal fractiOns. We tend to take the algorithes

A

for granted. Tit it Is worth recalling that,,as.these "waved, Aetna.

witiclans devieed (and later discarded) other procedures that, were per-

hapi "obvious" to these but would be baffling to us. For initance,

Dentzig (1967) gives the following example of multiplication by

,

"doubling:" mud in the Middle Ages.

Modern notation
Thirteenth century imitation

46
46 * 2 - 92

x13
46 x 4 gm 92 x 2 go 184

138
46 x 8 184 x 2 go 368

46
598

368 + 184 + 46 I. 598

Dantxig says this,example shows vby humanity so
Obstinately,clung to

suCh devices as the abacus or even the tally. Perhaps the same example,

shows why children so obstinately cling to their fingers and concrete

objects when performing calculations. . Operating in a particular note-

tional system is far removed fros the conirete reality Or the idea which

that systeswes developed to.represent.

Review of the Literature

Thlivreviev is broadly divided,Ato three areas: studies concerned

with children's early behavior from which` inferences concerning the nature

and origin ofi numerical ideas might be made; studies focused on children's

cOunting and graphic representations frost which inferences about their

understanding of number, and the cultural tools for.representing number,

might be drawn; and-literature portraying
the ways it:which we have tried
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to influence the course of children's knowledge-building about the

=aeration system in our schools. I bane tried to select studies that

reflect a range of points of view concerning critical asOacts of these

topics.
- ,

lirly "lumber"; Sensorimotor and Counting Activities

. / The sensorimotor precursors of relationships such as one-to-one cor

,

respondence.and serial ordering ware discovered in the course of babies"

spontaneous play with a carefully Chosen set of materials (Moreno, <_7ri

Sinclair, Stambakand Verba, 1976). Tventrifivi bablei between the ages

J
of ten and tsienty-four months were observed in unstructured play situa-

tions inwhichthe following materials ware made ayailable to them; six

nastinftess4(topless:containtrs varying
invilze from 2-to 8 cubic

centimicers); Six wooden sticks (varying in length from 5 to 10 ceniimeters);

and eft clay balls (varying in.diamater from 1 to 5 centimeter's). The play

1

sessinnswerevideotaped.andlaStedebout15minutssitsch.:Three'vf
the

. .
.

J.. 7\
?

twenty-fiveAmpjects Were obierved longitudinally (six, eight, and eleven

. .

. times respectively).and 47 sessions were held in all.

// 1,forendat al. discerned three levels of losico...Mathematicai'action

from amons the babies" activities. At the first level (10 to 12.eonths),

%

three action patterns were identifild. (1) The babies tended tonse dif-

ferent actionxwith different objects (tapping and hitting with sticks,

xamining inside and outside with cubes, and pressing and biting with

,

.cIty. balls). (2) They repeated sequence, of actions with similar objects

(s.g., picking up a box, banging it, throning it, and then repeating the

. 7



same three actions wiih another box). (3) They
engaged in a "putting in-

to" action
(Putting en object into.a cam', followed by

putting it into

tidy mouth). The authors suggest that this type of action cm be in-

terpreted as, the infants' attempt to verify, in relation to their am. body

and previous
knowledge, the relationshipi

of "container and the object Con*,

rained," "inside," and "smeller than."

AA:Level 2, two kinds of repeated actions appeared:
putting one ob-

ject after
another into a container (that ise_placing different objects

into one of the two largest cubes); and individualizing
objects that were

similar. In the second pattern, the baby sight touch,one ball after en=

-
othnwith a stick, or put the stick in one cube after another without

-letting go of it.

AA:Level 3 (16 or 18 to 24 months), three types of actions were ob-

served. (1) Children made collections of similar objects
without the

support of a container (e.g., collecting the sticks and putting them in

a specific location on the floor).
(2) They nested the cubes (three or .

fOur cubes si 16 months and all ofthe cam' by 24 months). (3) They

established correspondences.
Three out of five 24-month-old

babies made

complete one-to-one correspondences
between all six of the clay balls and

all of the cubes.

These repeated actions are
fellcinating from the standpoint

of con-

,

strutting, units (unitizing
objects) and number. They are highly sugges-

tive of what will emerge,in older children as one-to-one correspondence'

end serial order, two logico-mathematical
relationships

that undergird the

construction
of'number (see Chapter III).

4



When children
produce number

words mind use them ic; count, adults

posrally Interpret these activities as reflecting children's
acquisition

of Number. The next group of studies ere concerned with children's count-

lag and.the relationship*
counting to understanding

numbsr. Zachreip-

proadhes the issue differently,
anetogether these' studiesIllustrate

the

IMAge of perspectives
on whar4tmber is. The first:Is

Gelman .and her

aseocjatee work on young Children's
counting; the second Is Stake's study

'eclat children's
counting; the third. is Greco's treatment

of counting

so,unInitrument for
quantificatlen; and the fourth-is State and his col-

,
leagues' study

of'counting as one route in children's construction of

numerosity.
.

'Gelman and Gallistel (1978) distinguish-between
abstract entities

called limber' (all members of the teal nusbermysteW
and number as a

Property of concrete countable numerosities.
They:argUe

that the prin..'

ciples by which one abstracts number are7distinct from theiprinciples
by

which one reasons about weber.
'4"or them, concrete

number li abstracted

fro. reality in much
theAsase- way as any physicil prOperty is abstracted

from objects. Children abstract number by means of Counting, end7the

principles
used in counting form the foundation f*Childien's nutber.'

Al variety of studies done by Wean eater atudentsAemonstrated

that children
from the age of

two-ad-w-half or three Ian reliably count

from tit() to five objects,
and by the age of five can accurately

cdupt up

to about ten objects.
Gelman and Gallitel

posited a set of five prin-

clples embedded in counting, and they used those principles to describe

the progressive
development of children's

skills. These principle.,
the

first three,of
Which can be found In children's

Counting of small numerosities

. 43



(from two to five objects), ere as follows:

1. One-to-one
principle. A unique number name or tag,is

assigned to each object in** collection;

. Altable order principle. The tags.that sake up the number word

sequence ere applied.in the same order in all instances of

enumeration;

Cardinal principle.
The last tag used is singled out to repre-

.

sent the numerosity of the whole;

4. Abstraction principle. The three counting principles can be'

applied to any collection.of entities;

5. Order irrelevance
prinCiple. Any object can be used to begin

the count, for the order in which the objects are counted is

irrelevant.

Stake (1980) studied older children's counting in relation to many

aspects of their aathematical understanding,
including sumer** i ty,i,

par-

titioning and subitizing, place value, end multiplication.
Using the

clinical interview
technique, she found that Children from five to nine

years of age did try to apply Gelman and Oallistil's
princiges, buvthat

serious problems arose as they learned two or mOre sequences of number

1111110111

One can think of counting
back:iids and skip-coUnting

(counting col-

lections byre, 5's, or 10's) in terms of learning additional.sehuences

or lists of tags. Stake found thet some Children use the one-to-on* prin-

ciple (one object, one number name) in an absolute may when skip-counting:
4

they count &collection of twenty-five
objects by one's and two's, and

-arrive at fugal tato of rwenty-five and fifty, respectively.
When counting



the same collection by five's, thermight nie the sequence of "five's

sober mimes" for the first twenty"objects before changing to theirlist

of one's for the last five objects (i.e., 5, 10, 15 ... 100, 101, 102, 103,

104, 1051. Thus the same collection could be called twenty-five, fifty,

and one hundred and five (in accordance with the cardinal principle), with-

out any concern for the fact that the numarosities represented by these

different words were not the same.

Stake suasesta that Gelman and Canister* principles need to be ex-

panded in order to explain the relationship between skip-counting and

number. She specifies the following additions (1980, pI 12-13):

(1) The collection of all objects to be counted needs to

remain fixed in size during the counting..;and the

person counting needs to have devices to partition the

collection to be counted from other collections in order

to prevent loss or gain.

(2) The step size of the list of number names to be used

(the qtep size is 5 when counting by fives) must equal

the quantity-of each subset of objects to which a single

rag Is assigned... -

(3) The final tag used to announce ihe cardinality of the set

must be compatible with other eitdence of its cardinality

Gteco (1962) used.set sizes latger than seven to study the develop-
.

sent of coUnting as a tool for estabtlishieg
equivalence between two sets

which were not in spatial one-to-opecorrespondence.
Por him, as for

Plaget, counting
cannot be an instrument of quantification until the

child knows how to lose it as a tool for establishing equivalence between

collections. With this in mind he designed several tasks that elicited

some interesting conflicts between counting and numerosity. For example,

, .

.he placed two rows of seven chips in front of the Childs with the steccina
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,row "overhanging" the first row by one chip (thavis, the spatial frontier

was the same at one end of the rows but different at the other end), The

child :dem affirm that !haywire the sem number but insist that the .

longer row contained more. 14nto presented with two rows, One of which

,

contained eight densely packed chips and the other, sevim spread-out chips,

the Child might say that eight Is more than seven, but that,the spread

apart row contained more. Finally, the child tight affirm inequality in

the last situation-but deny the possibility of establishing equivalence by

adding one: that row would be-more "because you added one."

Greco found three levels in children's use of counting. :At the first

level (about five yeers of age) counting was an exercise:game. At the

...second level (roughly age-six) the child preferred tool:sells perception,

'although it di4occur to six-year-olds to use counting for verifieetion.

:It was not until the third level (bout the age of seven) that coin:Ong,.

had become a reliable tool for establishing equivalence.

The last approach to'chlidrei's counting la Centered on the construe..

tion ofisnit items, or successive kinds.Oi countable items (Steffe von

4assersfeld and Sidhards,, 1981)-_. In the_context of a long-tern learning

experimentwith Young elemontary school children, Stefft et aL, studied

the role of counting in the,
developmeicofnuiarical ideas. .Their epic

6
AO °

temological stance is explicitly conirructivist, and while they share.many

toneona1ities1With
Plagetian views, their focus of analysis-is different.

From their'perspective
counting requires not only the recitation of the

standard nusberilrard sequence (SNWS) alongside the matching of one word

to one item; it involves some ideas of What units or countable itemi are

as well.



In contrast to Seinen and Gallistel, the authors areue thatit is

grope to presume that units are giVens.in'external
reality. Out of an

experiential
background that is initially

undifferentiated with respect

to plurality and discreteness, or the item that make up pluralities, the

child constructs
&notion of what discrete (and thus countable) Ivens ate .

from the point of view of the stbject, that experiential
background in-

eludes all sorts of sensorimotor
experiences and

sienals by means of which

he comes to distinguish among
object, and events.

What he can distinguith

at an early age (recall the selsorimotor
activities of 24-sonth-old and

younger toddlers with respect"to Individualising
objects, making cor-

respondences and ordering
objects), he gives focused attention

to at an

eider age. In order to account for the ability to perceive discreteness

among objects, von Glasersfeld (1981) postulated a "pattern of attentional

pulses." This model is different frost, but not necessarily inconpatible

with, the results of the study by Moreno et al.

Steffe et al. point out that.numbers are
units that are composed of

other units. Their construction,
then, lavoIves a second type of sib-

straction, and that Is the creation of composite.units
(e.g., the cardi-

t.

nal number "four" or "ten") made up of other units (one one, one...).

The units or item or "ones" have to,be discrete, repeatable entities that

can be combined or joined together 0 make other composite
units, or cardi-

nal numbers. Thus counting to discover
(Gelman and Gallistel) impose

(Greco), or compose (Stake) numerosity,
involves 'two levels of abstraction

or conceptualisation._
Furthermore, in counting, the SNWS has tobe co-

ordinated with two kinds of figuralpatterns.
The first type consists of

47
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spatialp-visual patterns
(sublAzine, or apprehending a pattern of Atoms

arranged in space) The second involves temporal-rhythaic patterns

(e.g.. the kinesthetic and proprloceptive feedback that comes from

putting out fingers to coUnt, or touching items, or the auditory and

motor rhythms established, for example, in the process of counting by

fives or tens).

The movement-from sensorimotor to conceptual unite in the context

of counting is described by the authors in a series of five counting types.

These types, from which a parallel "ontotenesis of countable items" emerges,

are.based on Inferences concerning the locAs of,dhildrents Attention in the

act of counting.

1. Perceptual unit item. Children need things in their percep-

tual field in order to count them.

2. Figural unit item. Children can visualise or re,present an

object that is not immediately perceptible; the figural

representation
substitutes for the perceptual item.

3. NOtor unit item. Proprioceptive/kinesthetic
signals,

originating from physical movements, can substitute for

perceptual items and thui be used as countable items.

4. VerbM1 unit item. The utterance of A number word that ac-

compailed the motor act
canle taken to stand for a countable

perceptual item. Number words represent items to be counted.

5. Abstract (conceptual) unit item. Children become wholly freed

from their dependence on sensorimotor experience. In *count-

ing task, an uttered word Is understood to imply the utterance

of tfie number words preceding it (e.g., 4 + 3 is solved by

counting on from four: "four, five, six, seven.")

C., 1 ...dr



The relationibip
of sensorimotor activities (Onciptual on.theone

band, and
logico-mathematical on the other) and counting to the develop-

sent of number that emerges from those
studies is a complex one indeed.

Depending upon one's epistemological
stance, one's definition of number,

and one's focus of concern) number is understood as early as two-and-a-

half or as late as seven or more years of age. 81-a minimum it Wears

"that different kinds of experiences are called ipon, and that they'are

restructured many times over, in the child's growing awareness end under-

standing of number.

Early:Number"; Graphic Representation

Teo studiei bearing
directly on the development of numerical yore-

',

sentation were reported in the literature prior to 1980. In the first

study, conducted by Sastre and Moreno (076), three experimental situa-

tions were devised to elicit children's spontaneous
as well as conven-

tional methods of representing
quantities less than ten. Sastre and

Moreno were interested in whether children would make use of their knowl-

edge of numerical notation, acquired in nhool, in practical contexts that

-
susgested that they exercise the learned capacities. Fifty children be-

tweet* the ages of six and ten
(tei,childree in each of'five age groups

from six through ten-year-olds) Anticipated in the study as pairs, with

pairs being composed of children frail the ease class. ,/

In the first experimental
situation, one

member of the pair was sent

out of the room while the Experimenter
showed the other child a'qOanti4

of objects,(candy).
The informed child was then asked to graphically ea"

a

press how many
candies E had put out in front of him, so thst the naive
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child could use theism:me to tell how many sere there (mike a drawing,

writs something down). The children wire told that if thessive child

could use the informed childless*.
and put out the same amount, then

each of the children would receive a piece of candy.

In the second situation, the
=inaction of candies were visible to

both children, who sat across frost one another at a table. However a

screen prevented the children from being able to see each other's papers.

In this .situation the variable of oiled vas introduced in order to .suggest

efficiency, or an economy ofserks, and thereby the notion of using numer-

als as a quidk and useful,sethod of recording numerosity. The child iiito

produced his message faster received a piece of cindy whether or not his

-massage vas correct in terms of the numerosity represented. This second

tasks*. repeated five times.

In the third and final situation, the experiment.' set-up vas.ihe

same as in the task just
described, but the children were explicitly

urged to use numerals to communicate amount.

The children's graphic representation of quantities were analyzed

Into four rillas, with's:progressive
evolution in the variations grouped

into Type II. Sastre and Noreno's analysis is summarised below.

lb/ I. The children simply sate drawings, without
reference.to th

number of elements put.out. Tor exilple, three six-year-olds
drew a

country scene (a house, trees, clouds, and mountains), two airplanes (one

on the ground and the other taking off), and a fire-related picture (fire-

.

truck, hose three firemen and al building), to
represent five five, and

seven elements respectively.



n. The children made schematic, symbolic representations of

quantities in one of four ways that tensed from global figural repre-

sentations to talliee of various kinds.

ka !Ia.. Five elements were represented by a drawing of a house, two

trees, one cloud, and one sun. Occasionally "five" would ke represented

with a drawing of a hand (five fingers) or "eight" with a draviing of an

octopus (eight lega),.

prn, ID. five elements, were represented as five persons, five trees, or

five of some other kind of object. The umber of (identical) otijects

that were drawn corresponded to the number of elements put in front of

the _child.
%

mat nc. Seven elements were communicated with a direct pictorial repre-

sentation of the sloven candies. The qualitative properties of the ele-Q

sentelware preservod.

km nth Tally marks of various kinds (squares, lines, crosses, circles,

dashes) were used to represent numerosity.. Graphic representations of

this, type were freed from any reference io the Properties of the objects

that were being represented.

Mra III. The children wrote as many imimerals as there were elements.

Thus the numerals "1,2,3,4,5" were *ritual to represent five pieces of

candy. There seemed to be some necissity to identify each object vith

a separate mark, for some of these children rejected the' suggestion that

a single numeral could better represent the whole.

kja IV. The children used a single numeral to represent the total

quantity of objects, e.g., "5" for five elements.



Sastre and NOVI= found that in general, Children's representations

ing TYVa I and TyPe II ideas (drawing in which numerosity was communi-

,

cued by e.g., time of anything, five of the sase object; an iconic repre-
,

oentation of the five objects, and tallies) declined with age. Their

utilisation of Types III and IV (numeralS) generally
increased with age.

The authors expressed surprise at finding as many children as they did

who did not spontaneously use numerals to communicate quantity in the

first two experimental
situations. All of the children had of course

been taught about them in school. Sastre and Marano vent on to wonder

'Mathes-we (adult authorities) are overlooking children's intellectual

functioning by not developing their capacity to use the operations_on

: which their learned (taught) concepts are-based. They suggested that we

migAt be putting children on the road to intellectual alienation very

early, by asking them to sacrifice their own reasoning for that of the

adult.

The second study, conducted by Allardice (1977a, 1977b), focused on

younger children's tutorial (unschooled) ideas
concerning the *apse-

'Imitation of four mathematical ideas. The concepts included cardinality

(ar more specifically,
representing set numerosity),.relative quantity

(representing one of two quantities as "more" than the other) , addition

and subtraction operationa (incremenilug or decreienting a collection

of three or four objects by one oi two), and temporal order (portraying

the sequence in which three abject, were displayed, and recording the

order in which a single object vas moved from one place toanother in

space).

This study is of interest here because it enriches the description

of the development of numerical
representation as given by Sastre and

Oa,

.8 me e
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Wren*. ardicesS technique .for eliciting Children's representation

eemed t4 allow them to use aokomswhat
different set of ideas than

Sastre ad Nbrenes situations did. ler findings vith respect to young

cbildrens
rspr.sentatioIs of mall amount* (numerosity) and large dif-

ferences (relative ty) should therefore be considered alongside

the fincings of Sastre and Moreno.

Allardice's 81 subjects ranged fraa
three-and-a-half to seven years

of age =dyers distributed among four age groups: three-, four-, five-,

and six year-olds. She !sad a stuffeCdog that resembled the comic strip

charac er Snoopy, and positioned hiskat the far and of the table with

his bak turned to ,he.child and experimental Raterials. Her technique,

described in greateli detail below, centered on *skins children to sand

nesse es to Snoopylso that he could.be informed of what was taking place

behin his badk. /

The procedure ims in three parts:* a screening SOW= in which in-

fortation rogerdilng the subjects'-understending
Of the ideas under in-

vestigationwasicollected; an
experitental7sesilan in which iach:of the,

) I
.,

four conepts m/as studied; and p probe session beldebout one:week later

i

to clarify ambiguities, to see whether giving children feedback on Snoopy's

inability to andersiand their representations
would lead that to uodify .

their productions,
and to find out sitetier suggesting

(teething) an alter-

native infortal nethod would:lead
them to adopt,that method. The experi-

mental tas14 are described below (taken from Allerdice, l977a,
pp. 36-45).

/;ach c4 the four concepts' were ptudied in two ways: production,

which,vall described as children's encoding or representing of ideas; an

/
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rocosnition,
which wes also called decoding or "reading" of iarious

materials: for the firat concept
Cmirdinalitv-prodUCtion (set numerosity)1

objects varying in type (toy mice, buttons of different sixes, etc.), lay-

outt_nuierosity, and else were placed on the table,. and S was asked to

"put'somethlig on your paper to let Snoopy know how many there art."

In three of the trials the set sixes were kept small (three or_four ob-

jects), and in the remaining two trials, larger amounts were used (19

chips and 11 paper clips for the two.preschool
groips, and 29 chips and

19 p par clips for the two older groups): The recognitio* tasks con7

sis d of showing S Cards, wtth two Xs, three triangles, or,four

or he numerels'l 2, 3 or 4 written on them. S wag told "Snoopy would

like you to put this many chips on his plate."

The relative
,9uantit7-vroduction tasks

asked S remake a judgment

about which of two,unequal quantities
had sore, and then to "put Bete-

thing on your paper to let Snoopi blow that one has more." Teo of the

trials used large quantities of paper Chips peeped, on paper plates (IA

the ratio of 12:24 and 15:25); tut involved small.amounts of nerble.

(3:6 and 4:7); one used unequal amounts of water in identical glasses

(co tinuous rather than discrete quantity); and one used differing amounts

of/gravel in, glass tumblers (can be ensidered either
continuous or dis-

c ete). The recognition portion coainted oi showing s pairs of pictures

..,

o gasses containing unequal amounts of juice, two plates on which 16

d 6 paper dots were pasted, etc.). S was asked to construct similar,

displays.

//

The otterations-oroductioli portion
involved three addition and three

subtraction trials. Iror,additiono*I
showed S a containers/1th, e.g., two



toy owls, sad said,
"Sutphen wo! have two owls low' I's loins to put

proem* Inhere., Itiu pot something on :your psper to show Snoopy that

lmwe had treo and than I put rwomors." Subtractionwas
approached

in a similarway:
"Soo, we have three frogs (in a cup). Sow I's going

to take two away. Tau put something on your paper to show Snoopy that

firsts,* bmA three, and then I took two mvsy." The rac,......1)Mi±il_M portion

revolved around showing S pictures from first grad* math texts that were

-10

designed to show addition and subtraction
operations by depicting people

cowing together,
animals leaving a group, objects being taken sway, and

so forth. S was asked to tell * story about the pictures.

The temporal order-production
tasks, which Allardice also called

rordinality
tasks," were of two kindsf 0Oe involved

showing S three dif-

ferent objects,
one at a timso'and asking S far something "to show Snoopy

vhich one I showed you first, and which one I showed you next, and which

one I showed you last." The second kind InvoIved'representing
direction

in.space as well as order in time. The child was
asked to show Snoopy the

ordir in *hich a toy frog leaped across.irregularlypplaced
(paper) rocks

on a two-dimensional
display *hawing a (paper) pont.with three or'four

rocks. The recognition tasks uiedothree objects.drawn either horizontally

-

4,4

or-vertically.
The child was toldipat'it.wva

another Child's message.

S Ina asked, "Which
thing do you tRink I showed his (her) first and which

%

=wires next, and which on* was last?"
a

The remainder of this discussion of Allardice's study will focus on

her findings regarding therepresentation
of set numerosity and relative

quantity. The other concepts that she studied (representing addition and



subtraction
operations, and representing temporal order and direction) In.

troduce the issue of recording actions or events that take place over time.

Aihile this is of'great interest, it goes beyond the specific concerns of

this Study.

Allardice found that children employed six distinct tethods in repre-

. seating set numerosityvand valid.** quantity. Some of these methods were

used by children singly, shiliothers often appeared in coihination. My

interpretation of her categories follows.

Category I. Many of the younger (preschool) children made "writing-

like" responses that consiated of Scribbles or letters or the alphabet.

Some of her subjects said that they wore "writing"; some attributed mean

- Ins to their marks (e.s., "It says three" or "it says four owls"); others

'said that Snoopy would know ;that their marks seant, even if they themselves

could not interpret them, because Snoopy could road.

Category I/. Some of the younger
children drew a single circle, and

when they did, it usually took up the entire piece of paper. Children who

responded in this fashion tended to make *the identical mark
for all of the

'cardinaliry
(numerosity) trials, thus implylng that they were not repre-

.

sentins variations in numerosity.

Allardice considered Categories4
and IIto be "non-representational,"

in the sense that they did not servavto communicate numerosity to Snoopy.

Pros the communicative
standpoint, however, it la noteworthy that sone

rudimentary knowAdge of writing-like marks as°being something to be read

is present, particularly in Category I. From the-age of five 'upwards, no

child mad* "non-representational"
responses.
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Categories I and II accounted for the majority of responses among

three-yeargolds.
Recall that Sastre and Moreno's lower level subjects

(mho were chronologically closer to Allardice's oldest subjects) made

drawinss
fawhich no apparent

attention was given to representing numero-

sity (Type I), or ftwhich the observer had to tie privy to the notion that

the number of elements used in the drawing wait meant to communicate numer-

,1

osity. In Type IIa, the elements
themselves formed a picture whereas in

Type lib, they did naot (e.g., five people to represent five elements,

suggesting aspects of drawing and ally ideas). These lowerglevil ideas

are quite different in character, and they come from children of different

ages. Although knowledge of the difference between writing (using

alphabetic marks and numerals) and drawing le present at an early age

(three years and younger), it appears that the differentiation
needs to

be made at different/levels.
The idea that marks resembling other things

(qestre and Moreno's Type Ile and llb)'can be interpreted
by others in a

number of different ways, and that numerals (or even tallies) are peculiarly

well sated for representing
numerosity because of their shared meaning is

a later idea. Ideas concerning vhen (in
what

conext) and why (for what

purpose) it is more
appropriate to use one or the otherseem to develop -

over time. The instructions or emierVental techniques may glso have

played a role in eliciting these different responses.

Allardice considered the Malan four
categories as reflecting

attempts at representing numerosity.

Categorv, III.
Younger as well as older children made pictures or

iconic representations of the objects (Allardice
included in this category

(1
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children who traced the objects themselves). The younger Children tended

toga, iconic representations
for both numerosity and relative quantity,

while the older subjeits tended to make pictorial
representations for

relative'quantity,
and to use numerals for representing total amount.

Ivor children who cannot spell words or construct graphs to represent the

notion of "more or less," the idea of making drawings seems most reason-

able.
Cateiory-III is similar to Sastre and Merenes

TypelIc, suggest- -

log that.this mode of representation
persists as an option for conmunica-

.

sing quantitative ideas (numerosity and relative
quantity) for a good long

while.
-

,Catesory IV. Allardice considered circles, tallies,
Zs, or other

marks that were not iconic to the objects as reflecting similar ideas,

just as Sastre and Moreno had done (rype IId). Among the four-year-olds,

the number of Category IV responses
increased for cardinality tasks while

the cumber of Category I, II, and III responses declined.

An interesting
predicament occurs

when the straight-line
quality of

.tally marks clashes with the appearance bf the numeral 1. In the probe

session many of the older subjectsi
tomhostthe tally methodwas iuggested,

refused to accept the tally, because "SnoOpy-mould think it was 'one one,

one" or would
think.that it was jues$ three lines. Cue six-year-old pro-

*tested, "Tou don't have au,
mneber or any

owls." To my mind there is a

strong suggestion that
each of these children hadyet to put togetfier some

Important ideas with their other notiois ayout numerical representation.

The first child-had yet to.coordinate
the inclusion relationship (one,

one, one is three,when
Inclusion Is coordivated with

ordering), at least

In the context of written number. The second child had yet to Understand



that lines or any other discrete items can be quantified by those who

understand number. The third child'ividea (expressing three-ness ex-

cludively by means of pictures or numerals) may have.been tied to text-

bodk conventions in which TypeMb representations abouid. Numerals (or

,Imritten number names) communitate theidea of three less ambiguously, but

as we have seen, they by no mans isxhaust the ways in which the idee can

be communicated.

Category V. Older children (five- and six-year-olds) often used

numerals to represent amounts, but they used them in two-very different

ways. The ftve-year-olds
tended to represent sea item in the display

with a separate numeral (Sastre and Moreno's Type III), and six-year-olds

'more often used a single numeral to.represent the total (Sastre and

Morenee Type IV). Twenty percent of the four*year-olds used numerals

in same way. Among the five-year-olds, 762 (16 out of 21 children) used

0
numerals, and of those children, about 702 (11 out of 16) used a numeral

to represent each object (1,2,3,4 instea0 of the single numeral 4).

Allardice comments, "The numerals were used similarly to the way other

Ss used tallies; in a one-to-one relationship with the objects" (1977a,

.p. 67). Some of these children may also have bad the idea that numerals

labelled or tagged items in a display.

Amongst the five-year-olds invarticular,
Allardice noticed some

additional comments such as "I'll Wit! 9 because I don't know how to

write 19.".She also found Children, who knew how to write only a few

numerals, making those particular
marks to show various numerosities,

when they knew full well that they were not the correct marks. Prom

these examples it appears that the notion that different numerals

53
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communicate'different amounts has to be structured in its converse (a

.
single nuserosity can only be communicated with

single numeral) in order

for -the zelationship between number and Mumma to be well understood.

,Catesorv VI. Some of the older children used words, spelled Out on
a

the paper, to
'communicate quantity and/or to name the objects. The six-

..

year-olds were the only children forwlhom the
inittailknAl was an option.

This oldest group used the greatest variety of teChniques, and more than

any of the other children, used run or more techniques in combination

(e.g., numerals. and pictures, or numerals and words). Nineteen out of

20 six-year-olds used numerals, and they tended to use them in the 'single-

numeral way (Sastre and Merano** Type IV). Interestingly enough, iconic-

representations persisted, not only for relative quantity but for cardi-

nality as well (Category III). ftwaver the use of tallies or other non-

pictorial marks had viitually disappeared. Allardice writes,

The changes that occur across age reflect, in part, ae

increase in understanding about the nature cif *mitten

repregentation. . And Changes across age group also

reflect learning about now, formal wayis to repiesent

quantity with a Concomitant decrease in the frequency

a use of theinformal (unsChooled or syaboll0) mithodg.

, 7 However, even in the oldest group stOdied here there

continues to.be some use Of informal methods (1977a,

p. 68).
444

-The relative quantity tasks vete generally:more difficult for all of

8

the children than were the pardinality (numerosity) tasks. The three-Year-.

olds used Category I and II methods more
frequenarthan- In the numeretity

tasks. The four-year-olds most freqUently represented ielattve'quantity

by means of pictures. from this age on, the choice-of pictorial means for

relative.quantitx generally
increased while the use of tallies and numerals

C.4



4 decreased.
In Allardicees.view,

this shows that.thildien
Can and do adapt

their 'mac& to
ghat they understand as the demands

of the task.

Allardice was
interested in some further questions.

Oft was uhether

young children could represent the idea that a display contained individual

(discrete)
objects.

Soughly half (9 out of 20) of the three-year-olds'

responses
preserved the information

about the presence of several discrete

liens. Seventy-five
percent of the four-year-olds*,

and 1002 of the five-

and sia-year-oldst
representations

preserved the individuality
of the

items.

In the screening session Allardice assessed children's
ability to

establish ons-to-one correspondence
with a row of chips that she had made

(no3 up to no9), and to enumerate or count chips by saying the counting

webers in their correct order, without skipping
words. while

touching a

different
chip with eachcword.

A few of the youngest
subjects could not

-count at all, but some three-year-olds
were able to count 18 objects, and

some.of the four-year-olds
were able to count at least 27 objects correct-.

On the basis of group data, she found that
neither the

ability to

establish one-to-one correspondence
between small sets, mor the ability

to enumerate, was related to the ability to.repriient
discrete items.

Yet another question concerned4the
accuracy with which children repre-

sented numerosity.
Accurate

repreihntation of set numerosity increased

with age, even for small quantities.
Croup data showed that

three- and

four-year-olds
did'not differ from one another in accuracy,

but five-

and siz-year-olds
were significantly more

accurate than three-
to four-

year-olds. Allardice
found no relationship

between either one-to-one

correspondence or enumeration
and the Ability tO

acOUrately represent
a

given quantity.



Tilnally, she found no evidence to suppOrt th idea that younger chil-

dren consider it necessary to preserve such now4ssential physical charac-

teristics as layout, or the else of the objects, in representing set

itunerosiiy.

There is considerable agreement in the qualitative
results of these

two studies concerning the progression of ideas used by,children in repre-

senting quantities.
Mere there are differences, they can be accounted

for by relative knowledge of number and numerals (related td'age) and by

differences in experimental techniques: one study seemed to elicit more

ideas concerned with dreving, while the other seemed to call forth ideas

related to writing and Written words. It will be retailed that iastre and

Moreno were interested in children's use of ideas that they had learned

in school, in practical situations where those ideas would have been use-

ful. Allardice was interested in children's
unichoOled ideal in situa-

tions that were similar to, as well as different from, those that would be

encountered in sehool:

loth groups of subjects made graphic representations of quantity by

ile

iconic or pictorial means; both group came Ui vith non-iconic tallies;

and both groups used numerals-in a b -to-one.imatch with the objects be-

fore using a single numeral to roprernt total quantity. One can't help

but point out two observations.
TheNfirst is the siudlarity between this

progression in representation, and the progression from one-to-one cor--

respondence to conservation in elementary number. The second is the.cor.

respondence between the four types of ideas found in both studies, and the,

appearance of these methods in the history of numeration systems de-

scribed earlier in this chapter.



Sarly "Number";
Instruction in School

A, brief review summarizing research
trends in the study of children's

dhoolwbased
understandins of the numeration systole follows.

Van Ibsen (1947).published an early review of literature on place

valui and the decimal number system. Se concluded that until the late

1930's, the treatment of this sUbject from the point of view of "meaning"

was negligible. Host Writers agreed that "meaning" was important in arith-

metic bui left unspecified what they.meant by "meaning." The first half

of the 1940's saw the publication of works that remedied this shortcoming

by articulating two aspects of "meaningful
arithmetic" from the standpoint

of teathins children.
iirst, pupils should be

taught the basic principles

of the-decinel systen, end second, they should be siven concrete ezperp-

ences from which to extract and internalise Imeating."

Van Eng= elaborated the notion of meaning in arithmetic by linking

the syabols of arithmetic to actionl. the meanings of the symbols it:Arith-

metic basically represent action. Et described the elements of an ezpari-

ence which he believed
provided the essence of meaning:

(They are) the overt acts that a child has performed, or

has observed someone else perform, while working with a

number of objects directly presented io the senses.

Sasically, they are operationp that the child can ac-

tually perforstwith his handa or by means of some other

bodily movements. These operational
meanings become

established by first watching someone else...perform

the operation with the accompanying
words which man

the operation. . . As the Child's grasp of this neaning

becomes firmer, be can set aside the objects and visual-

ize the action. Pinally, the
visualisation is not at all,

necessary; ht has reached the stage of a nature response

whereby all the bodily movements
have been set aside.

The child is now ready to establish 'meanings of a higher

order based on the symbolization
of these primary mean-

ings (1947, pp. 654).
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The application
of this view to place value and the decinal system

mas straightforward:
It encouraged the use of concrete materials in the

learning of smaller numbers, and verbalization of the connection between

those materials, the actions which mare being performed, and the written

formulation (signs, in the rifted= sense). The implicit learning theory

concerned the-senses and action: bodily actions'and physical sanipula-

UDC of materials, sufficiently
practiced, would be

accompanied and even-

tually replaced- by visualization-of the actiOns; and.visualizing would

ultimately give way to' conceptualization
using eyehole alone. Alterna,

timely, visualizing actions, and objects, would be replaced by viival,

izing the symbols which had become embued-witli action-based meaning.

Conceptualization
could then Cake the form of operating on the symbols:

(signe) alone.

A contemporary
formulatiOn of this learning-theory

will underscore

the essential
continultrof this view of learning and %caning."

All ideas a child fully internalizes must be net first in

the world ofthree dimensional things -.othe manipulative,

world. Later, -the:same-ideas-can
be encountered.and under-

stood ii sketchy:- and pictures .and -diasrams the nal-

sentational world. -Eventually,- the Child tan work with

these same ideas expressed-In symbol.. ..--the -abstract

world.

All learning
begins as the *gases bring a myriad of data

to the mind. Some data arkretained, and the child's

memory bank grows -- he is iemembering ex,eriences. Soon,

a child can use these experiences to determine relation-

ships that are not obvious at the outset he-is solving

problems. Iventually, the child himself
is able to pose

prohlens and work towardi solving
them-- he is making in.

dependent investigations (Wirtz, 1074, p. 37).

Wirtz advoCaies using concrete.
objects which ttit student can

move

around, such as bean sticks (sticks on which ten beans have been glued)



old loose beans. After chilir.n have vorkad'with such maiipulatives,

.tben place value notation be introduced in_the
first instance as "re-

cording what **eve done," and subsequently as a bandy device for keeping

different amounts
straight. Re gives as an exaxple, "42 is better than

312 because no one will be able to tell that yousean
three-tens and

twelve ones." The appeal for thinking about regrouping,
then, lies in the

communication
of precisd amounts (the need to be understood by others),

rather than the idea that twelve Is composid of ten and two, that the 1

in 12 stands for ten, and ten plus thirty equals forty.

Wheeler (1971) studied second graders' performance on multi-digit

subtraction and addition tests after having used different
quantities of

concrete materials to solve two-digit
problems. The materials included

the abacus, ticks that could be bundled into sets of ten, the place

value Chart, and the Dienes' multi-base arithmetic blocks. The children

had studied two-digit addition and subtraction examples Involving re-

grouping,
hut they had not preilously encountered multi-digit examples.

The childrenvere
grouped into three LQ..levels'and

three "levels of ab-

straction" based on the number of materials they could successfully Mani-

pulate,in solving the two-digit addition and.subtraction
examples.

Wheeler found that children whocould
use three or four of the mate-

rials in riirouping the two-digit samples scored significantly higher

on the multi-digit written tests than children who vere less proficient

in their use of the saterials. Re found that this relationship was con-

<,

sistent across all I.Q. levels. The number of materials the children

could handle in the two-digit examples, and their performances on the



sulti4isit written tests, were significantly correlated when age, I.Q,

and competence with the basic number facts were held constant.

It is not Clear whether the ability to
demonstrate the idea of units

sind tens using &misty of objects indicates how well the student under-

stands the notion of relative,magnitudes
(hundreds vs. tens) and/or groups

of ten (150 fifteen tens) and/or the regrouping
algorithms (in the sense

of "do the same procedure for the hundreds column as you've done for the

tens and units columns." One suspects the latter among second graders.

The introduction of ideas based on the'iheory of sets dominated much

of the discussion of children's arithmetic dutins the 1960's and eatly

1970's. comprehensive yet succinct statement of the connection between

set theory, learning theory, and place value ideas can be found in Payne

and Iathmell's discussion of number and numeration (Payne and Iathmell,

1975). The authors discuss number fron a set theory perspective:

The main component of the concept of whole number is the

classification of sets that are in one-to-one correspond-

ence. If the elements of two sets match one-to-one, then

the two sets have the same number. One.set hasIumas

limas the other...The specific:umber of members, how-

ever, is of use most often, and it needs a name, lboth.

oral and written (1975, p. 127).

They suggested iarious matching
activities designed to underscore

the siallarity between sets of a siten amber and encouraged the compar-

"ins and ordering of sets of differing amounts. Oral names and written

lurks were explicitly recognized as being two different forms of convey-

ins information about number.

Partitioning of sets was advocated as an early grouping activity

that would be, necessary for teaching the base 10 decinal numeration system.



They defined
numeration as "those concepts, skills, and understandings

ascessary for naming and processing
numbers ten or greater" (p. 137), and

listed fire
abilities that were important for their learning: (1) group-

ing objects into equivaiLt sets and naming the number of groups; (2) a

scheme for grouping more than once, that is, grouping ten
units into a

single sreup of tenooten
groups of ten into one group of a hundred, and

.
so forth; (3) a same for recording

groups, or al positional (notational)

scheme; (4)
=I:relenting numbers

by oral number names, written numerals,

_
and a base

represe;iation that directly indicates the number of groups

f

(e.g., a ten-rod and teo unit blocks foften); and (5) translating
from

one representation
(oral/written/Object)

to another (pp. 1374). With

the exception of the eliphasis on grouping objects into equivalent sets

and naming the number of groups (point 1 above), it is difficult to

1,

rn ildisce any gre t difference
between this and non-set theory prescri0-

.

tions for teaching. The implicit learning theory is substantially
the

same as those described aboire.

Az abou the saMe time, curricula and diagnostictests
based on task

analyses,
derived from Gagne's learning

hierarchies, were
being formu-

lated (e.g.,
Smith, 1973;

Resniek, Wang and Replan 1973). Utilizing

Gagne's method of beginning with
a*cOmplex

problem and working backwards,

various problems in elementary
mathematics were

analyzed into
simpler or

prerequisite capabilities.
Task analyses

focus on the problem to be

solved, rather
than on the process of learning from the point of view of

at,

the individual
Child. Using this method Smith (1973)

constructed a

Witten place value diagnostic test
that resulted in his finding a series

of inadequacies
with respect to place value prerequisites

among second



gradate who were lour achievers
Snarl:hustle. These children could

(1) recogniie
sets: (2) group sets;.(3) identify the cardinal number of

41,904 (4) gxoup lets of ten; (5)
grOup-sets Of ten with remainder of

Ones; and (6) valie
numetals for sets of ten and a remainder of ones'.

8hat they had difficulty withvas (1) interpreting
the value of each

1ace in a two,place numeral,(e.g., circling the mineral in which the 6

stands for 6 tens, 63 or 36; deciding that'90 means 4.d ones,- tens).;

(2) counting by 10s when the first number vas not given:(e.g., , 13,

23; - 65, 75); end (3) InterPreting 10 ones as 1 tenend 1 ten as 10

came (e.g., 9 tens ones). 810 achievers could
do:all-of the above,

but both high and low achievers had difficulty (1)
exchangini ones for

tens and tens for ones (e.g., 1 ten, 7 ones tens, 17 ones);.and ,

(2) interpreting, or naming the same number in several different mays

(e.g., 2 tens, 13 ones lit ones; 5 tens, 18 ones 6 time, ones).
MINIMmw

These last two items convey what other* have called
"renaming" and "ex-

changing ones for ,;(ns and tens for ones in regrouping" (e.g., Flournoy,

19171 fictive:1s, 1968;Wheeler, 1971; lathmell, 1972).

e results of diagnostic tests based on task analyse: can hell; to

spe fy particular areas of difficulty for children. 8ut they do little

in e way of shedding light owl-ear:1ns
(construction) ,proceeses

di ectly. linked to subject-matter deecriptions.
The, presumption. that

, *

ject-matter descriptions
translate into psychological descriptions of

bhaviór, an assumption that lies at the heart of learning hiererchies, is

%site simply among,
from the npa inalm pot of view. In addition, learn-

l

,

i

ing hierarchies presume a positive transfer fr one level to the next in

.,/ the learning hierarchy,
for lover level learn,4gs are included

in the

d

higher level tasks (Resnick, 1976).
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Resnick critiques
this and other models of arithmetic instruction

and suggests that the real
contribUtion of task analyses for instruction

lies in providing a psychological description of the ,,competence LongLit,

or what me think the childcpusht to khow. She raises an interesting ques-

tion for iistruction: is it possible to teach "learning to learn" strate-

sits?

...one appropriate Concern for instruction is.the possi-

bilityof tesiChing general strategies for inventiOn and

'discovery -- strategies that will help
learners to be

less dependent on the instructor's elegance in present-.

104: particaar
tasks (1976, p. 76),

'Resnick suggests that conscious use of self-questioning and self-monitor-

,

Ins might be one sudh strategy,
aneig4 instruction in this strategy

might be possible to forlulate (p. 78). Rowever,,there seems to be a

rather large distance between "strategies for inveStion and discovery"'

and "self-questioning and self-monitoring."
Techniques for the latter

might be a bit more amenable to direct teaching than thelAtter, and per-

haps that is what she means to incorporate into her approsch

4

It should be noted that regrouping does not have to be Confined to

instances where numbers larger thin ten are involved. In the context of

'suggesting
"mentalregroupine As an alternative tO "counting'on" strate-

glee for addition,- Ramo
(1980) touched upon a Japanese curriculum in

which children were'deliberately
schooled in quantities lest thin ftve

before moving on to numbers greater than ftve.. In this curricUlum, it

not until children were well versed in the set partitioning of'five

the they-moved on to larger quantities, and When they did, the larger

numbers tore taught as composites of the intermediary Unit, five, and

,
_ .

smaller, well knoint numbers. The Japanese children following this

6,3



carricultsa were
taught to thidk about six as five and one, seven as five

and two, and so forth. As a consequence
of this type of instruction,

these children w e r e apparently less
dependent o n counting as amens of

solvins sisplvaddition piobless. In contrast to American children,

these Japanese students regrouped in terms of five's and thus.circum-

vented th't need for "counting on" and "counting back,"
with its con-

,

cositant need to use fingers or ease other mechanism to keep track of

"when to5stap the count." When approaching a problem such as 8 + 7 ?,

they used one of the following strategies,
neither of which involve

counting:

(a) o4.7 8 + (2+5)
(8+2) + 5 10 + 5;

(b) 8+7 two fives + (3+2) 10 + 5.

In this curriculum the thildren worked with "tiles" or paper repre-

sentations of quantities that combine features of base 10 materials (but

with an idtermediary representation
for five -- a strip of cardboard equal

in length to five unit-squares) and the abacus (but with the five-strip

replacing the bead as a representation of five): The =darn abacus cm-

blues a base 5 and a base 10 place value system by using a single bead

within each base 10 poaltion to represent an intermediary number:

5 s 109; 5 x 101; 5 z
102; and so forth.

Thus a number such as 278

would be shown on the abacus as 2
landred-beads; 1 fiftrimbead

plus 2

ten beads; and 1 five-bead plus 3 one-beads.

It is possible that numerical
quantities greater than five are more

easily understood by pausing at five, and then deliberately constructing

larger numbers ant of that intermediary
unit (five is a unit of

units, in

Steffe and his colleagues' terminology).
It is also possible that.stressing



real undaristandiag
with smell quantities

before moving on to larger

(greater than five) numbers gives Children a Chance to build confidence

rith their own numerical reasoning.
Perhaps an intermediary represents..

.tion (tiles) help; children to better understand
larger numbers. What-

e ver the case, it-should be tentioned that several
authors have criticized

the degree to which American Children have been encouraged to rely on

counting to solve addition problems
(e.g., Wirtz,

1980) and have gone so

far as to suggest that counting
stratelies or schemes get in the way of

place value 411derstanding
(e.g.; Stake, 1980).

Ginsburg (1977a, 1977b) studied children's
learning of codified

arithmetic,"
including the

notatpnal system,
by means of interviewing

them about their ideas
concerning how to write spoken

numbers and how to

read written numbers. From their,errors and explanations,
he inferred

a throe-stage process
in writing numbers, sad a three-stage process in

understanding written number. With regard to writing
nutbers, he iden

tifisd the following
(1977b, p. 21):

Stase 0: The child fails to Wite
numbers in any coherent way.

Stage 1. The Child makes errors in writing small numbers, but these

errors are a result of his/her
following some

kind of a

simple rule inappropriately.
:Yer example,

the child

Writes 305 for thirty-fii6.

Stage 2*,,The child Writes small (better-known)
numbers accurately

but makes errors in writing large
numbers. Be coMbines

a "Ursa number chunk" with.* familiar numeral. For Ox-

,
ample, the Child Writes

600,023 for six thousand twenty-three.

Stage 3..The child accurately writes
numbers of reasonable size.

Th
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Ginsburg sueeests that reading numerals may roughly parallel this

sequence in writing numerals. What le noteworthy in this sequence is the

repetition of an error, first lade with smaller numbers and then re:-

appearing with larger numbers. The errors may be based in part on the

idea of "writing numbers like thersound," and in part on the difference

between familiar and unfamiliar amounts.

With respect to understanding what has been written, Ginsburg found

the following sequence of stages. He vas interested specifically in the

Children's ability to link written number with a theory of-place vilue

(1977a, pp. S5-89; 1977b, pp. 21-27).

Stage 1. The child writownumbers, both large end small Correctly'

but cannot explain the rationale for doing so. He acts;

without being able to theorise,
somewhat like a computer.

4

Stage 2. The child writes a given number in the correct way and volunteers

that hypothetical alternatives (empirical alternatives) would

be wrong. For example, for 13 the child may say that if you

WitO 31, it would be a different number, or if you wTote a

2 beside the 1 instead of a 3, it would be a different number.

Stage 3. .The child connects the writing
of.numbers with a theory of place

value.

Child 1: The Child is asked why 13 iswritten the way it is.

"Because it'a one ten and three more." Where is the

ten? "Right there"
(points to the 1). And vhere is

the three sore? Points to the 3 (1977b, p. 25).

Child 2: Allison had written 123; she was asked what the 3

means. "I don't know.
It's the last.number."

What does the 2 mean? "It's on the 10's stick."

Ten's *WO ,/ doet see a stick there. Where

do these sticks come from? "There's a stick in

sty head." Where
do these sticks come from?

72



Allison explained that the sticks ware a kind of

abacus device which hei teacher used in teaching

arithmetic (1976b,p. 26).

Child 34 "Cause there's one 10.right? So you just pet 1.

I don't know Why it's made ljke that. They could

put 10 ones and a 3. So you see 13 is like 10 and

3, but the way we write it, it would be 103 so they

just put 1 for one ten and S for the extra 3 that

"it adds on to the 10 (1977b, p. 27).

These-interviews on piece value, conducted with second and third

graders, reflect children's awareness of different
aspects of the nota-

tional system and its relation to number. Each Child seems to have put

Ideas together in a slightly,different wny.
Child 2 explains the 2 in

123 in terms of a yell known Object
that she has used in learning about

notation. In contrast to Child 1 and Child 3* she makes no explicit re-

ference to quantity. Child 3 clearly articulates the confusion generated

by knowing a lot, but not quite enough, about the notation: he under-

stands that 10 + 3 a 13; that "ten ones is the same as one ten," or that

1 + 1 + 1 e 10; that recording both ten and three in terms of ones

would yield a different number
(103); and that 1 is written for "one ten."

It seems.that
he needs an

additional idea in order to know why "yiu just

put 1 for one ten," and that is that zero is, a place.holder,
in this case

for units. The 1 in 10 lite: and the 0 in.10 is ones, or-more precisely,

an absence of ones. One suspects
tgit Child 1 does not yet have this idea,

either.

The relationship
between number and numerical repriseentation

is far

from straightforward
from eiTher the standpoint of historical

evolution or-

.

from.the perspective otchildrenes development.
In the next chapter I

will elaborate the theoretical perspective
fromwhich this study is

undertaken.
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=ITER III

=EMETIC& TeAMEWORK

AND ETPOTRESES

AAults accustomed to using any notational system have aiteady con-

strutted their own Understanding of the principles and peculiarities

-of that system. Jut Child-learners poised outside a.notational eystem

have yet to construct those linkages; rimy only gradually come to under-

stand how ihe "squiggles" work, and tha'mmanings they hold for proficient

users. We are concerned with tha process by which chlid-learners build

their knowledge of numerical notation by putting into relation-their in-

dividually constructed concepts regarding number with their knowledge of

the cultural objects for representing those concepts.

The graphic "arks are organized into a system. How do children

construct theitictowledge of the principles underlying that system?

Theseprinciples are, on the one hand, numerical (knowledge of number)

and on the .other hand antatIgnal (knowledge of the cultural object).

While the primary focus of this study is the digits and numerals of the

Written system, we cannot ignore the impact of the verbal or number-word

system in this knowledge-building process.

Plow never directly addressed
thiZquastion of how children con-

stiuct their theories About notational systems. But he did distinguish ,

among three eipects involvailn-the
chiles representation of quantities.

Thly are (a) the idea of number and other kinds of.quantities, (b) the

representation of ideas with syMbols, and (c) representation of ideas

74



with. conventional
signs (Piara, 1941; lieget and Wielder', 1966). The

first fart of this chapter dealtiwith,these and related theoretical dis-

tinction*. The second fart explitates the hypotheses pOstulatedto

study the prObleis that Children encounter in the process of reconstruct-

ing, or coming to know, the numeration system.

The Construction
of Number

Ember resides noWhere in reality, but only in the minds of people

who have created it. Although objects are observable, their number is

an idea about them (Judd, 1927; Inhelder, finclair and lovet, 1974;

C. Kamii and DeVries, 1976; Staff*, Ric:herds and von Clasersfeld, 1979).

Ember, in the !legation view, is an idea conatructed by *All individual

by synthesizing
two kinds of relatienshipt:

order and hierarchical in

clutipA (Figure
2). To quantify a,collection of object* numerieally,

the *Uiject must put them into a relationship-of
order to ensure that

each-vill be counted once and only once.(the dotted lines in Figure 2).

must also put them into a relationship.of hierarchical Inclusion

(the solid lines in Figure 2), such that one is included in two, two'in-
.

three, and so forth. As the Child puts the objects into these relation,-

ships, he transforms them into "One,",i.e.,
Objects whose qualitative

Characteristics
(e.g., shape, size, and color)are ignored and whose

only salient feature is "one" or "an element." This transformation
Of
5

discrete objects into "ones" underelids the
constructioi of the unit.

a
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Figure 2. Relationships of order (dotted lines) and hierarchical

inclusion (solid lines) involved in number.

For children who have not yet coordinated ordering and inclusion

relationships, number cannot be said to exist. The absence of Order

can be seen in the 4-year-old who "counts" the five objects as shown

in Figure 3: the child counts seved objects by skipping one and count;

ing sone of them more than once. Only when the child comes to feel the

logical necessity of not skipping any, and of not-counting any of them

more than once, will be feel the need to order the objects mentally so

be can keep tradk of the ones be has already
counted, and those he has

.yet to count.

four
seven

4."6- °°°°° three

k* l7 six
a...447/ two

five

d one

Figure 3. The absence of order in counting



The absence of inclusion canbe seen in the 4-year-old who counts

five objects, announces that there are "five," but points only te the

last one when asked to,"show five" (Figure 4). This child points only

to the fifth Object
because for her, "One" is only a name for the first

object in the aerie*, "two" for the second object, and so forth. Count-

Ise in the manner Shown in Figure 4 is sinth like naming
individuals in

a group: "Jesse, Jason, Sarah, Any,
Andrew." Am the child names each

person, she (for good reason) does net mentally include Jesse in Jason,

etc. In the same way, she does not mentally Include
one in two, two in

tires, in "counting" the
objects in a collection.

4"" Andrew

Amy

ree
arah

ason

Jesse

FigUre 4. The absenee of inclusiOn in "counting;".taming
and writing

The same problem can be observed in the child who writes the numerals

corresponding to the number words but points only to the last object when

%

asked to show what a numeral stands Or ("5" in Figure 4). Here the child

treats numerels as squiggles that mak individual
items; they are Imo-

plicitly limited to being
"ordiel-labols" that

show, the position or loca-

tion or identity of individual
objects in space, but they do not et the

same time show the whole (cardinal value).

7 7



IsmiriCal end Reflective Abstraction

To =Plain how relationships
iniCh es order, hierarchical inclusion,

and number are.constructed, flaw distinguished
between two foram of

abstractiom: empirical abstraction and reflective abstraction. Em-

pirical abstraction refers to the subject's deliberate noticing of specific

physical properties
of objects to the exclusion of other observable proper-

ties. In,the well-known class inclusion task, for example, the child

attends to color while ignoring the wooden-nese of the heads (Inhelder and

Piaget, 1959). The observable property that the child
abstracts is in

the object.

In reflective
abstraction, by contrast, the child creates relation-

ships among objects, relationships such as "similar or different," and

"three or third." Relationships are mental constructions that cannot

be known simply by the observation of objects or events in external

reality. For examile, the similarity or difference between any two ob-

jects or any sets of objects exists
neither in one nor in the other.

These relationships are
Created in the mild of the person who considers

the objects or sets to be similar or
different. The number three is not

_-

an empirical property of Objects or
sets and as such cannot be abstracted .

from them by empirical abstraction. .,,,The
designation of first, second,

_

and third among
objects or events la likewise in the spatio-temporal

framework which the individual
introduces into an arrangement of objects

In space, or succession of events in tine. ftmerical relationships,

once constructed, are.introduced into collections of objects.

The Child does mot construct
number as an isolated idea. Rather,

she builds the idea in conjunction with other aspects of knowledge,
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physical and social'. The indissociability of the -construction of these

sany aspects of knowledge in the psychological
reality of the child will°

emerge in the discussion
which follows.

lohysical, Losico,Mithematical.,
and Social (Conventional) powledae

Piaget made a fundamental
distinction between physical knowledge

and logico-matheaatical
knowledee.

Physical knowledge is-knowledge of

objects in external
reality, such as the fact that a blue wooden ilock

is made of wood, painted blue, and has a certain weight. These are ex-

amples of properties of
objects that are observable and that can be

known in part by empirical abstraction.

Logico-mathematical
knowledge, by contrast, consists of relation-

ships that are created and coordinated by each individual.
Class in,

elusion (the logic of quantifying :by mans of
"ill," "some," and

"none") rests on the.ability
to.determine and

consistently apply a

criterion of
membership to a collection of objects, and is an example of

logico-mathematical
knowledge. A blue b.lock and,an otherwise identical

red one are in the relationship of "different" when theindividual_focuses.
N

on their color and thus judges
them to be different. The blocks are

"the same" when the individual
considers their other properties (shape,

substance,
weieht, aim). If the shad cannot coordinate the part-whole

relationship of six blue blocks"and two red ones that are
different in a

my but the same in another way, he Will say that there ars more blue

blocks than blocks), meaning that there are more blue blocks than red

ones. %en his thought has become mobile enough to be reversible, he

Will simultaneously
put the Whole (blocks) into relationship

with the



parts (blue ones and redone!) irlejudge that there are iore blocks

than blue one*. The child has then become able to differentiate and

coordinate the parts and the whole.

The class inclusion talk illustrates the
indissociability of em-

pirical and reflective abstraction, and of physical and logico-mathema-

tical knowledge, in the psycholosical reality%of the.child. TO note

that a blodk is a block, the child presumably thinks of "blocks" in

relation .to other Objects that be knows (physical knowledge and reflee-

. _

tive abstraction).
Similarly to note that a block is red, he implicitly

thinks of red in opposition to whatever other colors he knows (empirical

and reflective abstractiOn). The child would not be able to create the

relationship of "different" (logicoweathematical
knowledge) in the ab-

°

some of objects that have dissimilar properties (physical knowledge).

U. would likewise be unable to put the blocks into the numerical rela-

tionship of "eight" (logico-mathematical
knowledge in the quantifica-

tion of discrete quantities) if blocks behaved like drops of water that

easily join to make a single larger puddle (physical knowledge of con-

tinucius quantities).

In addition to physical and logico-mathexatical knowledge,
Piaget

delineated a third type of knowledge,and that is social (conventional)

knowledge. Mile the ultimate source of physical
knowledge can be said

%

to be in objects, and the,ultimat, source of logico-nathematical
knowl-

edge to be in each child, the source of social knowledge I. in the shared

conventions that have been created by people. Spoken and written lan-

guage* knowledge of historical events, and familiarity with commercial

weishts and measures are all examples of social knowledge.
So is an



asareness of how people partition ayes?: into calendar monthS; "The
f

Four Seasons" (Vivaldi);
planting and harvesting times (agricUlture);

football and baseball season
(sports); the Sabbaths end holy days

(religion), etc. Part...whole
relationships are

again involved in the

child's
construction of social knowledge. The year can be thought about

in terms of different kinds of seasons, and the seasons
in turn can be

broken down in all sorts of Faye.

The hierarchical relationship
involved in the construction

of

number can be seen to develop in the child's daily adaptation tcothe

physical and social world. The child,learns about die properties of ob-

jects as he finds out
Which objects can be eaten (and which ones cannot),

which edible objects taste good (and which ones do not), which objects

are alike (a chair is like a sofa even though their shapes differ) and

which objects are different (an orange is not like a ball in spite of

their shape). The Child constructs the structure of hierarchical
in-

clusion as he thinks about the qualities.0
physical and social objects

that are relevant to him. In the hierarchical structure
involved in

number, he ignores all of these qualities and puts only gine object in

each class.

The differentiation
of knowledge

into social, phys cal and logico-

Z7

mathematical
kinds helps to clarify the

different aspe ts involved in

children's knowledge-building
of the notational

The spoken

words "one, two, three" andtthe number-squiggle
"1,1,3" ere examples ,of

social knowledge. The underlying
idea of number, however, is,logico,

mathematical knowledge
which is universal. This Universality is due to

the fact that logicofeathematical
knowledge has its source in each
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(In

individual*who has created numeriial relationships.among
objects. The

. quantity five is Oa same, regardless of what it is called ant how it is

writ- , and this quantity can be constructed with pebbles-and seashells

ti6

as re dilf as with Willis cubes and other "math aids." The distinction

Pilaw made between reflective and empirical abstraction also helps to

explain why children cannot learn the idea of five, merely by being pre-

sented with five coOkies or five pennies or a picture of five ladybugs

in au arithmeticymmkbook.
%

Lo icO-Arithmetic andInfralogical Operations

When Piaget focused more specifically on logico-mathematical
knoW1-

41dge, he made a further distinction between logico-arithmetical
(*spatial

and atemporal).and infralogical (spatio-temporal)
operations. Let us

leave aside for the moment the term, operations. Piaget conceptualized

the totality of our knowledge as being organized through two frameworks,

a logical framework and's' *patio...temporal
(infralogical) framework,

(Plaget, 1946;
1971). When we hear the word "Plaget," far example, we1

understand it throush a framework that
enables us to think of such cate-

gories as scholar, scientist, and psychologist.
In contrast to that word,

the words "Queen Victoria"
bring to mtpd such classes as "ruler" and

.44

"monareh." These social 'categories (status,
profilision), are examples of

relationahips among discrete objects
that are indepen ent of space and

time.. To locate Piaget or Quee* Victoria in the tota ty of our knowledg

we need a frarrork of space and time in addition to a iolical (tlessi-

-

ficatory) framework, to knowthat he was not a scholar Itho lived in,

Renaissance Italy,
and that she was not a medieval Chin se monarch.
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' \

Both the logical and infralogical
treaty:irks are

conetructed by

reflective
abstraction. The child's construction

of logical relation-

ships,bi reflective (and empirical)
abstraction has already been,die-

cussed. / mill add here some examples of how children build'spatlal

and temporal relationships bi reflective (and empirical) abstraction'.

,

Objects exist In space and time. We therefore know apace and time

inteitively as If they were obserTible physical knowledge.
During the

eanacrilkozor period,
biby learns to pull a pillow to make an object

.parched on top.of the pillow come closer to.hei. Observation
tud im-

periefice are necessary for this learning to ociur. But even thislcaml-

1
s

edge is a relationshIP,thatthe
baby lust

4nstrucr.between the pillow

1,

and the object that loon top of it (Piaset, 1936).
Prior to construa-

,.

ing this spatial relationship,
it does not occur to the infant to bring

the object. closer by paliJrn pillow. :rimooloo, le involved in this

:
maneuver. Anticipatory and tentional

behaviors in fect,'attest to

the infant's
creation of temporal relationships;

to anticipate the

breast when a particular person appears (empirical generalization),
the

baby must put 'observable bits of knowledge into temporal, relationships.

The spatio-temporal
frameWork that Piaget postulated is an'extension

of the,small spatia-temporal
relatiobships that are Conetructed during

the sensorimotor period.
Adults also create spatial frateworks in

0

their dellyadaptation to the world.
DO= entering an unfamiliar build-

Ing, for example, we begin creating a system of spatial relationships

concerning the building as wm locate the elevator, the stairway, the

room, etc.,,, in erelation to the entrance. In addition, w try to put

a

the entir, building into-relattenship.with
the streets-outside

/7

that serve

a



.aa an external spatial haulm*. The north-south and eaStsvest coordi'

sates invoteed inthe larger framework are, in turn, related to the ap-

parent m4vement of tha sun. According to !legate witcersats aspatial

framework by reflective abstraction end later locate objects aid eVentei

within this framework.

in example of the temporal
framework cin be found in The Child's

Conception of Time (Mot, 1946). A 44ear-old was liked abOnt the

relative ages Of some familiar peoge.
.

,Is Eticidyont younger sipter] a baby? No, she can

walk. Who is the older of you rwo? Mk. Why? .

.4 Because I'm the bigger one.- Who will be older i1en

she starts going toschool? Doet know 1.10r r

mother oldethen you? Yes..7n7riTranoy older

than your mother? NO. Aro thOY the can* age? /

think.so. Isn't she older than yoursother? .01rno.

Does your Cranny grow older every year? She Litm

the same. And your mother? ,
She sene the same as

well. And you? No, I Et older. And your little

sister? Yes: (categorically)
....Nilo was'born

first, tries or you? Don't know. Is there a *ay

'of finding out? Nilo is 'younger,
Erica or you?

Erica. So which one was born first? -Don't know....

(p. 221).
)

Per this child, time was an intuittva notion
thatwas known throughob-

serviblelects such as people's size. Latino after
creating a system or

framework of elms, the ,child will be able to.locate her birth and her

,

sister's birth within this
framework, and to deduce that ferever there-.

after, the difference in their ages4would remmn the same.

0,

Let us now return to Piaget's use.of the term operation. "Opera-

,
a

tions" can be understood rouehlyaa "reasoning
logically." In Piaget's

words, operations are "Interoalized
ictions that are grouped into coherent,

ravorsible systems"-(Piaget and
Infielder, 1966,. p. 93). For Piaget thought

a

,

1

019,

'T"`

0



Is interlorieed action. During the sensorimotor
period, the action is

Indissociably
physical and

mental:later as the Physical aspect becomes

less of a necessary support the 'action can be carried out more purely

on the mita plane:
on thi mental

plane, it becomes possible to do

and undo actions without
dependence on physical action,and thus actions

can be mentally "reversible."
Men the Child reasons

that there art more

blocks than blue blocks, he is mentally
cutting the whole (set of blocks)

Into iwumms(blue and red groups) and then reversins-the
thought to re-

.

unite the parts into &Whole. Vhen,the child become, able to 'perform

such mental actions, generally and
conlistentlY in a variety of cases,

such as deducing that
there are more trucks than firetrucks. sore 4011s--

than baby dolls,'etc., he is said to have grouped these actions into

.

.

SIa coherent, reversible
system." In specific cases when the dhil&ap.7,

plies such coherwat and rsvexaibl
actions, hells said to be perforaing

an "operation."
In &word, ae. no !er reaions/Illogically-as

he had

done when he said there are sorm blue blocks than blocks.' .

?'

In Plaget's theory, logical operations
are'distinct and different;

from infralogical operations
because the former concern relationships

among discrete objects where space and timeare
irrelevant:

there are

more trucks than firstrudka,
tegardiess of how these objects are

arransed in space. Umber grows ouF e? logical operations,
and arith-

metical
reasoning-euch as

"6 + 2 - 8" is a refinement of the thiaking

.fteolved in'sekingiudh
jUdglents as

are more 8 than A.." The'

conservation
of elementary

number task se 11 u0 an opportunity
for the

'child to think,about spatial (length or
dinsity of a row of.objects)

and numerical,ideas (number
of objects in the row) .at the same'time.

o
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Initially two rows of objects are placed in front of the child in spatial^

and numerical one-to-one correspondence. Then the spaces between the ob-

jects in one of the two rows are changed so that the row is transformed

Into a longer (then a shorter) row. The child is asked whether either

the untouched or transformed row has "more or less or the lame amount to

eat." Konconserverb fall to conserve number (that is, fail to maintain

the idea of numerical equallryishen ono of,the two rows le spatially

transformed) in part because they base their judgmenton spatial frox-

tiers,* They also ;ail to conserve because their thought is not re4ersible.

Spreadiag the objects apart and putting them back into one-to-one car-

,
respondence are.tWo opposite.material actions which cannit take place in-

,

stantainously in time.
Whathe child's thought has, become reversible, .

he becomes' able to, coordinate
these ideas in his head ind deduce that the

number iimains the same.

Infralogical operations
refer to spatial and temporal operations

such as those involved in measurement (the quantification of continuous

dimensions). continuous dimension such as length, for example, becomes

susceptible to numdrical quantification
when some unit of comparison' is

chosen, and when that unit is repeatedly applied to the spatial* dimension.

p.
t'

-

The.whole is partitioned into units, .and eadh unit is addei to the ones

%-

already counted.
io measure'a piece of paper, the child might use a

rafts' to cut the length or 7idth into inches; hut she also puts the

inches back together into aiding* that includes one inch in two, two

inches in throe, and so forth. The measurement of time is likewipe an

Infralosidal Operation,,except
that time has to be represented-in the

individual's Mind.
Insissurine an interval of°timo, the hld has to

.e
0

.

/
,

..



mentally include one minute in two, on: day in two, one-year in two, etc.

Measurement is thus en operation that Involves
reversibility and the con-

struction of coherent systems.

As the terms "logico-arithmetical" and "logico-algebraic" imply

(Piaget, 1971), number grows out of logital operations which are dlitinct

and different from infralogical operations. The roots of, logical and

infralogical operations,
Mwever, are still

undifferentiated in young

Children. This is why childransat the stage of graphic collections use

46 A
spatial configurations and sake houses ( 0 ga rip when asked to "put

together the things (geometrical shapes of different sizes.and colors)

that are alike" (Inhelder and Plaget, 1959). Thia initial lack of,dif-

ferentlition between pre-logical and spatial'considerations was eiplored,

in tha context of studying why children conserve elementary nunber before

conserving continuous quantities (Inhelder,
Slanchet, A. Sinclair and

Piaget, 1975).
Modifications of the conservation of elementary number

task enabled Inhelder and her :colleagues to infer that young thildren

-surround objects with a "spatial envelop/0 which interferes with thqr -

judgments about numerosity. The gradual differentiation between dim-

crate (nuMber) and continuous (space) dinensions
shows that the roots

of logical and infralogical operations
are distinct but undifferentiated

at the preoperatozy
level, and that she mechanisms ensuring the,two tin-

9

nervations become isomorphic at the operatory level.

One could argue that apatio-timporal
considerations interfere with

the developnedt of logico-girithnetic operations. Sut they say alio help,

children to organize their knowledge by providing occasions for them to

think logically and-numerically.
Whin wetell children to take turns,

8 7,,
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for Aram le, we impose a social rule that utilizes the idea of temporil

sequence. This iierves as in occasion,for children to make such logical

relationships as "those.who have had a ture (and those who have not),"

and maternal relatianships as !three more people and it'll be tly turn

pin." In the psychological reality of the child,, nuelber develops in-

diesociabi and in interaction with *patio:temporal, relationships as well

as with a knowledge of Objects and people., ,

;

The Representation of Ihneber

The idea of representation has been used in many different ways in'
g

psychological research. As the term is used here, representation -refers
,

primarily to two-dimensional graphic forms. They.have been differenti-

aied by Piaget and others into two types: symbols .and signs. Before

discussing the representation of numericil quantities, let us consider

the distinction between symbols and iigns in more general terms.

Symbols generally represent reality while conserving some resem-

blanee'to the,realityv.'' Arbitrary sips, in contrast, bear little slot-.

larity to the reality being ,,represented. A drawing of a houle is a am-
,

.

bolic representait Otty the spoken word "house," and its reptesentatios,
%N

with alphalieti letters, lt both sires.° Signs are collective signifiers;

their shapes- (araphic, .auditor-Y, etc.) and thair conventional.,meanings

AM. socially evening. d. 'Kusical notation, provides another example of

stiara4, System. in *Mite= music, pitches are comunicatked by

4!ilarke gilide on .a stiff; duration thoWjlong a pitch is to be sustainedi
.

modifitatiorks af the marks; dinrinas , rests, accents, and

*tiler features are all recorded with dietinct notational marks. 'The

distinctinitlietvaen symbols and iigns thus rests- upon (I) the degiee to

0
0
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%bleb the graphic representation
resembles the reality or idea being

. signified, (2) the source of ciliation or validation
regarding meaning,

mnd (3) the extent to which the notational elements
form a astern.

In Plaiget'a.thoory, symbolictehavior
reflects the subject's teh-

dingy to assimilate
reality to himself, to modify reality to make it

.aecessible-to
hil:(Piaget and Inheldar, 1966). SI:bolic representations

spring from within: .their
source is the lidividtal's mental activity,

support:Irby
elements of the outside world. 0:ea the Child knows a

house,-for example, :he willmanage to:draw houses without-being te4he

, .

how to-make them. In contrast, both the elements Of conveitional'hote7

tion (number=equisgles
alphafmtic letter-squigelessiasical-sOMiggles)

.and the systwinto which these shapes are organized, mast in large

measure be learned.. In Piaget's view,
learning of this kind takes place.

through imitation. Imitation is accommodation to external models:

it is the tendency of the,subjectto modify her behavior in order to

reproduce something given outside herself (Piaget and Inhelder, 1966).

In praCtice, some eymbols are
collective signifiers or :hared

representations;
they function in the same way as signs. Highway

markers warning drivers against dangerous curves convey their Message

in symbolic form. The markings resemble the idea being communicated,

/

and the meaning of the markings is known to all drivers. Some elements

of sign systems also resemble the idea being signified. The Roian

a numerals I, II. III, and the Chinese ideograph.'"
are elements

of sign systems that suggest the idess of ono.'two, three. In both the

4

Roman and the Chinese systems, it should be added, that-resemblance
is,

%

limited to the first three graphicarks of the.respective systems.
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leoreeentatiou of Numerical Quantities with
livabole,

Tally marks and drawings that eommicate numerosity are examples

of the npriesentation of nuirtrical
quantities with symbols. Inten chil-

dren !symbolize numerical quantities, they iake their- representations

resemble the ideale.g., of "eight") either by making direct copies of

the objects (the collection in external
reality), or by inventing some

collection of Marks that can** "read" as eight`thiUgs.
The important

point to note is that the child does-nta:nimmtto
be taught how to repre-

sent nunericalquantities
in this way because he has in44ted a means

for-making his message apparent; !mhos created the marks that will

stand for each object.. There are-neither
conventional matks nor systemic

properties to learn.

7
Sastte and Moreno (1976) studied the development of children's

graphic representation
of numerical quantities by asking children to

W.%-k4a Wars-
Oxe.child was °asked to Work with the.Experimenter

(E),

while the other stood outside of the room. E asked theafirst child to

"liave-a message"
for the child outside of the room "so that he (the

naive child)
Would be able to tell how many pieces of candy are here on,

the tele --.io that he will be able to Use your tote to put out just as

many." Sastre And Moreno found thatjoung
sUbjecis syMbolize eight4

pieces of candy with a drawlig of sise other object
(e.g., an octopus

with,eight legs) before representing that quantity
either with a direct\

drawing of the pieces, or with tally marks to indicate the correct

number. The idea of representing'n
sity wIth numerals (the digits

1 through Svor simply 8) didn't
pontaneusly occur to their subjects

until a surprisingly late age.

O' 6



popresentation of Iveserical Quantities, With eltm.

Digits and numerals, as well as alphabetic litters and words, can

be thought of as socially constituted objects of the external world

(Perreirp, 1979). They are objects which can be thought aboete and

-many children dahave ideas about them well before they enter school

(Ferreira and Tebarebsky, 1979).
4

In the school ammironment'numerals are discussed almost exclusively

as tools for numerical quantificatian. But children's own ideas about

the meanings of these graphic marks are often far reeaved from the coe-

d
ventional meanings. These personally constructed ideas are not aberrant

'in and of themselvesi they become strange or erroneous only in contrast,

. ,

with conventional meanings. An anecdote will serve.,t0sake,tht

Hark (3:6) knows the letters of the alphabet and counts with proficiency

up to twelve or thirteen. He was sitting at the kitchen table, and in

front of himiwas a jar of applesauce whose label-consisted of picture'

ot two apPles with the word APPLES AUCE written below.' ,Mark

a

knew the contents of the jar.

Interviewer: "Is 'applesauce' written somewhere?"

.1Iark: "Tea."

I: "Where does it say "epple?'"

EU Pointed to the two Pictured apples.

I: "Where-does it say 'sauce?"

114 Pointed to the whole litord, APPLESAUCE. Then he

'spontaneously began cnunting the letters, "One,

two...ten."

I! "Ten what?"

EN (Surprised) "Tan numbers."

I:,"Rovir so? Show me again."

EN Counted the letters again and said, "You see, ten."

I: "Tes,l,tou counted that very well. "Ten what?"

1,14 (Exasperated) "N U(1111 E S: .
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ler Mark the clash between his action of counting, the identification

of the things lhe has counted, and number is aot apparent. The ambigui-

.
ties will emerge as he becomes-aware of the 'restricted

meknings ot

letters, numerals counting words, and number, and thus of the differ-'

ewe between them and his own notions.

P. Siegriit and A. Sinclair (research in progress) are studying the

meanings-which preschool children attribute .io number-squigglet.
7hey

interviewed
oneichild:(4f1) who, when shown piitires Of objecti with

.
numerals on them, thought

that a 4 on a birthday cake meant "cake"'and

the numeral 15 on a door meant "doOr," as.if the squiggles
were the names

of the respecttve objects.
AnOther child of about the:same age, (4:2)

thoUght that the 4 on the coke meant "it's good to sae and 15 on the

door **id "to recognize my house." For the latter child, the squiggles

carried some kind.Of,a functional message. Siegrist and A. Sinclair fliAd

that Children think the numerals are linked with the objects on which they

are fouod,.but that the typal of linkagesvor
meanings, take very Of erent

forms& ',naming
labels which are redundant in the sinse that they giVe no

lila Information;
and functional messages

which serve such purposes as tell-

ing what the object is good for, or-giving instructions
or orders to much

the same way as highway speed-limit signs convey to adults how fast they

,

are allowed to drive. In the case of functional messages, the meaning of

the number-squiggles
depends in-part on 'the nature

At appears, or the frame orrefe*ence to which the

The latter phenomenon.appears
in adult functioning

of the object' On which

object is assimilated.

all the time: who wotad

ill:take "1 2 9 r -- the price of a bog*, with "1.9 S-rt-- its publication°

*.
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date, or with that long string of numbers its Library of Congress

designation, aven'though all-of them are written with the same net of

dtgits? As adults we have learned to' recognise that
certaft-socially de-

termined constellations of digitshewe different kinds- of.meaning.-

In priniiple, three groups ofonflict emerge in the sCbool-aged

child's thinhing.about writummlnumber.
The first group concerns clashes

between spoken-and
written systems of representationt the second centers

,

on conflicts'betieen the prinaiples underlying number, and'the principlei

governing-written
numberi.and the third focutes on differences' betWeen

the ideas underlying arithmetic
operations and machanisis for written con-.

putations:

Conflicts Between Spoken 'and Written Systems-

, .

/ have Argued that both-the elphabetic end the,numeration systems

are objects of knowledge. /n ibis perspeCtiviwit is the task of the

child to figure out not only the principles which underlie each of the

systems, that is, their internal consistencies and inconsistencies, but

also the similarities and differences between the systems, and the cor-

resPondences (and exceptions) between spoken and written number on the

one hand, and spoken and written Englist on the other. These relations

are summarized in lrigure 5 (p.87 ). T(Precord spoken language, most

Indo-European languages use an alphabetic writing system. Among these

languages the translation of spoken into written language rests on the

phonemewaphame or sound-squiggle correspondence.. This principle, that

the graphic marks reproduce some (hut
not'all) of the sounds of the spoken

Word, is alien to written number.



(4)

Numeratlen System
(3)

'a. Squiggles 0 through 9;

fi b. Principles'Underlyingwritten
(1) umber. (for problem solving

and computation).

(1) Numeration system (iritten number);

(2) Alphabetic system (written English);

(3) Similarities
and differences betwyen written systems (numeration, alphabetic);

(4) Correspondeices (and exceptions)hetween
spoken and written number;

(5) Correspondences
(and exceptions) between spoken'and

written English.

- Alphabetic Writing. System!

a. Squiggles A through Z;

b. Principles underlying written.

English (for reeding std

writing).

Figure 5. Relationa within and among notational and sptiken (English) sYstemi.



Most children are dreadfully confused about how 'to write a number

such as 14 or 16. Stith the miserable "teen" numbers, the sound/squiggle

correspondence is completely inverted: sixteen is written 1-6 from

left-to-right, and not 6-1, even though the six is heard first. For the

child who is also learning the alphabetic soUnd/squiggle correspondenCe

in order, to read, the notation for the "teen° counting wordsvhas to be

wysterious. , Another instance of the clash between ihe spoken and written

systems can be-seen when children write a number such as one hundred and

twenty "1 0'0 2:6" *-4.1rst one hundred, and then twenty, as if one were

"spelling" numbers.

English uses-a decimal system fift writing nuabers but a nonadecimal

system for counting words under twenty.
Thirteen different words are,

employed for the sequence xero-through-twelve. '.1he neit seven "teen"

words use.either the ordinal or Cardinal nunber names for 3 through 9

with the root "teen" affixed to them. A new word is introduced for-20,--:

and only then does the verbal system become more systematic. The same

ordinal or cardinal form used for 13 through 199 but with the root "ty"

attached to theme is uttered for the decadal nutbers. Twenty-one through

299 31 through 399 etc., combinethesivords with
the-cardinat names for .

'

1 through 9. Then.new words are.introduced for 100, 19000, and larger

numbers.

Fran the standpoint of the correspondence
between.the way in which

numerals are written, and the nuaber names by which they are read, the

Japanese sYstem forms an interesting.contrast to the Anglo-Americin sys-

tem. The JiPanese use_the Chinese System of number natation wherein 11,

12 ... 19 are written 10-1, 10-2i ate. ln English there are different

9
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Words for these numerals (eleven, twelve, and so for* I Japanese

,
these numerals are read "ju-ichl jummi ...) " whe 4,21 "-Is the

)1 Aft ....

lmnrd
for).0 and "ichl, ni ... ku" are the mord. 1, 3I( s s. CIO itt"' -1

stead of the new word "eleven," "ten-one" is said and in place of

Ipselve," "ten-two" is uttered, and so forth. Th dilcadal nanns(multi-

plea of 10) are "niplur (twenty), "san-ju" (thi

"kyu-ju",(ninety), literally
"two-tens, three

1 etc. The*rrespond

and so forth upto
.1

,enwebittwe0141;eircitten,and the verbal is therefore
much- Closer in the

Japanese system than it

Children are introduced to both thenumeration system and the alpha-

betic writing system at about the same point (roughly ages four, five and

-six), and they often acr if the virbal, alphabetic, and numerical eye-

toms were more mutually consistent than they are. The tendency of the

,thild who is trying to learn the rules of cultural
systemsle to presume

that the principles underlying each of these different systems -- verbal/

numeration,
Verbal/alphabetic, and

numerasion/alphabetic -- are rre

coherent tkan they are.-

Conflicts Between Number and Written NumberMINNIMI

The second group of conflicts which the ibild has to dial with con-
4,

ce rn the principles underlying
numbek, and the principles underlying the

. ,

notational systmafor recording duaber. A knowledge of the numeration

sristem is quite separate
from a knowledge of number. A child of five or

.sisw*has just recently conserved number his finally cove to the in-

portant realisation'thet the nume4cal.quantity of,a
collectionef oh-

jects (Its numerosity, its cardinal value, itionumber) Is completely un-

affected by slither the spatiel arrangement
of the objects, or the temporal
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order in which the objects ire cOunted. So long as the child imposes

A

ism kind of order oath. objects and counts each object once and only

once, the iumber remains the same.

But,the notational system employs principles that
sharply clash

with these fundamental
properties of number. The spatial arrangement ©

the digits, and the left-right order in which multi-digit
numerals are

.Witteit, does make a difference in the quantities
they represent (see

figure 6).

S a..,2_411.1 Arrangement,

1 2
ivone" "two" "five"

12 5.

"twelVe"
"five"

1 25

"one "twenty-five"

125
"one hundred tWenty-five"

Order

215 and 251

521 and 512

152 and'125

'Figure 6. The spatial arrangement of the digits, as well

as the order in which the digits are written,

affects the numerical quantities
they convey.

For the child who has only recently conserved
number, and thus realized

that the order and the spacing Of the objects does not matter, being ,

.then told that the order and,spacing of the 'written numbers representing

those objects
doesmitter, must be a lbit bewildering.

The notation of'units
(squiggles and strictlynotational

principles)

should be distinguishfd,from
the idea of base (numerical principle).

Our.

'

97
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commodious system fuses the two together, but they are distinct in spite

of their iorrespondence. While our positional system seems perfectly

reasonable to adults who'are accustomed to it, it is not obvious to ihil-

dren nor even standard among cultures. The Chinese,
for szaMple use a

base tan system which does not depend on positional ootation. This syi -

tem is illustrated in Figure 7.

2

12

3-; 01. Is to A Ai
3 .4 5 6 7 8 4,9 10

was t
20 21 22

ego
ow,

.00004.1.

30

cpc7

-1r
40 100

Figure 7. The numerical idei of base it.distinct from the

notational idea of position

<,

Note first that "11" is easier to
interpret in the Chinese system.

than it icin ours because the squiggle fer 1 'is different from that for

10. In.our notational system, the 1 appearing the tens place signifies

ten. Second, in the Chinese system the numerals for 11 through 19 4e*

writtei so that the 10 remaios visible: 11 is written 10-1 (ten and one);

12 is wzitten 10.2 (ten and two); ale'so forth. Third, in the Chinese

system the decadal numbers
(multiplts of 10) are written so thit the 10s

remain visible. The system which is "additive" fot 11 through 19 becomes

1, "multiplicative" for
decadal numbers up to 90 (iterate ten two times,

iterate ten three times, etc.). For 21-29, 3149 91-99, the two

systems combine: 21 is written 2-10-1 and 22 is recorded 2-10-2;

iterate tan two times and add one, Iterate ten two times and add two.

9.8
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The Chinese system
introduces a new sign for one hundred, whereas the

positional system introduces a third column (hundredelgace).

Conflicts Between Arithmetic Operations, and Written Computations

;»

Mot only do the prindiplet.underlying
number and written number

clash, but the principles UnderiYing the arithmetic operations and written

computations can clash as well.
MUltiplication provides us wdth an ex".

ample of this clashIsee Figure 8). In the first example of 3 x 4 (e.g.,

three pieces of candy on each of four plates), sultiplication is the ac-

tion of repeated addition, that is, adding groups of three discrete units

font tines. The notation uses a multiplier, 4, which represents the

number of times that theaction of addition (+3) hal to be repeated. The

result is twelvediscrete units. The difference between addition

- (3 + 3+ 3 + 3) 12 and multiplication (3 at 4) 12 is that muliplicaT-

,

tion is an operation on an operation, or a second order operation: the

new term, the multiplier, represents an operation
(number of times) on

an operation (addition of +3). The result7(12 pieces of candy) is the

same in both cases.

But Feeley (1981) points out that Isultiplication
is more wondrous

than this analysis suggests, for the operation of sultiplicition seemingly

enables one to create new entities, Ach as area or volume, out of other

entities, suth as line segments.
Multiplication, in other words, can

appear to be something; more than repeated addition. In the second ex!...

ample (Figure 8), a horizontal line segment of 3 inches (A piece of dhalk
,

long).le moved vertically
down (a bladkboard) a distance of 4 inches,

thus creating a new entity Whidh is no longer a line segment, but rather

. 99



Notation for the- actions (operatione) in both of the following exaMples:,

3 x-4 12 or . 3

'x4'

12,,

Example 1

Example 2

........- I 0 0 I's.

O ,
"

WPMnon
Loma

twelve candies in,all

twelve strum inches in all

Figure 8. Multiplication as simply repeated addition (Example 1), ys.

multiplication as creating new entities (Example 2).

0
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a "smear." Out of an operation on MO line segments of inches and 4

inches, a new entity is generated, and that is an area which is 12 square

inches. The computational form and the written representation in this case

are the same as in the example of ihe candy, nonetheless. A child who has

been taught to think of multiplication as repeated operations of additiop

might be justly perplexed about how to conceive of the chalk smear as

IN repeated additions."

The foregoing analyses iuggest that the construction of number con-

cepts (necessary equality of two orldore collections containing the same

quantity of objects) and numerical part-vhole relations (grouping of ob-

jects into sub-sets does not change the numerosity of the.whole) rest' in

relationships that each person constructs: Numerical quantities can be .

represented symbolically
(drawings or personally 'motivated means that

emanate primarily from individual cognition), or they can be represented

In,conventional notation (digits and other notational devices that have

a shared meaning). Conventional representational
systems, acquired from

the culture, enable us to record, store, and retrieve ideas in a common

and accessible form. But ihe systema themselves have properties,,anl

their objects (marks) are'socially used'to serve, a wide range of functions.

Notational.systems.thus allow for possibilities, and impose constraint'',

% .

that are different frowthose encountered in symbolization.

The acquisition of the 'conventional system includes learning the

digits (how to write them, and how they correspond to numbernames). But

more importantly it involves a reconstruction of the numerical and note-

tlonal principles that organize the digits into our numeration system.

101
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Place value is a most important property of the written system. As its name
a;

'suggests, it is composed.of two bless. ,4The first is the notational principle

'that written:position designates numerical'valUe.
The second idea is the

numerical principle that a power of ten is associated wdth each written

position.'

If a child's knowledge of number develops along with other aspects

his knowledge, so does his understanding of the objects for representing

number. The general relationships that have been discussed thus far are

diagrammed in Figure 9.

Number
Individually constructed

relationships)

Symbolic Representation
Conventional Representation

(Externalization of indi- (Cultural objects for repre-

vidually arrived at ideas) sentation and communication
.of4deas)

Verbal System
Graphic ,SysteM

Word Sequences, Meaning Notational Marks Meaning,

(Learned) (Constructed) (Learned) (Constructed)

Figure 9. General relations between number and.numerical representation

I suspected that the relations suggested in Figure 9 would be constructed

by children ver time, and that successive understandingt in the process of

construction would form developmental levels. In order to explore some of-

102
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,

these relations, a set of hypotheses were
devised that served as a frame of

reference for the eMpirical work. ln the following section the hypotheses

are specified and explained.

Hypotheses ,

The hyOotheses set forth below should be understood( As heuristic

preMises that set the direction for.the empirical work. They shoUld be

seen as giving direction to several heuristic lines of study, rather than

as hypotheses that can be confirmed (the null hypOthesis rejected). They

have a methodological as well as substantive aspect, imd they Vary in the

extent to which they reflect'new, as
opposed to previously investigated

'problem areas. The hypotheses are thni of different kinds.

The hypotheses are ordered in several interrelated ways: from premises

that are more general to those dealing more"specifically
with the research

problems studied here; from premises pat-are based on widely replicated

findings to those thit rest on relatively little empirical work; from pre-

mises that lend themselves primarily to qUalitative resqlts to those that

do not; and from statements that are the least to the most susceptible of

formal treatment. The first group oCthree hypotheses that posit develop-

, 14

nent in three conceptually distinct domains have a different status than

.

the group of ensuing three hypotheses
(numbers 4, 5 and 6) that snggest more

.specific relationships between developmental lines among the, domains, or the

last hypothesis that deals specifically with the strength of a statistical

relationship among two between-domain pairs. The reader will =tett:at all

of the hypotheses are subjected to the same kinds of formal analysis pro-

-

cedures in Chapter 6. The trade-off between methodological consistency and
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theoretical consistency, the latter of which would caution against uniform

treatment, will become apparent. Tile results of the formal analysis, de-

tailed in Chapter 6, bears most convincingly on the seventh hyPothesis.

Conversely; the results of the qualitative
analYsis, presented in Chapter 5,

deals more directy)with the first three hypotheses, less directly with the

escond group of three hypotheses, and not at all with the seventh. The re-

sults of the qualitative analysis that form the subject matter of Chapter V

-form the heart of the exploratory and descriptive results of this study, and

not the quantitative results as a whole.

Some of the hypotheses, and the tasks associated with them (see.Chap-

ter IV), were takenn directly from
Piaget's well known,and widely replicated'

work. The first hypothesis regarding conceptual
development, and the con-_

servation of elementary number that is associatedwith it, are the primary .

referents here (Piaget, 1941). Other hypotheses were derived from the work

of Piaget's Genevan
collaborators who extended various aspects'f his many

studies, or who opened new grOUtd in genetic epistemological studies.

corporited into these hypotheses are.the results-of studies bearing on de-

,

,velopment in the area of symbolizing numerical quantities (Sastre and

Moreno, 1976), in the extension of number concepts (Greco and Mori, 1962),

and in the meaning of conventional notational systems and graphic marks

(Ferreiro4nd Teberovskyw 1979; Siegrist, A4 Sinclair and H. Sinclair, re -

search in progress). Still others were suggested by pilot workdone by

myself nd carried out in the spirit of Genevan research: Yet others were

,

,suggest by sources outside the Genevan schoOl.
,

-The hypotheses-are listed and explained'below. To make'them mere

amenable to formal quantitative analysis, they are refornulated as direct

questions, with reference to'specific peeks, in Chapter IV.
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Wpothesis 1. There are levels of'cognitive structuring of number and

numerical part-whole relations.

Number is understood to be.a general universal cognitive structure

that, is elaborated aver time by means of coordinating ordering and inclusion

,reIationships. While number in its full bloWn sense is &temporal and asps-
. ,

tial, its elaboration by individual children requires experience with,,and

thought about, objects and relationships iii spice and in time. The process

of conitruction is gradual.

Young children must construct linkages between the many specific oc-.

cisions on which,thiy make correspondences, and impose order., on objecta

and events. Some of these linka87s will' result in number. Childten as

young as 18.-24 monthi have'been_observed to engage in systematic behavior.

vithTobjects which ingests one-to-one
coriespondehce and serial ordering

at the sensorimotorjevel (Moreno et Al., 1976). -This early behaviot in-

dicates that at the level of sensOrimotor intelligence, children are en-

gaging in actions that prefigure what will liter be reconstructed at the

level of thought. In the Piagetian view, one-to-one correspondence Nieto

be eynthesized with serial ordering, without regard to the qualitative

-

properties of objects, in order for number in its realmeaning to be under-

stood. .

Slightly older children have,to construct the notion of,"a unit" from

many specific instances of "the unit" in Order to understand the idea that.,

forms the basis for enumeration (Steffe.et al.,-1981). Children spon-
.

teneously apply the counting word "two" to identical things (common objects

that occut in pairs, such as shoes), to symmetricakbody parts (e.g., feet
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or eyes), and io'repeated actions (e.g. , climbing stairs) before they apply

these words to dissimilar objects and actions, or to'similar events that

are separated in time (e.g., tvo trips to the playground). Metce it is

plauaible that early on, children understand the counting words as lexical

items that apply to similar objects or actions rather than as wirds that.

name quantities. From this'point of view, a major conceptual hurdle
is'

overcome when the child can differentiate between Pane, two as words which.

sname similarity or identify, and as words that,name stoUnii.

Studies of children's counting haVe shown that very young children can

accurately count colleCtions containing two or three items, and 'lightly

older children can count sets made up'of larger amounts (Gelman-and Gallistel,

1978),. But the child's precise and ordered application of A set of tags

(words) may or may not imply that he has numerically quantified the collec-,

tion. In addition to .differentiating among many quantitative dimensioni to

abstract numerical quantity as referring to the cardinal value of a collec-,

tion (e.g., length of a row-of objects versuip.the number of elements it con-

tains), the 'child has to understand the idea of a unit (Steffe et al. 1981).

At what point in the sequence of- counting or of itructuring numerical.quanti-

,

ties-il the child able to "lift" the unit from its myriad particular in-

stances and understand it as "a Unit",(ele basis for enumeration) rather,

9
A

than "the unit" (limited to specific collections of objects)?

It is likely that children'grasp numerical quantities of two or three

before understanding
quantities of five or six,,and that larger-amounts:

(ten or twelve) take even longer to,structure. Our numeration system-Uses(

the base ten, and from the perspective of the yOung.child, this quantity is

a huge amount. It is not reasonable to expect children to grasp the numerical
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principle of "one ten equals ten .ones" (1 z 10 si 10 z 1) that is linked

with place value understanding before they are able to grasp the idea of

ten as a 'whole made up oi ten'units (1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 if 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

It is hypothesized:that numerical part-whole relations are structured

&long with the Understanding of whole amounts. Numerical bunching or chunk-
_

ing (the division of a, whole into subgroups of
differing amounts, such as

.J(

grouping siz objects into sub-collectiOns of ,two end four elements each) is

an instance of numerical part=whole relations (Payne and Rathmell, 1975).

The quantity siz, for example, can be broken down into two and four, and

five and one, as well as three and three. The structuring of these parts

, into thejnumerical whole is hypothesized to take place along with the structur-

In of the cardinal number siz. Theocombinations Of.numerical parts which to-

gethei make u0 ten 'are many (one and nine,-twi end eight, etc., as-well aS

two groups of five,-five groups of two and so forth). Thus it should not

11

,be,eurpriling that they take a longer time td learn.

Hypothesis, 2: ,There'are levels in Children's ability to represent

numerical quantities symbolically.

Children impose,dr work out ideaa qn objects before-they can represent -

those ideas in a drawing. Therefore children's ability to structure objects

Into numerical groups.at the level of action (grouping objects in reality)

.0 liezpected to be in advance of their ability to repreient those groupings

in.symbolic form (Sastre anitHoreno, 1976; Allardicet 1977). It is hypothe

sized that theie are discernible developmental levels in children's symbolic

productions (Sastre and )forenor, 1976), and thip these leliels looimly parallel,
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end lag behind, levels of cognitive structurIlg. No expectation.4 ide

,

tity between one child's.drewing and another child's drawing of.a2given

inzetical quantity is ithplied here: 'In categorizing children's-drawings
t

.

of objects, both the relative difficulty of rendering Various objects-On

paper, ane'the subjeces-experience witil the drawing materiels, has to be

taken into account: It is neverthelest hoped.that children's general-level

Of symbolic perforManie can be assessed. .
,-,

\
,Hypothesis 3. There are leve* in children's knowledge of the conven- .

0

tional notationa3system. Children's ability*o write
-

number-squiggles (digits) is distinct from their ideas

,

regarding the meaning Of those squiggles./ thildren's

theories concerning meaning form-a developmental

sequence*from varieties.of nOw-quantItative to quanti-

tative Ideas.

(6.

Number-squiggles are objecte,of knowledge, and young children In our

culture think about these squiggles froth quite an early age (rerreiro and

Teberovsky, 1979). Very young children (from two-and -a-hslf years of age)

are able to differentiate leiter-squiggles fiom.number-squiggles (

1980b).. But the squiggles seem to havebrather little meaning beyoid being.

recognizable marks. By the time children have reached their fourth birth-.

day. they have had numerous experiences with the squiggles ind seem toluive-
,

more systematic notions shout them.

Numerals appearein the
general environment on all sorts of objects:

clothing3 vehicles; houses; clocks; boosj.rEiy cakes, etc. Not onlk

are the host objects,4iiied, bu die functions which numerals serve are
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varied as well (prices, bus rakes, sports scores, dates, to list but a few ).

It is presumed that children construct their own ideas *bout,mumberrwords

. and nismber-squiggles, as well as ideas concerning the linkages between the

, -

twio (Siegristet'al., in preparation), They build these notiontoas they,

hear, see and use them In et:Injunction with ell sorts of activitieS. The

differentiation of these linkages is cruclil te,childtees understanding:',

ehat number-squiggles
and.couniing words Pan refer to the ideis of cardinal.

__value rather than to specific objects', perticUlar,activities
or special

&vents.

It, is ezpected that digits represey1ing small quantities will be given

a numerical meaning prior to numerals repreienting larger imoUnts. multi.

digit numerals wherein numerical value is specified by the Positional notio-

tion of digits (Place value) shoUld be a,late construction._ This acqUisi-
,

tion should depend in parklipon the capacity of thechild to structure the

relationships between the numerical parte atutthelluMerical whole designated
. ,

by the numeral (e.g., three and twenty apd one hundred in the numeral 323).

,Hypothesie 4._ There is a positive relation-between children. e,cognitive

developmental level and level in symboii0 representation.

It is hypothesized that there- is 4 positive relation between level of

cognitive structuring and leVel of personal graphic iepresentationvOildren

who perform at higher levels4n tasks-designed til; tap the farther:will also-,

be at higher levelsin4tasks devised to show the latter.

Thisrhypothesii rests on the assumption that very general cognitive .

.

structures underlie and direct a ihiles behavior. *mbar 184 general:

structure Smd 4 child's/symbolic
representaiitiu is &manifestation of:that

.
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struCture. What a child driws is a reflection of what he or she think.9.

The relationship between these
domains,ought to bi closer than the relation-

liktp
bitween'ingration aid conventional

representation because the child can

'draw quantities in whatever way' he or'she vents. In addition the child is

:

not cinsttained by having to know hoii to make.particular kinds of shapes

.(graphic equiggles)

ftpothesis 5. There is no consistent relation betweera childries cog--

nitive deVelopment and their knowledge of the notational

eystem.

It is hypothesized
Oar:there is n consittentrelationbetween chil-

dren's cognitive levelaind their levels in conventional notation. On the

one hand numerals ire cultUrally given Wijecto which must be.learned. On-

the other hand the numeration system has sPecific properties that tre-

sumably must-be reconstructed by individuals. A child who knows how to

write squiggles does not necessarily
understind the numerical significance

of.9them. A child who does not know how to twite squiggles'does,not neces-

,

eerily lack knowledge of n4mber ,(Pieget,"l944.

' It is hypothesized that children who are fuither along in conceptual

development will not necessarily be knolledgeable in conventinnal nota-

tion. Conversely, children who demonstrate proficiency in conventioial

notation will not necessarily have highly developed number concepts.

ftvothesis 6. There is no consistent relation between a child's

ability to represent quantities symbolically"and his/

her ability to represent them in conventional notation.

iio
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If there is. no consistentrelation betWeeticognitive structuring and

coOventionai representation (Hypothetis-5), at;d'ifliersonal representation

follows-upon Ognittve structuring CHypOthesis 4), then one would expect

no consistent relation between levels of personal and conventional repre-
.

sentation. If, on the other band, some relation is found, then the results

of hypotheses four and five atiove would have to be reexamined.

Hypothesis 7. The relation between conceptual development and per--

sonal representation will be stronger than the rela-

tion between personal and conventional r.Cpresentation.

This hypothesis conCerns relations between relatinps,-that is, Vie

strength of the relation found in HypothesiS 4 against Che strength of the

relation found in Hypothesis 6. It is hypothesized thatthe relationship

between cognitive level and symbolic (personal),
representation will be

closer than the relationship between simbolicand'coiventional represeita-

tiOn. Children who have structured quantitie s as4erge as twenty-three, for

example, may have difficUlty interpreting the rtlition betweee the 2 in 23

and twenty objects. Similarly theylsay.have difficulty in dealing with the

meaning of zero.

These gentral'hypotheses had to betransleted into concrete situations

(experimental proceduria) in which children could work with materials; "ply"

with relationships, and talk about their ii6ap. These prOcedures or tasks,

are described in the next Chapter which.discusses the methods used in this

exploratory and descriptive etudy. The reformulatiOn of the hypotheses' into

simpler question* can also be found.there.
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CHAPTER IV

NETHOD OF STUDY

105.

In the psydhogenetic'eethod of study, theory-based hypotheses are

explored in experimental situations devised to elicit ehildren't ideas

about the aspect of knewledge under investigation.
Children are asked to

use experimental materials to solve probleas, draw inferences,. Asice judg-

sents, and explain their solutions or conclusions. Ibis dhapter opens

with a description of'the tasks used to explore the hypotheses described

in Chapter III. The empirical work focused on ehildren's reconstiuction

of the place value property.of'the notational system.- to this end the

tasks wire designictto eipose children's know,ledge concerning place value,'

and the cognitiveand syMbolic representational
abilities thought to be

linked with place value understanding. .

Next, the sUbjects to wham the tasks were:given, and the situations

in which theymorked, are described, The design Of the atudy was cross-
.

sectional. Finally, the procedures used to antlyre thi.data obtained

frot the interviews are discussed. These inClude both qualitative and

quantitative procedures. The researdh was designed to uncover levels and

test for relationships among levels in,the domains of cognition, symbolic

representation, and conventional reprZsentation. It was,not detigned,to

-
explain movement from one level to the next.

47)

Task Des criptions

Three tasks were usid to assess children's conceptual
development in

=ober, and these tasks are described firstA
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(1) Conservation a Elementary &umber

_

Materials: standard boxed collection of poker chips contain-
.

1ng 'red, blue and white chips.

The Interviiiier Isked the child (1)` to choose which color chip

he wanted to wori with. I took chips of a different color and made a

row of .chips in front of S. (Younger.children were asked to pretehd

that the chips were cookies. I asked S to use his chips and "put out

just as many, so that your row and my raw will have just the same amount

(to eat)." After S made his role, he vas asked to watch because I was

going to "do something'to your row." I apreid S's row into a spatially

loitger row and asked, "Does,,your row and my. row still have the same

amount (to ,eat)? Row do you know thit?". I then pushed S's row together

q
Into a hewp and asked. "What about now? Do we (still) have the same

amount (to eat)? Or does one of us have More? why?"

In cases where S's responses were not clear,'I made two additional

transformations: split S's large heap. into two smaller heaps; and

stacked S's chipi into a tower. In both cases! I asked, "And what about

now?" -

. (2) Establishing Equality between th2equaI Collections

Materials: Two ituffed'animals (a puppy .and a lion cub pat
.1%

resembled a kitten)and 'poker chips of the same..

calor that the child ,had chosen for the con-

servarion task.

S was asked to choose one of the animals to work itith, and I took-

the oiher.' I placed six chips in fronr of Sls animal and four chips

front of her animal. "Let's pretend that these are pieces of food. Do
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you think that it's fair for your (animal) to have that much to eat, and

my (animal)
to'have this much to eat? Can you make it fair?" (For '

younger Children, I elaborated this,story by wailing, "oh, my kitty is

so sad, he's crying 'cause he dotin't think it's fair.... he wants just

as much for his dinneris the doggie got. Can you help him out?")
-

This task vas used to observe how S went about establishing equality:

by removing two ;hips from her animal's collection; by adding two,chips

;

from the box ,to the other animal's collection; by collecting all of the

chips *kid
redistributing them among the'animals, one-byonei Or by simply

removing one from Ler animal's collection
and:giving it to the other.

(3) Anticinating,ftuality
between:Unequal Collections withouounting

Materials: The two animals used above, ani a large collection

of square wooden.blocks (1 1/4" x 1 1/4' x 114").

S"s,animai received a large quantity of blocks (s 0 about 25) and

I's animal received a smaller 'amount (a About 12). I asked S if one of

the animals had more. Then S was asked to vetch a; I began removing

blocks, one-by-One, from S's collection. After S'S collection had dwindled

into a clearly sialler heap than I's, S vas asked, 4kmr %to has more?":

Then S was told that he was going to be asked &funny sort of question,
re,

20' so he had to listen carefully. "Do yow,think that there wes one moment,

just one time, when your animal.had jult the same amount as mine?"

This task. was designed to see whether S could infer the momentary

equality between the collections, when he was previnted from cOunting the

initial,collections,
and given no reason to count as the blocks iiire being

removed from:One of them.
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Socks and Pairs (Task 4), Wheels and Cars (Task 6), and Packs of.Gum

.(rask 7) were useCto probe children's ability to"deal with numerical

quantities, both as ungrouped collections and as subsets of grouped objects.

(4) Socks and Pairs

Materials: Three pairs of toddlers' socks, one brown, one red,

and one blue pair.

Six socks were laid out in front of S in a pattern suggestive of

rpairs:

Eot ULL
"Look what I've got here, a whole bunch of soCks. Can you figure out how

many pairs of socks:therefare?
Can you put them into pairs?" I then

picked up each pair and folded the socks into a "ball" (in the fashion

,that many of us do before putting socks away in a drawer) so that one.sock

"disappeared" into the other. When all of the pairs Were folded, S was

asked, "How many socks do you think there are altogether? And how many

pairs?"

The interest of this task was to find out, in a familiar and con-

crete context, whether'S was bothered by "six" becoming "thtee" and

reverting back to "six."

The next task required children
tamake three separate drawings of

six objects, spatially arranged in three different part-whole relation,

ships.

.
(5) Drawing Sticks

Materials: Six popsicle sticks, three sheets.Of paper

(9" x 12") end a choice of drawing materitla-

(crayons* craypas,,and
magic markers).
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4-;.4
...

wad the six popsicle atlas to make the f011aWingAt4ailgfinentt:'
- r

in front of S:

,

-

After the first arrangem t was made (four and two), S was givep a sheet
--

a

°of iaper and asked to make a drawing "to help you remembei Iry ate sticks

were put out, because in a moment, I'm going to take that-ailigy tiatOput.
-

the sticks out in another way." After S completed her drawing, I picked

up the sticks and used them to aake the second arrangement. S wail given

a second sheet of paper and asked to "make aosething to help you remember

that." Then I picked up the sticks, made the third arrangemen4 and gave

k
S a third sheet of paper. When S finished the drawing, I took away the

sticks'and lined up S's three drawings vertically. S vas asked to look

at her drawings and was asked, "Is these one drawing that has more than

any other?"

This task.was-used to see how S would draw the.subgroups, and whether

S would compare the spatially separated parts, or the numerical wholes, as

she evaluated each drawing of six sticks.

The next tiro teaks focused onthe relation between children', group-
.

`0.

ing of objects, their symbolic representation of theAction,'(drawings of
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units made into groups), their notation of quantities with numerals, and

finally their ideas concerning the quantitative relation(s) between the

numerals and objects rendered. Of greatest interest was what the child

mould make of the' relation between individual digits and the quantities-

they represent (place value). The two tasks were parallel in,structure

but differed in the number of elements used, and.in the set (group) .

sizes made with the elements. The objects (wheels and sticks of gum)

were selected for a specific reason. They are familiar objects in the

child's environment in'both individual afid grouped ways (a car needs four

wheels, and packs of gum contain five sticks).

(6) Wheels and Cars

Materials: A car made out of Tinkertoys (wood and plastic

modular pieces that can be put together to create

different kinds of objects) with four removable

wheelm; a wooden cigar box containing twelve

additional Tinkertoy ?heels; paper (12" x 18")

and drawing materials.(the same assortment used

'for "Drawing Sticks" above).

I showed S a Tinkertoy car and asked, "Sow many wheels does a car.

need?" Then a box containing twelve more identical wheels was Opened and

*,

the wheel' dUmped out in front of SiaL The wheels from the car were also

removed thus making sixteen wheels in all. "Can you figure out iliway tO

tell how many cars we could outfit with all those wheels?" Note was taken

of what S did With the wheels (e.g.4 line them upi, or make particular

kinds of patterns as he:composed the sets of four, etc.). -Then S was

given a large sheet of piper and the drawing materials, and was-asked to-

;
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°make a drawing of the wheels "so that_if someone else came along and

looked at your drawing, they could tell that we had all those wheels, and

wa could make (four) cars with them." After S drew the wheels,jhe was

asked to 'Iwrite the number for how many wheels you drew in all" and then

"for how 'WY cars we could make.4

Wing a different color marker for each digit, / ftew circles, first

around the 6 and then around the 1 in 16; and asked after Alia circle,

"Oa you think this part of yout sixteen-has
anything to do with the amount

of wheels that you've drawn here? Can you take this matker and show me

in your drawing?" Then I drew circles around die whole 16 and finally the

4,.asking each time, "Doyou. think that has anything Ca ao fifth what you've

drawn?" Care vas taken not to Call the 1 in 16 "one" or the 6 in 16 "six.r

. The wording, '!that part of your sixteen" was strictly observed.

(7) Packs of Gum

Materials: One pack,of-gumwith the top toin off (so that

the five sticks were visible); twenty-three

loose sticks of gum; paper and drawing Materials

(as used for "Wheels" above).

S was asked to verify tbat a full packafigum contained five sticks.

Then S was given the twenty-three looet sticks and asked if she could

figure out "haw many'packs of gum I hid to open bp to get all of that glue

theri." Note was taken of SIB-grouping action, codnting strategy, and

mfiat she did with the
"remainder of thiee." S was agtin given paper and

drawing materials
and asked to make a drawing of what she hackdone: The

rest of the procedure
was.identical to *that used in "Wheels"-above. After

S had completed the drawing and had written the numerals, ihe was asked to
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Interpret the meaning of the digiti and numerals with respe'ct to the

ymbolised qualitities. Again the wording "that part of your twenty-three"

rather than "that twe or "that three" was strictly observed.

The next task was used as a.check on the children!s notions about the

meaning of the digits as they had showwthem on the "Wheels" and "Gum"

a

tasks above. For this iask, I took over the job of doing the drawing and

writing.

'
(8) Other Digits andliumerals

Meterials: PaPer and drawing.materials (as used in "Wheels"

and Gum above).

I told S, "YOu've done all o e work-so far, and I'm eure you're

jetiing tired. This time I'll make drawtms." Where appropriate, I

added, "They won't be nearly as complicat as yOurs, just really simple

ones. I'm not much of an artist." Then I rev the following quantities

of marks (beginning wdth n,s,-6 for the youn er children and n !/, 14 for the

older children), followedrby the respective.numerals.
S was asked each

time to indicate what the individual digits ("that part of the fourteen,°

"that part of the twehty," etc.) and the
wholp-numeral had to do with the

quantity of marks made.

(a) six lines, and the numeral 6;t,p

(b) fourteen river lifiea, and the numeral 14;

.(c) twenty cireles, and the numeral 20;

(d) five more circles, and the numeral 25;

(e) one hundred and five lines, and the numeral 105;

(f) live ok the above linesyere
covered up, and the numeral 100.



The above quantities were chosen with specific ideas in mind:

(a) six is a single-digit
numberi (b) filuiteen is.a

two-digit number in-

volving a "stein" which is conducive to
"reversal";"(c) twenty is a two-

digit number
'necessitating tht end-point use of zero; (d) twenty-five is

a two-digit number, not,,Involving -a "teen," and,not involving 'zero;

(e) one hundred and five'is a three-digit
nuiber using zero' in a medial

(

position; and (f) one hundred is.a thite-digit numbei 'using zero'in both.

medial and end'positions.

The list task that sone of the children did was a marble game. For

teasons of time as well as safety, none of the four- and only some of the

five-year olds played the game. Anong the other age groups, most of the

children played and enjoyeil the smile. Originally thegame was designed

to elicit children's symbolic
representation of quantities (keeping score

without using numbers), with a special eye towards hew ihey symbolized zero.

(9) Marbles

Materials: An 18" square garble board, covered with green

felt, on which a citcie made of yellow and

white rick-rack was glued; a large quantity

of marbles, including one large "shooter

marble"; paper and pencil.

To begin the game,
eighteen warbles were placed in the middle of the

circle. The.child was,told that the object of the game would be to ,knock

out as many maibles as possible, using the large chooter marble. S and

I took turns, and S vas asked to keep score: "Could you think of a way

oi keeping score without using
anthers? Any way at all, only not using

numbers."

2o-
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Subject'

, Eighty childree betweei the ages of 4:2 and 9:9 from urban'ai

suburban middle class backgroundsvere interviewed individually, either

in their homea or at their echools,'by a single Interviewer. All of the

children, Mere "norial," cooperative, delightful individuals. None of

theta bed any physical or :petal handicaps, and One of them faced any

unusual environmental
deficitsaither at home or ai School. o Most of the

,mhildren liked arithmetic; only a few remarked that "they weren't too good

with nuMbers" or "didn't do very well in math" in school.

Nest of the youngest subjects (four. to five-and-a-half-year-olds)

attended a university day care center in Cambridge (Radcliffe Child Care

.Center). The vast majority of children aboVe the age of five.and.a-

\

half were recruited from a single
neighborhoOd'elementary school in

Belmont (ann Brook School). The remainder oUthe children mere parT

.ticipants in a summer day camp program at a private sChool in Cabbridge
4

(Buckingham, Browne and Nichols School), or were friends and acquaintances
.

clf the Interviewer.

.
The only criteria that mere exercised in-the selection of Subjects,

beyond their being normal,,middle clus Children, !ere (1) the child's

villingneiirto be interviewed, ant(2) parental permission'to interview

the child., Admittedly there is a kind of self-selectiOn among the PCol

of subjects vho participated in this study. The numbers of childree

in eadh age group are given:in Tible 1. The . first colula,gives the

number of four-year.olds, five.year-olds, etc.4 and the second column

reflects the =tither of Children vhen two agroups are collapsed.

12i



Age n n

4:2
,

- 4:11 12 .

;7

5:0 - 5:11 15

6:0 - 6:11 12
29

7:0

--

- 7:11 17

8:0 - 8:11 12
24

9:0 - 9:9 12

,
TOTAL 80

Table 1. Number of stbjects i.n sadh age group

The distribution of sUbjects by age and4es lagive6 in table 2. 7Th'e
.

number of males and female* are once again given Wseparate and:

collapsed age gimps.

Age . Males Females

4:2 .- 4:11 8
16 31 .

5:0 - 5:11 8
.

6:0 - 6:11 t

,

13

.

16,

7:0 - 7:11
12

.8:0 8111 3 4

*
,

9
15

9:0 -; 9:9 6 ,6

TOTAL 38 38 42

Table 2. Number of sales and females in eadh age group
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The distribution of subjects by grade level is given in Table 3. Again

the number of children in each grade level, as well as the number of

-

childremin collapsed grade levels, is given.

..,

.e

C

Freschool,
Iindergarten

First
Grade

Second
.Grade

Third
Grade

Fourth
Grade

1-

, ,4:2 - 4:11 12

5:0 - 5:11 15
,

6:0 - 6:11 5 7 ,

7:0 - 7:11 9 8, :

8:0 - 8:11 .
1Z

-9:0 - 9:9 0

.

,

.

0

TOTAL

TOTAL

32 ' 16 17

,

32

4

24 24

Table 3. Distribution of,subjects by grade level

%

Of the 80 children who were interviewed, 27 were,four or five years

old, 29 were sim or seven years. old, and 24 were eight or nine years old.

A:of the 80 children, 32 ware in preschool or kindergarten, 24 were in first

o; tecond grade, and 24 were in.third or fourth grade: Overall 38 males

and 42 females took, part in the study. However die.balance between males

123
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and females among age/grade groUps shifted: among the 39 four- to six-

year-olds, 24 ware biys while 15 ware girl.; among the 41 seven- to nine-

ywar-olds, 27 were girls while 14 were boys. Gender waft not thought to

be an imiortant variable in this study; therefore no effort was'made to

obtain a more balanced distribution of boys and girls.

Design of the Study

This descriPtive study, whiie expIoratori in content, has features

in common with more standard experimental work. From a purelyixperi-

mental point of view, this stUdy is closer to the pilot testing phase of

research than twexpefikentation. Prom a Piagetian perspective, however,

such exploration is central to discovering if there ale levels in cliii-

dren's natural construction of knowledge in a particular -domain that is,

to determining ',bathe* the sequence of construction Is developmental,

and, to describing the level...that are folind.

In experimental atudies, hypothesekire articulated in teime of a

finite number of discrete variables that.are thought to cause or contri-

julte to a particular'outcome;
singular* or in interaction. Because

this study calls for the discovery and description of.developmental

levels a two relatively uncharted areas (sysibolic representation of

quantities, and knowledge if the notitional system), the hypotheses are

very geieral end were given in propositional form. Peopositions,lend

themselves to categorical evaluation: either there are, or there are

tot, /*vele of development in the *roes being studied.

In designing siexperiment to,test for the effect .of isolated vari-

able. on an outcome, as many variables as possible are controlled in

a

12 44



order to isolate the effect of the hypothesized
variables (or in an ex-.

porimental intervention, the effect of the specific treatment) on the ob-

served outcome. Adherence tO a strict set Of experimental procedures is4

important from the standpoint of being able to replicate the experiment.'

An exploratory itudy suth is the one
undertaken here does not ignore thi,Q

need to control variables; nor does it disregard the need,for spitifyings

.and carryine through with a set of procedures. But 'neither are regulated
A

to the degree that they are in a strictly experimental design.

First, the clinical interview techniqUe of°free coilversatioti with

children was employed.' Where unexpeCteeldeat arose-from children, the

Interviewer followed Oen through with probes (e.g, "Hmmm, let me see

4,

If I understood-that -- do you mean...?" ,"Oh, that's an interesting idea,

can you tell me a bit more about that? Did you learn that from soMewhere?

Did someone tell /au about that"). If a child give conflicting accounte

in two tasks different interpretations of the quantitative meaning

of eath digit in a two-digit numeral), the Interviewer Wont back over the

task* with him to see whether,the apparent difference mattered enough io

motivate him to Change his*md. In other words, when the' Child was made

aware of the difference letween his twO'accounts, did that awareness leid

s,

to his repudiation of one of the ideas, or iras his level of understanding

%

such that the inconsistencyleadeno
difference to him? In addition when

.the Interviewer
sensed.a resistance am the part f the Child to finishing

a task, ehe abandoned it and went on to the next task so as to prevent the

"loss" of:the child to
frustration, boredom or fatigue.

Second, the order in which the t4aks were 'given was not counter-

belanced; it was the same for all'subjects. The cognitive tasks (Teaks
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1

, 1 through 4) were followed with the tasks that.cailed for symbolic and

conventional representation (Tasks 5 through 7). Usk where the Inter-

viewer made the
representatiOns, and where no objects ware involved was

doie nest, and the marble game (Tisk 9) concludedthe session.

Third, as the study Was not an experimental Intervention, no pre-

test or pOst-test measures of any kind were administered, and no control

group was established. Care was tiken to have a sufficient number of

children vithix each two-year age_grouping (feurf.and five-year-olds,.

aim- and Seven-year-olds, end eight,- end mine*year-olds) to ensure a

reprtientative sampling of Middle class children's ideas in this age

span, and to permit some statisticil analysei of the dem

In experimental.studies,
formal descriptions of phenomena are

generally stated in probabilistic teims, for this allows one to take

predictions based on the regularity that was observed in the experimental

situation. ln this study, Suctvformil descriptions are few.

finally, the situations in which the children were interviewed)were

net the same for all subjects. Among the younger subjectsi most were

Interviewed in a school setting, While the rest were visited in their

homes. Among the older children, the situation was reversed:, most were:

interviewed in their homes, while ;Fly a few were interviewed at school.

The only determinants of home verikle school setting were time of year

(some subjects were'seen during Vacation periods) and parents' judgments

regarding where their child would be most comfortable being interviewed.-

It should be added that In eadh of the school-settings, the teaChers

and administrators were'very supportivetif this researdh an&gave the,

Interviewer a separate,Auiet roam in which to conduct the sessions.

126
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Each child was asked to do many tasks, and thus the interview was

long. The youngersubjects vere seen twice for sessiens that lasted from

fifteen,to twenty mdnutes each. The older subjects completed the tasks

6 0,

In single session that took anywhere°from forty to ninety minutes.

All of the interviews were tape recorded and transcribed by a single

Individual, the Interviewer. Mogi of the original drawings are in the

possession of the Interviewer. The children who wanted to keep their

-drawings were asked to lend thmovernight so that they could be duplicated.

In all easel the drawings of-these children were returned to themwithin

41 day or two'. A sampling of the Children's drawings can be found in

Appendix A.

Data Analysis Procedures

The hypotheses. which tewant the analysis to address are given below,

reformulated as direct questions. The hypotheses/questions
and the tasks

(described above) were paired as shown in Figire 10. Hypotheses 1 through

3 concern levels, and hypotheses 4 through 7 concern relations amOng levels.
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Hypothesis/Questions

Are there levels in conceptual

development? in.the ability

to'struCtute a collection of

' objects into subsets?

2. 'Are there levels in repreaent-

Ins numerical quantities sym-

bolically?

3. Axe there levels in reconstruct

, lug the notational system? in

grasping place value?

4. What is the relationship be- .

tween levels in cognitive de-

velopnent and levels in sym-

bolic representation?.

5. What is the relationship be-'

tween levels.in cognitive' de-

velopmentaand leVels in Conven-

tional representation?

6. What is the relationship be-

tween levels.in symbolic

representation and levels in

conventional representation?

7.-° Is there a stronger,relation-

Ship between levels in cog-

nitiVe development and sym-7

bolic representation
than be-

. tween levele I:nay:6one'
representation and conven-

tional representation?
%

0

Tasks

121.

Number concept:
Tasks 1, 2 and

3; Grouping Objects into subiets:

Task 4 and actions in Tasks 6,And

7.

liaska'5 and 9, and drawings in

Tasks 6"and 7.

Writing and interpreting number-

squiggleeinUaks
6, 7 And 8.

Cognitive levels (results from

...tasks alsociated With Hypothesis

' 1) againet synbolle representaamw

leveli (results from tasks linked

with Hypothesis 2).

*Cognitive levela (results from

Hypothesis 1) against notation

levels (results from Hypothesis

3).:

Symbolic representatimtleVoIo
(results from Hypothetis 2)

against notation levels (re,

.'eults from Hypothesis 3).

Strength of HYpothesis, 4 rale--

tionthip againsestriogth of

Hypothesis 6 relationship:,

Figure 10. Relations iwetweenhypothesis/questions
and tasks.

Two forms-oUdata analysis are required to address these seven,

hypotheses/questions:
qualitative, and formal or'quentitative methods.'

Qualitative analyses are :Wed to establish levels of knowledge or behavior

within each of the,tasks. To discern within-task developmental levels,

z
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the actions, explanations, asd graphic productions
of eadh child on each

, task are initially noted. Depending.,upon the focus of-the task, 'the

relevant data consist, of actiois while manipulating objects, explanations

of judgnents rendered, procedures ,for representing ideas in drawings, and

modes Of writing and assigning,leaning to numerals. The children's re-
,

iponses are then compared, both within add Across age groupings, for pat-

terns.which _suggest _developmental differences.

Ideally, younger children will act in'termi Of one constellation of

ideas, while slightly Older children will use adother, andetill older

v.hildremyet Another. Each of these constellations should reflect pro-
..

gressively more adeqUite
conceptual"sations of the task. To the .extent

'that auch constellations emerge in an orderly
(roughIi,age-related) way,

..they can be treated aa within task developmental leieIs. Once levels have

been establiehed,-contingency
tables are constructed for forial'analysis.

. ..

A level age table is wade up for each task, and childrenis names.are

placed4:ii their appropriate
Cells.. The Chi Square Statistic is used to

test for independence, and Cramer's statistic
luvused as A measure of.the

association found. The results of these procedureivare reported in Chapter V.

In the next phase of the analysis, the questions railed as Hypotheses

1, 2, and 3,are formally addressed: are there developmental levels in each

of the three seParate domains? The answers to these questions are derived

frmi making a series of comparisons among children's performance on the

tasks that'were assigned to tap their abilities in the respective domains:

ihe cognitive tasks linked with Hypothesis 1; Ale symbolic representational

tasks associated with Hypothesis 2vand the conventional representational

tasks specified with Hypothesis 3 (see Figure 10). If similarities in
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performance among the tasks inesch of the domain* is found, then those

results can be interpreted as reflecting within-domain developmental

levels. They can be treated as having tapped similar, or highly related,

developmental phenomena.

Al series of contingency tables are ionstructed inewhich performance

levels among all conbinations of tasks within each oethe domains can be

o 0..

compared. For example', the,data for-cognitive le,i/elopment include chil-

,

dren's performance .on number conCept tasks (Tasks 1, 2 and 3) and on group-

ing-tasks (Task 4 and actions in Tasks 6 and 7). ,Thus the tables are comf.

posed of levels in Task 1 x levels'in Task 29 levels in Task 1 x levels,in

Task 3, levels-in Taik ix leVels in Task 3, and so forth. .7,Chi squire

and Cramees statistics are performed onAach Of theie tables.

'OntO the within-task and withlir-doiain results have been established,/

, one is positioned to.address the questions listed as Hypotheses 4 5,.and

§v 'are there relationship* among developmental levels in the cognitive,

symbolic representational, anck conventional notational domains? The

series of comparisons4hai these hypothesee necessitate are between-domain

levels of performance* number concept tasks x'synbOlic representational

,tasks; conceptual'tasks x conventional representational tasks and sym-
,.

bolic x conventional representationalNtasks.
Chi square and Cramer's

.

,

tatistics are applied to each of-the tablets coupbsing this set of 'data

semen.

'Finally,.the relative strength of the relailon between cognitive and

symbolic representailonal'abilities, and between syebolic and conventional

representational abilities, can be deduced (Hypothesis 7). The results of

the statistical analyses bearing on the 'even hypotheses can be found in

Chapter' VI.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS: DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS

.The.goals of this study were (1) to identify developmental levels for

each of the tasks in the theoretically distindt'domains of knowledge,Wand

(2) to see whether a set of hypothesized relationships could be found

among these levels, as reflected in individual children's perforMance on

the tasks. The data analysis procedures used to address these goals-were

different. For the sake of clarity, the results art preieuted separate*.

The first category of results concern within.talk'developmental

levels that were found by,means of qualitative analyses of the data.-A

summary Of the 'levels can be found in.Appendix B. .The results are formally

described in a serial -of.level z ege contingency tables that constitute

Appendix C.

The second
category'consists of the results bearing upon each of the

hypothesized relationships
outlined,in Chapter.III.

Hypotheses 1* 2'and

3 focused on within-domain developmental levels; hypotheses 4, 5 and 6

concerned °statistical relationships between domains; and hypothesis 7=

suggested that the statistical relationship betwen cognitive development

and symbolic representation would be stronger than the relationship found

between symbolic and conventional representation.
These results are de.-

scribed in the tables that form Appendix D a,4 E.

.The results of the procedures used discern developmental levels

are discussed in this chapter.. The didcussion, of the statistical.results

bearing On each of the seven hypotheses is reserved for Chapter VI.,

31
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few It rds regarding the ,process by shickwithin-task developmental

levels sere discerned sill helP to guide thereader in the following dis-

cuseioni S ructural analysis presupposes that generalized actions under'',

,

gird and di ectspecific:actions;
conversely, specific ictionkate mani

featationi f broader developmental processes.- Thusqualitative'inalyses

'that aim to ascribe levels, that is, to mihme,general sequences of de-

velopment, slktail a
selective focus upOn- certain actions from among'the

-stream of.ind viduals! aCtions, namely, a focus,upon ides* and behavior

that differen lite "qualities Of thinking and knowing" of one group ef

children from, those that characterize developmentally
different (usually

younger or old r) groups of children. It is in this sense that the

selected actiofras share featurie or
properties in common that serve to de-t

fine "stages' àf development. o,
Different kinds of stages have been shown

to mark the course of construction in other areas of knowledge building.

Such qualities of thinking are necesaarily general« In focusing

upon them, ide and behavior that oftentimes 'occur in unique combinations

in individual hildren are telegated,to a iecondary place. Put differently
/te

the analyst t eats
general qualities of thinking as "theme," and iniividual

differences
ais "variation," end consigns the

latter to a position of lesser

(1

importance. /Prom the standpoint of Ascribing the,process by which in-

)

dividual Chiidren develop their-understanding
offiiimber and numerical

reprasentationvithiccan, be problematic.

.7er example, sany children betweee the ageiof fiVe and eight inter-

vieved in this study used two or sore qualitatively different
ideas in a

juxtaposed or side-briside fashion, especially In response io questions

coneerning the meaning of digits and numeris. The,combinations of ideas

1 3 2
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that verarlused (notably in Tasks 6d, 7d and 8).made it difficult to cate-

gorise these children into levels that approached a useful.degree of

specificity.

The 1e4els described in this study, and summarize:Lin Appendix B,

represent something of a compromise beater the two descriptive goals of

compiling a record Of children's specific ideas and behavior on the one

hand, and describing the developmental course of their knosiledge building

fof number and numerical representation on the other. The levels are given

in general terms: they signify the order in which hew abilities emerge in

,children; and they form a logical sequence. The specifid notions that

children used are rendered as "types" within levels and reflect the verbal

responses that children gave. Even at that, some children used ideas from

two or three levels'is they worked through Tasks 6d, 7d and 8 in partichlat.

Cognitive Development: HOMber and Grouping'

Task 1. Conservation of Elementary Rubber (Piaget,.1941).

Level 1. The Child does not establish equivalence between two

rOws of objedts.

Level 2. The child establishes equivalence between two rows,

either by one...to-4)in
correspondence Or by counting.

However the child does Ubt conserire.

Level 3. The ild establishes aqui:Valence betweeh the two rows

but v1ci11ates between conserving and not conserving

The Child is inconsistent.

Level 4. The chila conserves number unequivocally.

.The levels for thie task are well established And.require no fhrther

elaboration._ .rifty-eight percent Of the four-year-olds were at Level 1 and

60% ot,the five.year-olas achieved Level 24 .When.these two age groups and
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levels are combined, they account for 74Z of the responses, 'that is, 74%

of the four- and five-year-olds coul not conserve number. In contrast,

all but a single subject among the six- through nine-year-olds (98%) con-

.

servednumber unequivocally. Amons:the subjects interviewed foi this

study, therefore conservation was achieved by`the age of si:.

Task 2. Establishing Equality 4mo:4:Unequal CollectiOns.

Level 1. The child uses some now-numerical 1444 as the basis-for

making unequal collection* "fair."

Example: the child pushes the two collections together

and saysi."They (the aniMils) have to shire.°.:

Level 2. The,child hes on intuition that the collection4.should:he

the same. *it the Child's notion is glObal; he has-not

differentiated between *mime mars .(numerital equality),

same appearance'(spatial arrangement),etc. .

Example: the child says the collections have to be the

same, but he does not make them equal in number;

or he makes the:collectione equalbutdannot ex-

plain why the result Is "fair.:"

Level 3. The child thinks that equality can be establiehed-in one or

two lays: by adding two elements.to tho smaller Collection

11'(thus A. 6 and 3 f 6), 4nd/or by reioving two elm:ants

from the larger collection' A (A0 4 and 3 m 4).

Level 4. The child establishes equality between the collections by'

moving one element frostollection,A toXollaction

thus making_two Collections of five elements each. The

-1 child way do this diractly or he soy havelirst made

'Collections of four and/or sit object* each.

The levels in this task reflecethe following sequenceAd ideas. At

Level 1, a non-numerical or qualitative'nOtion (e.g., sharing) forms the

4

basis of judiAenC, Ai Level 2 some intuition'of numerical equality is

present, but it is not differentieted,from other, nOwmumerical consider-

ations (e.g.', spatial arrangement of the object). At.level 3 the child

belieies that equality can be achieved by adding two objects to the smaller

134
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collection and/or by removing
twdobjects,from the larger collection: At

,the highest level, thc>child Understands that equality
cat be made in one

\,er

,

of-siveral Ways, at least bile of which involVes moving one element from the
\

larger collection ta the smaller one.

\

,

This taSk-was caller for the five-year-olds than the first task had

been. Eightrseven percent of the fiveslear-olds were categorizeCas Level

3 or 4. In cOntralt.to
canseiVation where only' 402 attained Level 3 or 4.

The largest,contributing'factor
to the relativeesse with which they

handled this task seemed to be the development.of counting es a useful tOol

for quantifying small collections.
'twill be recalled that the conserva

tion task uses a larger number of elements (a minimum of eight objects

-oath row)..., As Uas true for conserVationt'all but One of the 'law- through

nine-year-olds
achieVed the highist level.

Task '3. Anticipating Equality between Unequal Collections without Counting.

A third task had been planned (and ;as in. fact
,administerea) to tap

conceptual development in.number. However because of some problems
I.

the administration
orthat tisk, the results were not included in this

Study. As originally conceived, the task bad been designed to see whether

children could-infer a necessari equality between two collections which

at the outset were unequal in one wayat thelind were unequal in the op-

posite direction, but which were, of iiotssity, equal at one moment in

time.

A large collection of blocki Oim approximatelY 23) had been placed.

In front of one animal, and a smaller collection (u:,44 approximately IP

had been placed
in'front of A seCond,animal.

The latter collection re-

mined untouched during the task.'
After the child had agreed that one

,
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collectionwas larger than the other, tj Interviewer began removingblocks

frisk the larder tolleCtion, coo. y-one, al the collection which had in-
r

Itially been the laiger, was clearly the smeller of the two. The child

wes then aiked whether there had been "just one moment, just One time"-

when the altered collection had had "just as many" Is .the untouched, collec-

..

tion. The thrust of the task was to see whether the child could infer that

one .could ndt go from "more" to "lessn'without passing through "the satin"

or nUmerical

iwo problems arose in the administration of thug. talk. The.first had

to do with.the physical set-up of the talk. The Interviewer placetthe

removed blOcks within eas# reach of the child and, thus enabled him to act

on his temptation to count the blocks. Once the Child had begun to count,

it was difficult to keep him from continuing with it. The second problem

'involved a more serious shortcoming. Poi children who seemed curious but

uncertain, the Interviewer did not hatsecond, related task prepared

which (a) sight have enabled the Child to explore the problem in another

way, aid (b) misht have provided the Interviewer with a better meais of

probing for'nuances in children* thinking. When the child seemed per-

plexed, there was little wiy for him or her to go beyond, "I'm not

sure...: or "/ think so, but..." By theitime these difficulties became
,

apparent it was too late to change the procedure and justify the inclusion

of the results in this study.

The next time this task is given,?the following experiment is sur-

misted as a possible accompaniment (taken from Moe, in Greco and WOrf,

1962). A Collection of objects, either odd or even in number, is placed-

-

on a straight-edge on a table The objects are then dropped from the

136
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straight-edge to'this,floor, one-by-dne, until the collection on the floor

is*learly larger than the collectmn remaining on the table. The child

Is then askeeif there had,been one moment in time when the collections

had had exactly the same amounts. This task would allaw,the child to

think through the numerical .milations in a elightlydiffie-rMntw'ay.

lft the meantime, the implications of the loss of the data from .

Task 3 are serious, for the portion of this study which deals with.con-

1/

ceptual,davelopment remains incompl te without them. There are no data

which specifically address children s convtual development beyond the

ages of six or seven, and we therefore have fro blues about the relation

betweenvonceptual development and differences found in older children's

responses regarding the meaning of numerals (understanding the notational

systri) :

Task 4. Socks and Pairs

Level 1. The child counts thewhole collection of individual

socks, "one, two, three, four, five, six," orlone,

two; one, two; one, two." But questions cone rning

"how many socks vs. how
manfpairs" are answered with

a blank look, or talk about some other topic.
gig

Level 2. The'dhild treats the term "socks" and "pairs" as if

they were synonyms. She uses the same number name

to identify each.

Example: the child sign there are "two, two, two";

"three pairs`and three socks," orq"six

pairs and six socks."

Level 3. The child'counts the socks (six), counts the pairs (three),

and maintains the4dea that there are six socks et the

same time as there are three pairs.

, Socks-and Pairs was the simplest of three taski II:which children

wore asked tO treat individual objects as units and as mekbers of subsets
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that made up the'same numerical whole (Grouping Wheels and Grouping Gum

era the other two tasks). A collection of six socks can be considered-

Asis an instance.of the quantity six; when the socks are paired (subsets

of twp) the collection can be thought of as three intermediary units.

The levels in this.task reflect (1) knowledge that a "how many" question

can, be answered by counting; (2) certainty that the questions, "how many

socks" and "how many pairs" refer to the same thing; and (3) conviction
-

a that "three pairs" and "six socks" refer to the same numerical whole.

Among the fourw.year-olds, 27% gave Level 1 responies and 64% wer.e

categorized ai Level 2. Among the five-year-olds thepercontage of re-

iponses shifted to-8% and 77%, respectivelY. --In contragt to these younger

children, all but a 'Single child in the other age groups (six through nine)

gave Level 3 answers. BY the age of six, therelóre the children inter-
,

viewed for this study'had no probtait grouping-six ObjeCts into aubset4-42f
.s

MOO and used two different quantifiets to name theloate calectiOn.

Task 6*. Groupin# wheels.
-

Level 1. The child counts the wheels on, the toy car, "one, two,

three, four." The collection of twelve pheels, however,

remain as separate objects and'are nok grouped at all.

Example: the child "counts" the total humber of wheels

(i.e., counts them imprecisely), and initiates

Ita utw game" with.the wheels. He makes no

effort to pap thewheels into sets.

*

Level 2.. The child groups the wheels for one set scar) out of the

'ungrouped wheels, but leaves the remaining objects un- .

grouped., 0

Level 3. The Child groups all of the elements into sets, but the

sei size is wrong. '

Note: these Children made sets of two, rather than

Jahr, wheels. The source of this etror'seemed

,to be the
child's image of a car frowits "side:
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view" where only two wheels are visible.

Curiously enoush, these children did not

give up their ides of "twos" despite the

fact that a toy car with ftimr wheels bad

been,used just a few moments before.

a

132.

'1Amma..4. The child groups all of the objects into numerically correct

sets (four wheels" per car).

This portion of the Wheels and Cars task involved children's ability

7

to structire a total of sixteen wheals into sets of 'four. It will be re.

called that the children were first shown a completedTinkertoy car: Its

four wheels ware subsequently removed and added to the collection of,twelve

additional wheels. Level 1 included those subjects who counted the four

wheels on the ready-made car, but who did nothing with the additional twelve

wheels. Level 2 children grouped four ofHthe twelve-wheels "repli7

- ,

cated" the model) but stopped after they had made-i singe:set.. Level 3

children grouped all of the' wheels bUt insisted on making collections- Of-

tworather than four wheels, even though they knvithat a car needed four

,

wheels. LeVel 4 sUbjects grouped all of'the 'objects into'sets of four...
,

Children's performance in
this'grouping taik produced some surprising

results'. While half of the four-year-Olds waren Level 19 one-third of

the groupattained Level 4! Among the five-year7olds, the Livel*responses

doubled, relative:to the youngest children, to two-thirds of the total re-

*,

-° sponse*. Ninety percent of.the mit seven-year-olds reached Level 4,

and as would he expected, 100 of the eight- and nine-year-olds were at

Level 4.
-

The relative ease with which the younger children grouped as many.
-

as sixteeti objects into sits of four was unexpected. Even the younger

Children could, at the level of action, distribute objects "bY'faists."
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t
But lest we Impute too much significance to

th
.- eir ibiliti to deal wi

n m 16 or assume that they.can "divide by 4," _et us go on to consider

the results of the next grouping talk, for the results of that talk serve

as a corrective to any such notions.

Task 7a. Grouping Gum.

Level 1. The child counts the gum in the opened pack, "one, two,

three, four, five." The collection of thirteen sticks

of gum, however, TOURft as separate ohjects and are

Mot grouped at all.

Level 2. ,The child groups the gum for one set (pack) out of the

thirteen sticks, but,leaves the remaining sticks un-

grouped.

Level 3. The child groups the gum for sore than one, but not all,

of the packs that can be made with the twenty-three

.eticks of gum.

Level 4, The child groups the sticks of Om into four packs and

indicates that there are "not enoUgh" for .a fifth pack.-

,;ome of these children call.the remainders "helf a pack."

The gum taik vas
simliar'to.the vheels talk in that the children were

asked to make units (sticks of gum) into packs (groups of five). But the

tasks were different in several ways: (1) ihe :weber of st4cks were de-,

liberately chosen to yield "left-overs" or "remainders" (ft 13 for 'the

four-year-Olds and some of the children aged five, and n 00 23 for the rest

of the subjects); (2) the groups were made up of five rather than four

objects; (3) the physical, empirical meaning of four wheels was undoubtedly

easier to grasp; and (4) the "grouOing" question, for the older children,

vas phrase& to suggest an action completed in the past rather than one that

was henceforth to be done. In the wheels task, the.child vas asked, "How

many cars can lie make with all of those
wheels?" In the gum task, she was

asked, "Bow many packs'did I ha;te to open to get all of that gum?" It
r

a`
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hould be noted that for the four- and five-yearolds the question was

in fact changed to "Can you figure out how. Many packs we
could make with

that much gum?"

These differences are highlighted because
eomng the four-, end five- -

year-oldiG the results of the gum task were qUite different froi thoseln

the wheels task. First, the number of four- and
five-year-olds who even

attempted the gum talk declined by 33% and 27%, respectively; 8 rather

than 12 four-year-olds, and 11 rather than 15 five-year-oids, tried the

gum task. Of the four-year-olds who did the task, none
reached Levels 3

or 4 (even with the present-tense form of the'groupin&question). Among
,

the five-year-olds, 18% Were scored it Level 3 And 27% achieved Level 4. .

These results present a sharp contrast with the abilities demonstrated

In Task 6a where 332 of the Children aged four, and-67Z of the children

aged five, readhed the hiehost level. The fbur factors oUtlined above

(dealing with remainders; eroup sizel of five rahter than four objeCte;;

greater accessibility of the notion of "Wheels for Cars" versus sticks and

.;
packs; and questions.about unseen actions), either singly or in combination,

most likely accounts for the difference le group perforMance. But from

A

the data available, there is 'no way to tell which one.

Developmental Levels in Syrbolic Representation

Task 5. Drawing Sticks..,

Level 1. The child makes some kind of a drawing.

c, Typell. The child draws'eomething irrelevant
to the

task, such. as a drawing of a, house, i person,

or an

1 4
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Type 11.- The child makis,a
single'draving of a collection

of six. sticks. This drawing say or may not show

the spatial separatianlbetween the sub-collections,

of sticks.' .

Level 2. The Child makes three separate drindigs ior thi%three

arrangements orsticks. ,

Type A. The child shifts the sode of representation with-

in or among the-drawings, thus creating a mixture

of symbols ond.signs. For exampleseollection A

, is represented with a drawing of four sticks and

two sticks wig* * space separateing the sub-

collectiohs; collection 1 is represented with a

/7
-

single numeral, 6; and collection"C is represented

mdth two nuserals,.5 and 1.

Type B. The child produces drawings in which the sub-

o
collections are ambiguous, and thus it is dif-

ficult for him to use the drawings to accurately

reproduce the sub-collections.

, Note: the child uses ode or sone combination of
,

the following seine to show Sub-collections ...-

spatial:separation , change of color, and making

-boundary figures
different in size ifrom the reit.

Level 3. The child'draws,the correct number of sticks (wholes),

and the shbl.collections (parts) are clearly indicated.

However the child compares the sub-collections (parts)

'within and among the drawings, rather than the wholes.

Thus'he says that five stick* and four sticks ire.sore

than one, two, or three stiOs..

Level 4. The Child draws each. of the collections (wholes) and sub-

, collections (parts) accurately. He compares the drawings

and says that none shows sore than any other. ."They're

all the asse.""They.all have six."

Asking children to °draw six eticksvarranged in different ways,(fohr

ahd two, three and three, and five and one) was originally conCeived

means of getting.them to (1) symbolically represenethe
spatielly separated .

parts in the respectiWe arrays, and (2) comOare the quantities they had

drawn. This was the first of three. tasks in which children were asked to .

make drawings and some unanticipated concerns emerged.
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For soot of the children, othe drawings themselvel became the focus

attentionk making "good" replicas of the'iticks, and later "good" draw.

ings of **moles-cars,
sticks-and pacie of gum, beiime.as important as-thinkr.

ing through the quantitative questiOns. This'yis manifested in the younger

Children (four- and fivesyear-olds)1Y an insistence On tracing'around the

-popsicle sticks, and other objects°, rather ihan drawing them free-hand.

Tracinris onetechnique for reproducing figures irectsely, and adults,
3 if

too, rely on it for tasks that are more demanding_than what the hand and

eye alone can
achieve(e.g., making a mai of the United States). In retro-

spect the choice of 4 circular object wier than popsicle sticks would
' 9

have been better from -te standpoint of ease of drawing for.this younger

age group.

Among the older children (eight- and nint-year-olds)' these conceins

became apparent in the sheer complexity of the drawings they made and

in the care sirith which they attended to details'(etg.,,colored lights atop

a police car 4.n Task 6b, or the lettering on the gum wiapPer in Task:7b),

In the six sticks task, a surprising number of-olderchildren made the

task much more complex than had been intended. They pondetid, long and hard

over "what can I make that as four and two," and made elaborate diawings,

'as can be seen in Appendii:A.

The levels in Task 5 reflect both the symbolic representation and

the comparison components of the task. Level 1 children made some kind

of a drawing; but did not represent the first
arrangement, and did not go

on to make a drawing of the next
arringement of sticks. Therefore-the com-

parison question ("Does one of the drawings have more than any of t1W

*theter) could not be asked. Level 2 children did make three separate
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drawings but used &variety of means to repreeent the Sub-collections,

including a mixture, of sysbole and signs,: and a distinguishing feSture

(e.g., length of a line) 0 make a boUndary figure:different ftoi the rest.

'In conttast to Level 1 Children, it was
possible to atk tkese children the

'0

comparison question.% Leval 3 children made accurate
tepliCas of the sub-

collections buticompared separate
sOb-collections rather than wholes; and

Level 4 subjects compared the respective wholes. A representative sample

of the children's dtswings will be found inAppendiati.

Fifty-eight percent of the four-yeat-olds drew in a,Ievel 1 fashion,

and 25% of them drew,.in a Level 2 way. Among the five-year-lolds, the die-

fribution vas 31% In each of the first two levels, but another 31% were

scoked at the highest level. The six-year-oldi Were' distributed across

Levels 2, 3 and 4 with 22% at Level 2, 33% at-Level 3 and 44% ikt Level 4.

Of the '25 seven- and eight-year-olde,
four (16%) produced other thanlevel 4

drawings/comparisons, and it was difficult to make.sense of their work

(they seemingly had soae idea in mind that had, nothing to dolith the

task). One hundred percent of the nine-year-olds were scored at Level 4.

Taken together, 89% of the seven- through nine-year-olds were scored at

Level 4.

The six sticks task was useful in discerning the limits'of four-

and five-year.olds' symbolic representitional
abilitiei, but above the

,

age of six, the task was too simple to be of interest. The older children

considered the task to be silly, or thought that the'Interviewer was asking

for something far more complicated than she was.
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Task4b. -Symbolizing; Wheels.

Level 1: -The'child represents an,object as such, and not a quantity

of objects.

f. lbumegei the chili drove a car or a truck and ignores'the

request to draw amounts of wheels.

Level 2. The Child draws a quantity of objecra.

Type A. The Child draws many wheels, or.an apprOximation

of the ungranped numerosity of the whole.

Type Be The child. draws one or wo.este of wheels.

Level 3. The child represents. the numerosity of the whole. In

the process of drawing, howeverv'she transforms the'ob-

' jects into something'else (0.g.:, "hamburgers," or "a

rabbitand'a dog"). Thus sheabindoni the idea of

"groups of four."

Note:

N

,

the shifting of ideas midstrein indicates how, .

fragile thelpantitative
idea is.(a whole of -

sixteen, and within that whole, subcoilectioox

or sets of four).

Level 4. The Child represent' the nunirosity of the whole (sixteen,

objects) as,well ai sub-coliections or groups.of four.

The sets are-indiepted in one or a combination of the

following wiys -- color (a different color for each of

-the troupe of four), 4atial arouping (sets of four

drawn on different areas of the paper), boundary lines

(lines indicating the separation of the whole into

groups of four), and Libeling (numerals and/or written

words to identify the groups).

After children had, worked with the Tinkertoy wheels, they were asked

to make I drawing of the wheels so thatesomeone 'who came along and looked

at it" could tell that there were es many wheels as there were and that

four cars could be outfitted with them. Level 1 Children drew an object

as owl, usually a car or a truck, and ignored the Interviewer's specific

request for "a dravini of the wheels."
They.represented an object, one

l

final product, rather than a quantity Of objects. (See ,Appendix A for an
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example of this and other levels.) At Level 2, children did represent a

quantity of'objetts but they amounted to an ungrouped multiplicity of

wheels (s. Vague
approximation of the whole which was,arrivad at as soon

as the paper INS filled withlwheels thus leaving "no lore Once") Or one

*yew° sets of wheels (the second'set being produced'after a good deal off

prodding from the Interviewer).

Level 3 represents a mixture of responses that emanate from childrents

loss of their original goal, or put differently, from their inabilitvto

carry an idea through fromteginning to end. All of these children drew.

,

one set of four objects it the Outset; but in'the,process of: iaking their

.,

second or,thirdset, they'allowed extraneous ideas to_enter into their

,

heads which diverted them from the Original task (e.g., "Hey,.thit looks

. .

like a rabbit," or"These areilamburgers, I make'them like. that"). By-

the end they. could not recall wWit it was-that they had started out-to..

gl

:sake.' It was as if their lack of 4 firm notion of "foUr wheels and four

'groups," allowed them to "Stray from the taik." In Contraet,-Level 4 chil-

dren represented both the numerosity'of the_ whole (sixteen
objects) end

1 '

the ,sub-collections
(sets of four). They used one or a combliation of

the follOwing graphic suppoits: spatial separation between sub-c011ec-
,

tions; boundary lines atound groups of4our; different colors for each of

the sets of wheels; and labeling with *ords and numerals.

More than half of the four-year-olds were at Level 1 in this task',

272 were at Level 2, and only one child reached Level 4. The proportions

ggg.

were the reverse for the five-yearolds: only;one childvat-at Level 1

392 were at Level 2, and almoet half (462) reached Level 4.' Among the

ix=yearaiolds, one=sixth were at LiVel 2, an aqua Proportion were At
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Level 3$ and two-thirds of the Children performed at Level 4. eighty

sight percent of the seven-year-olds, and 922 of the eight-, and nine-year-,

oIds were scored at Level 4. Considered together as collapied age groups,

one-third of the 24 four- and five-yearaolds were
categorized at Level 1,

op equal number were at Level 2$ a single child was At Level 3, and 292

were at Level 4. Awn* the 29 six-
and-seveemieir-,olds, 152 were at

Level 2, 72 (two children) were at Level 3-, and 79% were at the higheSt

lovel. Of the 24 eight- and nine-year=oldst alltbut tin) children were

categorized at the highest. level.(922).
Theie.tesults have to.be Coo-

.
sidered alongside the results of the gum task, and it is to.those drawings

that we now turn our attention.

Task 7b. Symbolizing GUM.

'Level 1. The:child represents an object as such, and not's

quantity of object..., :FOr example,'-.the child draws

one or two sticks Of eum and vacillates between

identifying the objects as "sticks" and "packs."

Level 2. The Child draws a'quantity Of.objects.
-

TypeAk. The Child draws many sticks of gum, or An

approximation of the ungrouped numerosity

of the-wtole.

Type B. The child draws
the.sticks for One or two

packs Of sum. -

Level 3. The child represents the numerosity of either the un-

grouped whole (all oethe sticks, but none of,the peas),

of the sets (all of the packs but none of the sticks),

'but not both.

Level 4. The Child represents the numerosity of the whole as well

ai the-groups. The Child draws either twenty-three sticks

clustered into group* of five, with three atlas "left

Ovar. or four packs and three atlas.

The levels for eveluating children's
drawings in the Packs of Gum

talk are the same aa those for Wheels and CArs discussed above. The
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a

reader should, be reminded that fewer children (particularly four- to six.

rumr-qads) completed this teskthan mas *the case for Task 6b. When the

results of the two,tasks are comparedo.it becomes evident that theloui-

through sim-year-olds responded differently than theeeven- through nine-

year-olds.

Among thi.four,year-olds who tried,the gum taskjtwo7-thirdi of the

sample), 252 mere scored at Level l'and 63%at Level 2. Asingle:thild

!reached Level 3. Among the five-year-olds (again tOo-thirds of. the

sample),Ihe dittribution was 102 at Level 1, 40% at Leve1.2, at

Level 3, and 20z at Level 4. 'Of the silyear-eids (83% Of the Sampli)4

the proportions changed to-302 at Level 2, 30% at Leve13, And 40% et:

'Level 4., The psicentastsjor
collepted.age groups mete as fellows. Of

the four= and five-year-olds, one-sixth or.1.7% were at Leve14, 502 were

at Level 2-1 22% at Lovell, and 112 (two Subjeite) at Levek4. For the

26 six- and sevenryearoldsw 152 mere it Level 2, 19% at Level 3 And 65%

at Level.4. Among,the 24 eight- and
ninerzar-oldsw.ell but a single

subject mere categorized at the highest level. (96%).

Four points need to,be madeabout these results. First, Task 7 VAS

harder than Tisk 6 for reasons discussed eirlier: there.were remainders;

the group size mas five rather than forrf and-the child Vas asked at the

outset to imagine actions completed in the past: Because it was Awkward

to ask the younger children to drew4omething they hid not seen, they

.erere in fact asked for'a drawing of the amounts they imismeked with._

Second, for the four- anefive-lrear.oldew n 13 mas tantamount to

"beaucoup," even though many of them:tad counted that many sticks of gum

with apparent ease. N w 13 vas too large for the youngest childrin and
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was manageable for some but not' all six-year olds:
Twenty-three was still

a large.amount for some of the'younser seven's to draw, but by and large

they ware able to make a dtawing of that many $ticks and to represent
the

,objects as grouped quantities.

Third, some'of the older children were able to learn from themirlinr----
f,

wheels task and showed improvement in their level of performance on the

gum task. However there is a marked dedline (262) in the proportion of

five- and siiiyear-olds who reaChed Level 4. Task 76 was clearlynnich too

difficult for the four-yearTolds to manage, and irwas- quite hard for most

of the five-year-olds as well. The.distribution of simlear-olds' scores.

(302 at Level 2, 302 at Leirel is and 402 at Level 4) stifiests that the

task might be useful and wOrthy of,replication among childinn aged six

years and older.

Fourth,,among.the seven- through nine-year-olds,
children's drawing

levels on the gum and wheels tasks remained substantially the same. Two_

of the seven-year-olds, and one nine-yenr-old had more difficulty with

Task 7b Oen Task 6b, but for the most part the results were stable.

This forms quite a different pictnre than the one formed by the younger

age group.

Task 9. Marbles.

The marble game was the last task that children were asked to do,

and by that point many children "just wanted to play' and asked the

Interviewer to do the score-keeping. Among these childrin,.some were

reluctant to try to invent a means of keeping score "without using:numbers."

But most of themwere. getting tired and
simplveanted to play. The,foll*w'

ing is a list of methods eMployed by the children** did keep score, but
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\they do:Mot constitutS "levels."
ItIwasItteresting to note that no child

who used an invented procedure had anidifficulty coming up with some means

of recording

TYPe 1.

Type 2:

"sero." , I

Tally *arks (no necessity fOr writing apthing down for

zero)

Alphabetic letters A for 1, 3 for 2, C for 3 and

so forth). \

Type 3.. Arbitrary
"ideographs" (e.g., a luippy lice:for

"x" for 2, a slash-mark for 3, and so fOrth).

Type 4. A drawing of
were colored
each shot.

an

.

pie, where iniappropriate nunber.of pieces

for the number of marbles knocked out on

Developmental Levels in Conventional Representation

Tasks 6c, 7c and 8. Writing Numerals.

Level 1. The child lables

Level 2.

Level 3.

Level 4.

dividual objects with some kind of

Mark. For .a'1t, ihe sakes a seq#ence of short lines,

one mark tmderneath each object drawn.

The Child makes a rk approximating the ehapt of the

nuther-sqUiggles H. oftekmakes suCh remarks as. "A.,

five, that's a ba*wardi two," or "That's Mu I. 'eke

a six," is he.writts the squiggles.

Examples: for 3;

The child makes the

for most single-dig
often inverted.

Examples: "61" for

The child writes the

for 5; 'for 6; for 7.
-

conventional 'mark (appropriate shape)

t numerals; two-digit numerals are

6; "21" for 12.

conVentional marks for all numerals.,

AmOng the Children interviewed for this study, the ability toowrite

number-squiggles begins at age four; by the time they are seven years old,

children are able to write two-digit numerals with some facility. The
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levels ieflect the folloWing sequence of aiquisition: (I) knowledge that

each object 'represented on;psper Is idenitfied with a specific number name

and some kind Of a discrete mark; (2) an evareness of the shapes,used t©

represent number-names, and a growing facility with making'those shapes

on paper; (3) an ibilitY to make the conventional marks for single digit

numerals, but confusion over the order in which to write the two squiggles

for numbers greater than nine; and (4) an ability to.make the co venti nal

.narks for two- and three-digit numerals in their correct order.

One-third of the.four-year-olds tyre at Level 1; they were the o ly

children in the entire sample vho could not write any numerals. Fifty-

eight percent of the four-year-olds and 46% of the live7year-olds were in-

.

the process of learning howVO make the specific squiggles. The remaining

542 of the five-year-olds were quite proficient in makingell nine digits

with only an occasional: lapse and were scored at Level 3. None of the

four- or five-year-olds knew how to make. two,idigit numerals without help.

Fifty-eight percent of the six-year-olds were also at Level 3, and the

remaining 422 Were able to write two-digit numerals. Eighty-eight percent

of the seven=year-oldi, and 100% of the eight- and nine-year-olds weie

categorized at Level 4. When age groups were collapsed, the'folloOing per-
,

centages were found. Anpng the 25 !our% and five-year-olds 16% were

categorized as Level 1, 522 as Level 2, and 32% as Level S. None of these

Children ipproached Level 4. Of the 29 six- and
seven-year-olds, no one

waa at.Level 1 and only'. single child was at Level 2. Twenty -eight per-

/

cent of the stbjects were at Level 3 and 69% at Level 4. One hundiedper- _

cent of the eight- and mine.-Year-olds were categorized as Level 4.
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It is noteworthy that dhildrenwho are simultaneq'usly acquiring the,

alphabitic writing
systesispontaneously'remark on the similarity between

an 8 and a 59 a B and an 8, a°P and a 4, or an E and m and 3. These

kinds of comparisons illustrate children's search for ways to make the
r

lements of both the alphabetic and numerical ripresentational systems

sensible for them.

Alsiong_the five- and six-year-olds, "reversals" in writing two-digit

'numerals were the rule rather than tht exception. Fpr the "teen" numbers

_there is ample reason for this state of affairs: one hears the sound "six"

before the'root "teen," and our left-right order of recording spoken words

(reading) supports this error. Interestingly enough among the pie-readers,

the question "WhiChoside does the 1 go on"'for 10 and 129 was raised as

often as it vas for the °teen" words.

Task 6d. Interpreting, or Assigning Meaning to Digits and NUmerals.

-

Level 1. Number-squiggles are graphic larks that ire linked to

the objects on which they,are found (F. Siegrist and

A. Sinclair, researdh in progress).

Type A. Number-squiggles are "naming labels."

ExaMple: 4 9saylipue' or 2 is "Chaniel 2."

Type B. Number-squiggles carry "functional messages."

Example: "they4re for things you buy" or 0

(zero) is "for blast-off.'

Type C. NuMber-squiggles have no direct relation to any-

thing written or represented on the paper. The

child might circle things because the Interviewer

circled things- (albeit their nuMber-squiggles).

Level 2. Single-digit
nutber-sqUiggles are generally recognized and

celled by their,appropriate name (e.g., "that's the nuMber'

six"). But rather than making quantitative correspondences

between numerals and represented objects, the child seems
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to use some kind of a "matching aches:" to mak* a link

betweenLaquiggles an4 Other things. These correspondences

are for the most part bon-quantitative,
though quanti-'

tatty& notions are occasionally mixed in.

Type A. The child makes a correspondence
between the

colors used In writing squiggles and drawing

objects.

Type B. ,The dhild slakes a verbal (number-name) cor-

respondence between a squiggle and some un-

related instance in wkl,..ch that name is known.

Example: 4 (written to show "how many wheels")

elicits, "Iknow that becaupe I'm four

years old," or "Iwas four before I

-was five." The connection between the

4 and four Iteels, drawn by the child

just moments before, is not made.

Type C. The child makes a
correspondifice between one

number-squiggle and lay other number-squiggle

written on the paper, as if to say "they're both

numbers, and therefore they 'match.'"

Type D. The child makes a correspondence betwein identical

number-squiggles.
The correspondence is qrlitative

(identical mark) rather than quantitative-identical

mark to signify same amounts).

Level 3. NOmber-squiggles and particularly single-digit-numerals,

can stand for quantities of veprisented objects. But other

ideas operate at the same time, resulting in confusion and

inconsistency of responses. The notion that single- and

two-digit numerals refer to specific amounts (cardinality)

is one among several ideas that are not fully differeiv.

tiated, one from the Other.

Ty0 A. TWo-digit numeTals cannot be "dissected" into

their constitAnt digits. The nunber "die- ,

appears" when it Is broken down into its written

parts:

Type B. Awhole two-digit numeral, as well as either

written part, all refer to the sameamount.

Tjtpe C. The objects drain can be-used to answer one,.que55-

tion, but they cannot serve .as*a referent to, .

answer the'second question.
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**ample: The ild draws a Ube around six ob-

-
jects or 16, bUt can consider only

%
the resit ing ten objects when asked

about 16.

Type. D. Number-squiftles as "o inal labels" (that ii,

a sequence of marks 14t tifying aspirate objects

ln a sequence of object ) is not differentiate4

from number-squiggles as signifying "cardinal

values."

141,

Example:. the 6'In 16 means the sixth wheel; oi

the whole numeral 16 means the sixteenth

wheel.

Type E. IU the process of searthing for. meanings for the

separate digits of a two.digit numeral, the "units

of meaning" or "referents" Change.

EXaMple: the 6 it 16 refers to six Wheeli, but .the

1 in 16 means one car six of.some-

thing and one of something else)..

Type F. The operation of addition Is applied to the'digits

making up i twokligit numeral.

Example: the 1 in 16 moms one wheel, the 6 in 10

means six wheels, and the whole numeral

mesas "one and six is seven."

Type G. The shape of the graphic mark Is selected as the

focus of meaning.

Example: the child mikes a.figurative correspondi-

ence between the shapes Of the numerals

(1 is "like a line" and 64e,"like a

circle") and other things diawn on the

paper, Altefeativilyi, 'circles drawn

around the-number-sqdiggles result in

prodiets that "look like a wheel Or a

machine,"

Type H. A numerical
correspondence is made between one,

but not both, of the written parts of a two-digit

:numeral and objects.

Example:, the 1 in 16 means ten, but the 6 in 16

means nothing at'a11: or the 6 signifies

six objects, but the 1 means nothing.
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Level 4.: Whole two-digit (and' later in Task 8, three-digit) numerals

stand for the totality of the objects represented. The

individual digits are consistently,
transformed into numerals

in their own sight, and they are treated in one of two vsys.

In neither case does the child sense a necessary relation

between the numerical parts (six objects and ten objects)

and the numerical whole (sixteen objects) being represented.

type A. 1 in 16 signifies one object and 6 in 16 six ob-

. Jetts; that nine objects remain
unaccounted for is

of no concern. .

Type B. 1.in 16 stands for sets of one, and 6'in 16 for

sets of six objects.

Level 5. The individual digits
making'up a two-digit (and later in

Task 8, three-digit) numeral
stand for amounts that are

determined by the place or position in which the digits

occur. The mechanism,
leading to this understanding of

place value consist Of a synthesis
ofrhree;gradually con-

structed.ideas:

The

(a) Notational rule - 1 in 16 stands for ten
because it is

written in the tens place.

0 (b) Nnmerical
part-whole relations - 1 in 16.stands for

ten because
six-and ten add up to sixteen.

(c)
Nultiplicati-on.- 1 in 16 stands for ten because 1 x 10

equals ten.

final set of levelcsuMmarizes the iequence orchildrenta ideas

regarding the meaning of digits.and numerals.
At the first level, chil-

,

dren think that number-equiggles are linked to specifiC objects7(e.g.,

cers),.to events
issoeiatedvith the squiggle or the nubber-name ("ten,

4

nine, eight ....blast
off!"), or carry some kind of a functional message

"they're for things to buy"). One-third of the four-year-olds interviewed

for this study vere
catelorised at Level 1. Level 2 subjects try to find

lose kind of correspOndence between
thesquiggles they have written and

%
osething else on their paper. These Correspondences are, for the Most

part1 qualitatkve or figurettve in mature and they ire arrived at by:means
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of a "matChing schema" or %atehing strategy." The cOrrespondences in-

clude (a) same color (blue squiggles and blue wheels), (b) same number

, -same (four Wheels end four year old), me squiggle (the same numeral

mitten someWhere else on the paper), and (d) some other lumber-squiggle.

Forty-two percent of the four-year-olds and 31% of the five-year-oldt re-
. a

spOnded with one of the above "matohes."

The next level (one hesitates to even call it a level),,or collection

of ideas consists of-i series of beliefs that COmpete with strictly quanti-

'tative notions. These beliefs serve to confuse the Child and lead him to

respond, now with appropriate (numerical), and now with inappropriate

(nowmumerical) answers.'. Tor thww-dhildren the-notion that "two-digit

./

numerals refer to the cardinal value of a drawn colleCtion" is one among

several ideas that are not fully differentiated, one frOm the other. The

non-numerical ideas are 'as folloOs4 (A) if twe-digit'mumerals are dis-

sected into their constituent digits, theiluMber disappeare; (E) both

the indilidual digits and the whole two-digit numeral refer to the saUe

quantity; (C) one of the two digits can refer to the nUMber of objects

represented but the whole numeral cannot; (D) number-squiggles label

separate objects in a collehtion, but they do not simultaneously signify

cardinal value (i.e., ihey are ordinaklabels
for individual objects in

a sequence of objecti); (E) the two digits can have totally different

referents; (G) one of the arithmetic opera ions is imposed upon the digits,

or an idea such as "odd and **en numbers" is put forth; and (H) a numerical

correspondence la possible between one but not both of the digita and the

objects. TOenty-five percent of the four-year-olds, 62% of the five-year-- `

olds, 36% of the six-year-04e, 31% of.the seven-year-olds and a single

nine-yeer-old were categorised as responding in ,a Level 3 way.
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it Level 4
iniividual,digits, whether they stand alone or in combine-

tion as multl-digit numerals are,consistently treated in one of two ways;

'as if they were nulerals in their own right; or as if they were meant to

ignify sets of up to nine objects eici. yhat is faulty with this other-

wise reasonable theory is that thirqua titles thus signified,iever equal

the numerical whole (Type A), or only qual the whole what that number

happene to be equally divisible by
thelnumber suggested by the digit (Type

1). It is'evident thatlin either case the child does not sense a neces-

sary relation betWeen the numerical par s and.. the numerical whole being

,represented. Fifty-five percent of the imm,yeat-olds 56% of the seven-

yearfolds, 82% of the eight-year-olds an 50% of the.ninem.yeer-olds.

were categorized in Level 4. Nene of e our- or flye-year-olds Were-.

at Level C.

A. implied above, the critical,dif erence between Level 4 end Level 5

subjects is that the latter understand e parv-whole relations

implied in place value.l' the digits sten for quantities that, together

make up the nuierical whole signified by. he multirdigit numeral.' They

have gone beyond learning the notational e that a digit written-in the

tens place .(the eecond positiOn to the lef of.the decimal point) stands.

for a decadal number. While none of lie ch ldren interviewed.for this

study had any familiarity with powers of ten some of them were able to

apply their knowledge of.multiplication to e lain that "two times ten

is twenty, two tens are twenty." Two out Of sixteen4even-year-olds, two

our ot eleven eight-year-olds (18%), and fiv out of twenve nine-year-olds

(42%) achieved the highest level.''

1 7
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The percentages
for collapsed age groups are as follows. Five out

of 25 four- and five-year-olds
(202) 'were at Level 1, 362 at Level 2, and

442 at Level 3., None of these Children reached Levels 4 or 5. _Of the 27

six. and seven-year-olds, a single child was at Level 2, 33% were at

Level 3, 552 were at Level 4, and 72 (two children) attained the highest

level. For the oldest group, no Childrenwere.at
either of the two lowest

levels, a single child was ai Level 3, 652 were at Level 4, and 30% mere

at Level 5.

Level x Age Analyses

Tables 1-10 (see Apiendix C) contain the
results of the level x age

analysis for each Of the tasks. The number of children whose responses

could beflategorized aCcording to the leveli described above are given,,'''

fi t'by one-year
ageigroups (4 year olds, 5 year olds, ...9 year olds),

then by two-year collapsed age
groupings (4 and 5 year olds., 6 and 1

year olds .and 8 and 9 year olds). The Chi square (11) statistic and

Cramer's statistic (v wir
calculated for collapsed

N Omin (r-1), (c-1)

age groups, is given for each table (Cramer, 1946). .

All of the results of the Chi square tesefor this group of date were

significant at the .001 level. The mrasure of association,
while difficult

to interpret, wee high for many of these data: Four of the five cognitive

tasks yielded les that were .500 or stronger; only one (Task 6a grouping

sixteen wheels Into sets,of four, summarized in Table 5) had *weaker
r

meaeure of association (v m .391).

The analysis of the three tasksfused.to
**raise children's symbolic

representational abilities netted,slightly
weaker results.

The age x
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level analysis of Task'5
(representing.six atlas in different sOatial

arrangaments) 'yielded a v of .499.(see Table 4) and Task 6b (symboliz-

- s

ing grouped
wfies1s) av of .474 (see Table 6).

The results of the conventional notational tasks were collapsed fromi

the outset. Children's writing of,numerals in Tasks 6c, 7c, and 8 were

evaluated and scored as a whole (Tmble I?), as was their asiigning meaning

to the numerals in Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8 (Table 10). The measures of as-

sociation for both of these sets of data were above .500. Table 4 sum-

.

marizes the within task level x age analyses.

Task Chi square ( %.4) Level (p) Cramer's (v)

Conservation of Elementary

Number (Table 1)

Establishing Equality
among Unequal Col=

lections (rable 2)

Socks and Pairs
(Table 3)

54.34, df 6

48.47, df 6

56.02, df 4

.001

.001

.001

.583

.550 .

.619

Six Sticks (Table 4) 35.39; df 0-6 .001 .499

Grouping Wheels in Action 24.51, df m 6 .001 .391

(Table 5) .

.
_

Symbolizing Wheels
(Table 6)

34.55, df 6 .001 .474 ,

Grouping Gum in Action
52.74,*"df m 6 .001 .614

(Table J.) 0

,.

Symbolizing Gum
36.99 df 6 .001. .522

(Table .8.)

Writing Numerals 66.
s,

c,

67, df m 6
0
A01. .671

(Table 4C)

Assigning Meaning to
129.26, df m 8 .001 .587

Numerals (Table 10)

Tible . SumMary of level x age analyses for all tasks
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This concludes ths description of developmental
levels for the tasks

used in this etudy. These results will form the basil for the next phase

1.

of data-analysis
in.which the evidence is considered'in

light of the hypo-

thapized
relationso'suniarized in Figute 10. Before proceeding with that'

analisis, however, same additional findings with respect to children's

interpretations of digits and numerals should be described. All of the

children were categorized into''unique levels for Tasks 6d 74 ind 8, and

that categorization was based uPon what appeared to be their dominant

idea acroes several tasks. In part the collapsing of children's notions

lato a single sunmary level was done in order to facilitate the formal

analysis. However this "forcing" of the data into exclusive categories

masks other findings whicit may, in fact, more accurately portray chil-

drees developmeot with respect to knowledge regarding.what digits and

numerals can mean.

When the result' for each child ere
considered in their entirety,

anothet'picture emerges.' Individual children differed in the number of

ideas they.expressed in the course of engaging in several tasks. Two

patterns emerged as a-result of considering these differences. The first

was that children in the two extreme age groups, that le, four*year-olds

and nine-year-olds,
tended to'exprets a ,sinzle idea with respect to the

relationship between the notitionallarks ind palette drawn. Eighty-,

three of the four-year-olds, end 67% .of the,nineyear-olds,
gave a single

interpretation. In contrast, only 45% of the five- through eightyear-.

olds stayed with& single idea. They were more inclinedto told. two,

three, and sometimes four different notions about that relationship.

Furthermore
theseChildrenwere less willing to make categorical statements

about which amorig.their ideas was& better one.
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The second patter's Is concerned with the sequence of ideas used by-

children, whether singly or la combination, inehe vatious tasks. ...The,

.four-,and
ftve-yearolds' ideas were confined to Levels 1,. 4 and'3: the

bulked the four-year-olds exprtssed Level 1 and Level 2 ideas, while,

the vast majority of fivo-year.olds used Level 2 and Level 3 ideas.

The six- and seven-year-olds mere focused on level 3 and Level 4 notions:

among the slx7year-olds Level 3 ideas predominated,
but among the seven-

year-olds, Level 3 and Level 4 UotiOns appeared in equal measure. Six of

the sixteen seven-year-olds at least mentioned some aspect of place value

(tens and ones), but only two of those ,six thought that "one ten" or "eens"

or "two tens" bore a quantitative relationship to tie-number of objects

drawn. C

With the exeeption of a single child, the eight- and nine-year-olds

used exclusively Level 3, Level 4, and Level 5 ideas. The instances in

which a Level 3 notion.was expresteddropped,considerably
with age: fiye

out of eleven eight-year-olds (45%) used a Level 3 ides at least once,

wtdle only two out of twelve nine-year-Olds (17%) Old the,amme thing.

Vine of the eleven eight-year-Olds ISM anditeven.of
the twelve nine-

year-olds (58%), impressed Level 4 ideas. 'only two of the light-yearzoldt-

(la) thought that the Level 5 ideveas superior, while ftve of the nine-

year-olds (42%) -expressed Certainty about the superiority of the Level 5'

interpretation.
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CHAPTER y1

RESULTS;

RELATIONSHIiS AMONG LEVELS

The quantitative results bearing upon the seven exploratory hypo-

theses are reported in this chapter. Before considering these results,

it would be well to reiterate some of the assumptions underlying the

empirical search. First, it was assumed that children's /earning and

reconstruction of the conveniional notational system-would
utilize dis-

tinct cognitive abilities, some of which were examined here. Second it
0

was presumed that individual cognition is the source of symbolic repre-

sentation, while culture is the repository of written systems: alabol-

ization springs largely fiom 'within, and notation is in good meaeure

transmitted from without% Finally, it was expected that the distance

-

between conceptual development and symbolic representation would be

closer than the distance between either of them and conventional repre-

sentition.

The exploratory hypotheses reflecting these ideas fell into three'''.

categories; relationshiPs within the domains of cognition, symbplic

representation, and conventional notation; relationships between levels

1
in the three doiaini; and questions regarding the strength of between-

;

0

.
domain-relationships.

Teske or analysii Piocedures were specified for

\

each hypothesis/question
(Figure 10, Chapter IV). This chapter reports

./1

.,

\

the suOporting and discounting statietical
evidence for each hypothesis/

,

question. The main tools for the analysis were contingent,' tables in

Which the levels reported in Chapter V constitUted column and row vari-

ables. All of those tables can be found in Appendix D and Appendix E.

-t
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lelationships'among Levels Within Domains'

lypothesis 1. There are levelb (a) in the structuring of number, and

(b) in, the
structuring of objects (Whole Coilectiona)

Into groups (subsets or numerical parts).

Number concepts-and numerical grouping
abilities were two cognitive

aChleiements thought to underlie place value understanding. Levels had

a

been identified for each of the tasks involving conceptual, development

in number (Task 1, Conservation and-Task 2, Establishing Equality) and

.numerical grouping
(Task 4, Socks and Fairs; Teak 6a, Grouping Wheels;

and Task 7a, Grouping Gum). Children's levels in each one of these five

tasks were tested, one against the other (see'Tables 1D-10D1 Appendix D).

With the exception of tine Pair (leVels in,Teak 6a-x levels in Task 7s,

t
Tablet10D) the results of the Chi square tests for independence were

wignificant at the .001 level. The measure of.association was high (.500

or'better) for all pairs except those involving Task 6a, These results

are summarised in Table 5 on the followini page.

The results suggest
that the number concept tasks and grouping

tasks involve abilities that develop simultaneously:
insofar as these

tasks, and the qualitative and quantitative
analyees of them can dete

mine, there are developmental leVels-in the cognitive domain. Howell r

the.data do not allow us to.extend
the analytis to o moreletailed xpli-

cation of relationships between
specific abi/ities

associated wit7 the

gradual construction
Of number on the one hand, and the groupinyof

objects into eubsets Oh the other. The extent:to which they require the

some-or different capacities cannot be directly inferred. part thia

limitation is a consequence of the,fact that one oi thk conceptUal
taska
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(Tisk 3, Alticipating Equality betweenlAsequal
Collectills without Count=,

log) had to be dropped from the analysis. The loss\of those data not

only leaves us with an incoMplete picture of conceptual developlilti
-

particularly among children of ey.l years of age and older; ii all0 .

precludes Us from sirutinizing the data for finer-grained relationShips.
o

.,

Tasks ° ,
Chi square (le) Level ( ) rame.!.(*)

Task 1.z Task 2 (Table 1D)
86.02; df st 9

, .

L . ,

aml ; .625

Task 1 zTask 4 (Table 2D) 65.36, df 6 401 ,'" ..669

Tisk 1 z Tasl 6a (Table 3D) 49.16, Of a 9 .1101 .
,467,

Tisk 1 z Task 7a (Table 4D) 61.83, df 9 .1001 .° '.54S,

Tisk 2 z Tisk 4 (Table 5D). 77.50,. df., 6' '401 ,24i729. ..

Task 2 z Task 6a (Table 6D) 46.91, Of-- 9,-
,

.067: '..4,42
.

Task 2 z Tisk 4 (Table 7D) 52.69; of is 9- -. .001- ,=.501 .

Task 4 z Task 6a (Table SD) ,732.674 df 6 ...001.', ,.473

Task 4 z Task 7a (Table 9D)
51.16,.di - 6 1.001 .613"

Task 6a Z Task 7a (Table 10D) 25;60; df 9, .005 . ....349'

Table 5. SUmmary of relationships among levels In taiks

designed to tap cognitive divelopment

*-,

Hypothesis 2.. There ire levels In representing
numerical quantities

symbolically.

$.

Tables 11D, 12D and 13D (Ap endixD) analyze the relationships ,be-

tween children's levels on each Pair,of tasks calling for symbolie reprei0

sentation. Task 5 asked for drawing* of Six Sticks arringed in three

different way.; Task 6a was concerned.with-Wheels
(number of objects la 16)
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afid Cars (group size 4); and Task°7a requested drawings of Cum (n ly

or 23) And°10acks of Cum (group size w 5). The results of the Chi square

-

test for these date were.significant at the AUL level; Bovevir the

4i
measure of the strength ofassociation'for pairs

inwhich,one member was

Task 5 (TabLes p,r) And 12D) was less than v. . .500. These results are

e

summarized in4Table 6.,

4
.

Tasks
.

. . Chi square (.0. Level (p) Cramer's (0)

,

Task 5 z Task 6b (Table 11D)

'Taik 3t T;a'sk 7b (Table 12D)

.
c

Task6b z Task tb. (Table 13D)

I

29.57, df = 9

36.47, df . 9

62.92, df = 9

.001

.001

.001 -

.404

.446

.551

',tee

Table.6. ummary of relationships among levels in tasks

requiring symbolic representation

The level z'level anelysis for each pair of symbolic representation

tasks suggests
that,there may be common developmentel threads in chil-

,

dren's drawings of numerical quantities. But the results caution against

trying to specify what those threads =et In addition'it should be:noted

that thirresultssof the between-task,analyses
are not as strong as they

were for the cognitive (conceptual and grouping) aspect discussed above,

or for the conventional representatioq dOmain,reported
-

'It shoula be emphasized that this analysis focused on children's

drawings of rical-quantitieso.and
deliberately ignored other features

of childre s symbolizing abilities that could be of interest for divel-..

opmental frtudies of children's drawings.
Children were asked to make"

drawings in ordii to find out (a) if"they could represent numerical

groups and subgroups, even if they did not know how to write digits;

a
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(b) what kinds of ideas they slight bring to bear ,on,their drawn (symbalic)

and written (conventional)-representations;
and (c) if there ware any

ystematic differences in children's ideas that could be attributed to

development rather'than to specific learning. The drawings, as they,were

askedlor in this study, were a particularly useful vehicle for elicit-

ing the ida, that Children th have that undoubtedly contribute It6 their

problems in understanding place value.

Hypothesis 3. There arallevels in acquiring the notational system (con-

ventional representation). There are levels in writing

number-squiggles; and there are levels in interpreting -

or assigning aliening to them. Embedded in this sequence

are levels in grasping the place value property:ofthe

coiventional notational system.

_Children's knowledge of conventional notation was divided into two

pert.: their ability to write numerals; and their interpretation of the

relationship between vritten numeials and symbolized objects. For the

sake of having as complete a record as possible of each child's abil-

ities, the results of the three tasksrequiring conventionai,notation

were collapsed from the outset. Therefore only one relationship remained

to be tested, and that was their level in writing numerals against their'

level in assigning meaning to numerals. The-results of that strong rela-

tionzhip are given in Table 10.in Appendix 0 Wmg 115.1, df m 12;

p .001t v .7571.

To the extent that the three notational tasks allowed children to

eipose their knowledge, and within the limits of the imelitative and

quantitative analyses
performed here, the results suggest that there are

developmental levels in this domain. But the caveats regarding levels
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in Tasks 6d, 7d and B.(Assigning Meaning to Digits and Numerals), spetled

out in Chaptar V, Should:be kept in mind As these results are eva1usted. .

Belitionthips among Levels Between Domains

Elpothesis 40 There is a positive relationihip between levels in the

cognitive tasks and levels in the tasks requiring symbolic

representation.

The 4lationsh1ps between
childr&s levels in the cognitive tasks

-and in th symbolization tasks are given in Tables 1E through 15E (Armen-

,

dix B). e chisquere requite for these data were significant at the

.001 1 The strength of the association between variables ranged

from v m .391 (Table 10E) ta v n .735 (Table 9E). Although these results

are difficult to interpret, it can be noted that all of the tables that '

yielded_vle below .500 in#olved either Task 6. (the weakest of.theyithin

-task results as well as within-domain cognitive
results) or Task 5 (the

weakest of the within-taak and within-domain syMbolization,tasks).
The

results of the between-domain analysie
of,levels in tasks designedta

tap cognitive abilities, and levels in tasks requiring symbolic represen-

,',

Itation, are summarized in Table 7 Which,can be found on the fallowing,

page.

Because thii study was
exploratory, tasks were

designed to uncover
.

4

a range of abilities that were thought to influence understanding: the

tasks were not cosiparable,° one to the other. The problem of pooling the

results of different tasks into a singie meaeure is a difficulty that.

haunts us as this stage ofthe analysis, for in order to talk about ihe

etrength, of relationthip, between domains some niechjjIsm for evaluating

that strength must be, found.--One we'', of beginning to assets between-
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Tasks Chi square CO Level (p)Cramer's (v)

Task 1 x Task 5 (Table AE) 49.67, df 9 .001, .486

Task 1 x Teak 6b (Table 2E) 69.48, df 9- .001 .571

Task 1 z Task 7b-(rable 3E) 74.46, df a 9 .001 .604-,

Task 2 z Task 5 (Table 4E) 39.14, df a 9 .001 .429-

Task 2 z Tisk 6b (Title 5E) 64.90, if's' 9 .001 ..527

Task 2-m-Task 7b (Table 6E)
-------

54.96; df a 9 :001 .519

Task 4 z Task 5 (Table 7E) 36.16, df a 6 .001 .508

Task 4 x Tisk 6b (Table SE) 47.99, df a 6 .071 .566

Task 4 z Task 7b (Table 9E) 72.39, if a 6 - .001 .735

Task 6a z Task 5 (Table 10E) 30.76, df a 9 .001 .391

Task 6a x Task 6b (Table 11E) 85.53, cif a 4 .001 .605

Task 6a z Task lb (Table 12E) 36.69, df a 9 .001 .424

Milt 7a x Task i (Table 13E) 49.38, df ei 90 .001 .511

Tesk,7a x Task 6b (Table 14E) 47.34, df . 9 .001 .475
. I

Task 7a z Task 7b (Table 15E) 55.54, df ;11 9 -.001 .552

Table 7. Eummary.of relationships
between levels in cognitive

and symbolic representation taska

domain strength is to calculate an average for the individual measures

.ccr association. For Table 7, the aVerage of the fifteen measures is

v a .525 (range from v a .391 to .735, as pointed out above). admit-

° tedly this is an imPoverished
approximation of relative stre@gth.between

broad sits of relationships. But given the theoretical-and empirical

)

limitations of this study, it is at least one way of describing the

results in quantitatiVe terms. We will return to the discussion of
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relative strength between domains in the ttiostment of Hypotheiis 7 below.

Mypothesis 5. There Is no,consistent relitionehip between levels in the

.cognitive tasks andlevels in the tasks eliciting knowl-

,

edge of conventional representation.

The relationehips between children's levels In the cognitive tasks

and their level in writing numerals
(Tasks 6c, 7c and 8) ire described in

Tables 16E-20E (Appendix E) anA summarized in Table-8 below.'

: Tasks Chi squire (le) Level (p) Cramer's (v)

Task 1 x Tasks 6c 7c and 8 81.84, df e 9 .001 .611

(Table 26E)
..,

fl,

Task 2 x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 405.73, di..,e 9 .001 .672

(Tabli 17E)

Task 4 x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 82.65, cif' 6 .001 .747

(Table 18E)

TAsk 6. x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 55.48, df 9 4001 .487

(Tablej9E)

.

Task 7a x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 41.25, df m 9 .001. .570

,(Tible 20E) .
,

Table 8. Summary of relationihips between levels in cognitive

tasks and tasks requiring that numerals be written .

The relationshiptintween
children'elevelvin the cognitive tasks and

%

their level in the setond aspect of conventional notation, assigning

meaning to numerals (Tasks 6d, 7d and 8) are described in Tables 21E-

25E,in Appendix E and are summarized in Table 9 on the next page.

The Chi square results for all of these ten relationships were sig-

c-,

nificani at the .001 level. The measure of the strength of association

.7

for seven of the ten. between-domain tables was above v .sop. For the

remaifiing three tables the measure dropped below that point. Agile

16a
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Chi square (10) Level (p) Cramer's (v)

7,mit 5 :m°Tasks 6d, 7d and.6 40.98, df so 12 Jan J468

. (Table 29E)

,

.,,

Task 6b z Task! 6d, 7d and 6 67.20, df ID 12 .001 .554

(Table 36E)
' 1

Task 7b z Tasks 6d, 7d and 8 117.28, df 12 .001 .776

(Table 31E)
-

--

-'Table 11. Summary of-relationthips betreen levels in tasks

callins for symbolic representation and tasks'

assesaing:knowtedge of conventional notation .

(interpreting digits and numerate)

Strength'of RelationshipsJletween Domains :

Hypothesis 7. There is a stronger relationship between levele in the

areas of coinition and symbolic represeniation than there.

is between levels in symbolic representation and conven.

tional notation.

Hypothesis 7 is-a straightforward
question regarding the relative

strength of,between-domain ralationahips. It suggests that the statisti-

cal relationship
between levels in the domains of cognition and symbolic

representation should be stronger than the relationship between levels

%

in the two'domainm of representaticar, that inftiving individually moti-

vated symbolization, ind culturally given notation: The evidence for'

this hypothedis lies in the resuits of the foregoing qualitative and quan

titative analyses. It shoutd be noted that each phase of data analysis,

as it is presented here, tikes Us further and'fOrther'from individual

%

children!a,observable behavior.

1. 7 0
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Tables 10 and 11 summarize the relationships between levels, des-

cribed.in Tables
26E-28E and 29E-31E in Appendix E. .These tables are

concerned with making drawings of quantities agaiimt lewels in eriting,

digits on the one hand, and levels in assigning meaning to digits and

numerals on the other. The Chi square results for all of these data are

once again significant at the .001 level. The measure of association

was above v .500 for pairs in Which Tisk 5 (the weakest of the symbolic

representetion taski) Was not involved. Tien the 'three measures of

association in Table 10 are combined, the average is v .601. For

Teble 11 the average strength of association
between levels is v so .593.

Overall,.the average strength for all pairs in the two domains is

y s 597. This is almost the same as the average for the cognitive and

conventional domains discussed above (Hypothesis 5).,

-

Tasks

"
Chi square (lel Level (p) Cramer's (v)

Tesk.5 x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8

r (Table 26E)

45.13, df 9 .001 .467

Task 6b x Tesks 6c, 7c and 8 83.54, df .001 .598 .

(Table 27E) '

Task 7b x Tasks 6c, 7C and 8 109.10, df is 9 .001 .737

(Table 28E)

*

:Table 10. Summary of relationships between levels in symbOlic

representation tasks and conventionalmotation tasks-

(writing numerals)
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Tasks
Chi.square (10 (p) Crimer's (v)

Task 5 x Tasks 6d, 74 and 8 40.98, df m 12.,. .001 .448

(Table 29E)

Task 6h i Tisks 6d, 7d and 8 67.20, df lig 12 .001

(Table 30E)
. .

..554

Task 7b ir Tasks 6d, 7d and 8 117.28, df 12 .001 ,-.776

(Table 31E)

Table 11. Summary of relationships between levels in tasks

calling,for symbolic representation and-iasks

assessing knowledge of conventional notation

(interpreting (Katt@ and numerals)

Strength of Relationships Between Domains

Hypothesis 7. There is a stronger relationship between levels-in the

areas of cognition and symbolic representation than'there

is between levels in syMbolic representationand Conven-
.

tional notation.

Hypothesis 7 is a straightforward question regarding the relative

strength of between-domain relationships. It suggests that the statilti-

cal relationship between levels in tilt domains of cognition and'symbolic

representation should be stronger than the relationship between levels

'in the two domain, of representation, that involving individually moti-

vated symbolization, and culturally given notation. The'evidence for

this hypothesis lies in the results of the foregoing qualitative.andquan-

titative analyses. It should be noted that each phase'of data analyst*,

as it is presented here, takes us further and further from individual

children's observable behavior.
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Given the kinds of analysis- done
.thus,.fir,, the moist direct means

,

of assessing'the
relative strength of betseen-domain relationships was

to use the measures of association (Cramerls v) which bad been calculated

for etch pair of talks in the between-domain 'analyses (Appendix E). Vim

procedure was simple. .The sits for esiat Pair of cross-domain tables mere

placed in One of three categories (cognitive/symbolic, syMbolicloonven-

-

tional, and
cognitive/conventional), and an arithmetic average Was.fOund

for the respective categories. The procedure is reproducedin Table 12

on the following page. The results are as follows: the arithmetic ave-

rage of all of the measures of strength of association between levels in

tasks tapping cognition and tasks using symbolic representationyWss

v w .525 (range fromv... .391 to v4ii .735); the average of the measures

for tasks using symbolic represeniationand
taskrcalling for convert-

.

,

tional notation
Sas'v es .596 (range froM v

.448 tov.= .776); and to

complete the picture, the average for taskrdesignated as uncoyering cog.-

nitive abilities aid taeks reiwiring knosiledge:of notation
las 4 = .599

,(range from v °=i..437 to v .797). -Ain the basis of these'talculations,
,.. e. 0

. Hypothesis
7.mould haSe to be%rejecte4 for V .='.596..is clear/y greater

than v k .525. a

However, we shOuld.bk dau.tious about.these results for several

, .

zjisons. In the first place an afithmetic average,is no, more or less

, than a simple average.
,As such, iris an impoverished

deScriptoi of a

conOlicated
seecilrelationships. In

thesecona place, Cramerls v is it

6,

itself a difficult statistic to interpret. This Makes an average of all

of the vli even More difficult to.interpret. But there are other'resions

as well. The strength of relationshOr involving
conventioPil notation

,

throughout, the analysis:may haveleen influenced-by
the fai that the
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s.

Strength of Association between

Cognitive and SyMbolte Tasks

Strength of Association between'

e Symbolic and Conventionpl Maks

Strength of Association between

Cognitive and Conventional Tasks

Tasks Cramerli'v Tasks Cramer's Tasks
.

Cramer's v

1 x 5 .486 5 x 6c, 7c, 8 .467, 1 x 6C,.7c, 8- .611

1 x 6b .571 5 x 6d, 7d, 8 .448 1 x 6d, 7d4 8 .566

1 x 7b .604 6b x 6c, 7c, 8 .598 2 x 6c, 7c, 8 .672

2 x 5
.429 6b x 6d, 7d, 8 .554. 2 g 64, 7d, 8 .629.

2 x 6b
.527 7b x 6c, 7c, 8 .737 4 x 6C, 7c, 8 .747

2 x 7b
.519 7b x 6d, 7d, 8 .776 4 x 6d, 7d, 8 .797

4 x 5 .508
6a x 6c 7c, /V .487

4 x 6b
.566

6a x 6d, 7cr, 8 .437

4 x 7b .735
7a x 6c 7c. 8 .570

60 x 5 .391
7a x 6d, 7d, 8 .473

6s x 6b
6a x lb .424

70 x 5 .511

7a x 6b
78 x lb

.475

.522

Average v .525
Average v m .596

Average v so .599

174

Table 12. Strength of tlie statistical relationships between domains:

cognitive and symbolic, symbolic and conventiOnel, and

cognitive and conventional
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results oi three tasks
(Tasks 6, 7 and 8) were

Collapsed f om the outset.

An tmporant consequence of
thililAitial pooling of da

(which had been

done for the sake of having as complete a picture of eackchild's ideas-

Ams possible) was to hide variations in individual children's knowledge

in a way that VAG not true for either the cognitive or symbolic domains: I

/ In a:word, the procedures-used in categorizing
children into levels were

/
not precisely the seme for.all domains. In fact, one of the more inter-

,.

°eating findings concerned
age-related-variations tw the number'of differ-

ent ideas that children held, all at thesame tile, in responding to the

second aspect of conventional repreientation.
Seven- and eight-year-olds

stoqd out
ai,having a greater number of juxtaposed ideas about the rela-

tionihip between digits', numerals, and drawn Objects thaW-either the four-

.,

throxigh six-year-olds
or the nine.yearr.olds.

This finding yillbe fur-
#00,

ther elaborated in the next chapter.

In addition it should be said that the levels for the individual

tasks' are neither a priori categoriei nor products of cross-task analyses.

,They describe a sequence of 'construction
as it was reflected in children's

behaVior in the context of engaging in specificiactivities.
The patterns

of performance,described
in the-contingency

tables reflect the actual

number of Children:who could be categorized by using the levels defined

in Chapter O. It would be difficult94to
exteid the analysis beyond what

was done here.

. ,
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'CHAPTER VlI

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This exploration into children's
understanding of the place value

property of our numeration system used research methods associated with

the Genevan psychogenetic, aid more standard hypothesis-testing eXperi-

,
mental approaches; The results ot thia Study reflect some of the strengths

0

and some of the weaknesses of each of these methods of investigation.

Ii general, the major strength Of the lobser exploratory techniques -

alloWed by tbe GenaVen school liei in the Octant to Aich the researcher,'

capitalizes on the ideas expressed by children and follows their train Of

thought, rather than' being narrowly
constrained by-a set of specific pro,-

cedures designed to test well articulated hypotheses. The Major weak-

nese is that such techniques often yield
complicated data and as a con--

sequence, the Proceduressed to describe the results are difficult to

specify in aavanee. Data aialysis proceeds with the same attitude of

cautious probing that characterizee the initial questioning of children.

The major strength of more stringeni and constrained experimental

procedures is that specified variables, hypothesized to influefice an out-'

,come in partitular ways, are isolated for scrutiny at the outset. The

%

proeedures by which the data hive been collected and the results obtaied

are more amenable to precise replication and verification. The major

weakness is that new possibilities that flow from children's behavior ate

foreclomed from investigation, at least at the moment of their occurrence.

When psychological persPectives and research methodologies that are

as different as the ones represented in this study are combined, a number

177
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of difficulties arise* each-phase of the research..: git the outset, hypo-
,

theses that were not formulated
as:testable stetoments had to be altered'

so that they could:be treated as if they were assertions.that lent them-

-elves to confirmation or rejection. In polit of /act, the hypotheses set

forth in Chapter III Were intended to serve.as-heuriptic premises that

would give direction to several exploratory and descriptive lines of

study. They had a methodological we well as substantiveraipect. Further-

,

more the hypotheses were tot all of the /slime kind: -they varied in the

. 4

extent to which they.reflected new as ,opposed to preViously investigated

problems; in the degree to which tfiey64lt With generarrather than spe-

cific relationships; in the extent to Which',,they made use of'widely repli-

cited results rather than results gleaned from pilot research; and in their

relative susdeptibility to one or another kind of data analysis procedure.

In addition the first group of hypotheses (numbers'1, 2 and 3) posited

development i three conceptually distinct domains and had a different

status than the ensuing group of three hypotheses (numbers 4, 5 and 6)

that 'suggested more epecific relationships between developmentallinea

among the domaias, or-the last hypothesis (number 7) that:dealt vitt; the

strength of imstatistical relationship among7twobetween-domain pairs.

In spite of all these
differencei,othillatahearing on each of the hypo-

,. %

theses were subjected to uniform quadtitative,analyses.

The results of t.his study are, from botkthe Genevan and experimental

standpoints, limitsd.but ymt of some interest., At_the- positive endef

the continuum, the complexity.of children's knOwledge-building regarding

an importiat cultural tool bedsme evident fer.more ilicklythep would have

otherwise been the case. At the negative end, the analysis had to'be more

global or general than one might have wished -and yielded statistical
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reaults that can only be regarded with hesitancy and caution as .t© w

can, An fact, be concluded from them. Thii is not to say that no interest-

Sng patterns emerged from this study, for when the revults for each.child

,
are considered id their entirety, developmental patterns do *serge in

terms of the order in which Ideas are constrocted.

At .the outset of this study, the basic action underlying place value

was thought to.lie in the abilly to go back'end forth between units and

numerical groups, that is, to group units into multiples* of ten and°to

4 0

partition higher order groups Of ten into smallbr groups or units. Sym-

bolic representation wag a mechanism hy whinn children could show what
4 <'

they understood of the grouping action in graphic form, and serVed as a

.vehicie for,exposing their ideas regarding the relitionshipe between

t.

symbolized Objects and quantities represented in conventional notational, 4

form. Children's knowledge of place,value was investigated in relation

to their interpretations of that relationship. Let us tuin to the results

- of the interviewa witb children. ,

There ise,a.fair distance between children's performance in the number

concept and grouping tasks, and the ideas they expressed about the relation-

ihip of nUmber-squiggles to symbolized quantities, especially at the older

half Of the age spectrum. One reason for the large gap canbe attributed

to a siethidological dila= faced ii the designing of ,ehis`study. Because

-

baseline dre1opmental results had not'been established for...most of the'

tasks, it was decided that 41 of the tasks should be given to all of tile

children in.the sample. Therefore, caution had to be exerciiied.regarding

'how difficult the tasks could be. It was faired that actssilie4 hard

c'onceptual end grouping taske wiuld Inhibit the° enthusiamn, a the younger.,
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Another reason for the apparent

distance'between't e cognitive re -
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subjects, and hy the same token, it was-feared that drawing tasks that

were excessively easy would alienate the older subjecti.% In a word, the

smeelsithodological dilemma.influenged the complexity of the cog itive

and the symbolic tasks, but in oppositedirections. The adopted iourse

of action lwas-tp)ceep the conceptual tasks quite
simple end to limit_the

grouping-tasks to small amounts (small wholes and small subgroups). The

solution was only partielly'auccessfl.

oulteand the findings conterning conventaenal
representation lies in the

overly facile relationships that was presumed to exist between the two

domains. Child-learners appear to have a number of' theories, not directly. .

-linked to the cogaitive caPacities that were examined, that intrude upon

any direct.undirstanding of the elements or properties of the numerat.,On

system. Thine theories, Or relationships, or
connections between bits of

r,

'knowledge, were !IrticUlated by different children in different wiys.

Let us review the hypothesesthat children brought to bear on eumber-

squiggles se they worked through thesuiny teaks. (1) They are marks that

can be "read" and that might convey information, either ab.out the objects

on whici they appear, or about same aption orlunction that is associated_
. .

with the object. (2) They areobjects to Wile or draw that are 'similar'

-%

in same figurative or qualitative way t other graphic marks that children

know how to make. It fact, children w wirein the'beginning phases of .

atteMpting to write digits used their knowledge and skill, acquiredim

the context of learning to draw, to.produce their shapes: for **ample,

a "6" is a circle wdth a curved,line on top.(0,8)i "4" is a'sgtiS
40.

1 8 0
a
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of line segments ( I sal sLl ,;ik); it Is also * straight line on t© of which

a curved line Is drawn ( 1041,V- ).

Children who ore learning how to write letters and digits spon-

taneously raserk on the similarity between an "S" an0 a "5," a-"B" and

an "80" a "P" and a "40" and an "E" or 9m" and a "3.". .lust*s often a

same-system compariso is made in approaching the task of writing digits:

"a five Is like vbackward two" is one eXampli. Finally, among pre-readers

the question, "Which side.does the I go Um?" in regard to writing the

squiggles for "tan" and "twelve" was asked as often as it was for the

"teen" numbers'. For kindergarteners and first-'graders, "reversals" in

writing tuo-digitmmnerals was the rule rather than the exception, par-

CS

ticularly for the' "teen" numbers in which the "sin" is heard before 1:14

root, "teen." Our left-right order of recording spoken language (for

spelling as well alit for reading) quite clearly suppOrts.the error. '

The use of previously acquired knowledge from art, the-spontaneous

use of'untaught Comparisons, and the temdency to "overregularize" the

left-right sound-notation correspondence, all illustrate young,children's

search foeways to male the arbitrary elements of.both the alphabttic and

numerical sign systems-sensible for them. The errorideionstrate that

they are thinking. No 4

(31 Another millection of ideas that predominate among five-year-
.

obis, tut that are
found:among-older children as well, °can becharacter7

'ized in.negativeterms as nonftsion and,Inconsistency wIth.regerd t the

,

quentitative-referents for digits and nuderils. The children whnwere

-

categorized at belonging in this leveldid not seem to sense a need for
.

consiitency In! eir/Interpretations. A positive characterization of

Oloste children', thinking is., bitmore difficult to make.

0

, ,

,
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There IS no question in these children's minds that number-squiggles

can, and for' the most part do have something to do with the symbblized

quantitiee. Furthermore the ideas they put forth ire in someway related

to:lumber: to an aspect of ordinal number (but as lakels rather than as

full blown ordinals); to an arithmetic operation that is being studied

in sighool (addition for first graders, mnitiplication for third giaderso

and division for fourth graders); to odd and even numbers; andLso forth.

These children acted as if they were seardhing their repertoire_of number-

relaW ideas, acquired in the context of math activities in A5hool, and

applying one of the ismembered actions to the novel out-of-sohool'experi-

mental tisks in something of a trial-and-error way.
,

I a The appearance of this kind of strategycJmnOng five-.and six-year-old

children it not surpising.. Their confidence in-dealing with quantities

larger than ten or tiaelve is not high, And their exposure to written nuiber

is limited. But when it appears in the behavior of older children, there

...
.

,

.

is cause for some concern. The study of numbeis,involves logiccp.mathe-'

inimical knowledge, and mathematics as a discipline endeavors to describe

relationships in precise and.coherent ways. When older children dor.n t

discard me of their clashing ideas as "not applicable" or "a.false lead ,"

or when they seem reluctant tomske a-choiccfrom among competing ideasi4

we ought to pay atteption. 'Why are.tNBie children not making more of. the
,

clash? Is it becanse.they are nbt thinking.through a giVen relationship?
.

. Is-it becaule their
ilderstanOing of, and confidence itt a"given relnt,WP%

ship is too Shaky to reionstract it for use in a novel situation?.- Is it '

because no apgle relationship ambng tke possible Telationships seems to'

be amprei)romising
possibility than any Other? It mould- sell that

4

0
o.4V
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0

mithaesticsl kmowledge,-to
beouseful to an individual, must consist of

relationships that are amenable to personal reconstruction. In the-.

sbadmice ef further information regarding the older children's knowledge.

ef such,operstions as division, Or sUch properties of numbers as odd and-

,
:0

even, it is difficult to tell whether the inconsistencies in,their iter-

pratat are primarily a function-of not understanding place values-nPt,

understanding the operation or property raised as a possible explanation,

'not believing In the necessary coherence of notatiofial-numerical relation-

104 or Zome.other factor.

(4) The theory that the'digits used to write two- or three-digit

numerals represent either units, or sets of the Biz! $ndicated by the

-

digits, was held bylsore.than half of the six- and-seven-yeat..olds,-an

even larger proportion of the eight-year-olds (80%), and hilf of the nine

year-olds interviewed-in this study. The powerful bold that these ideas

-have on the thinking of six,- through
nine-year-olds carriee Us some dis-

,

tame in understanding childrees resistance to place value instruction.

In the minds of these children, numerals such as 23 or 105 representVwhOle

amoUnts, but the digits in 23 or 105 represent one,- two,5three, or five

objects, or sets-of one, two, three, or five 'objects each. Children sub-

scribing to the latter view first divided a whole symbolized colleition

(e.g., twenty-three objects) into sets of three, and then went iack over

the entire collection, and marked the objects as,sets of two. Children who

belleve4nvither the "units" or "sets" ideas probably regard the lesson

thai the digits refer Qo two and'three af something else (two sets of teri

and,three units) with skepticism and disbelief... The Ades that the Ogits

°have values that tegether correspond tm, the numerical whole does not'arise

as an issue.

183
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Several 'remarku may beanie in regard to the tenacity of these

ideas. First, they are ideas that Children systematically apply in task

after task. linty are in this sense general, powerful, and well-learned

notions,. It is likely that they haire undeigirded much ofathe child's

understanding of number thus far, *allay be good indicators of the ex-

.

tent to which the child has'coistructed "units composed pf units" (Steffe

et al., 1981) for one aspect of number. The resistance to iistructuring

these ideas for place value understanding becceles more intelligible from

this point of view, for other structures have to be coordinated with thiS

Idea. Among them the'emmt important may be the second order multiplicative

operation of "one, two, ... ten, eleven, n groupslof ten" (i.e.,. 13,

23 103 113 n)

Secoad, the curricular time table for instructing children in place

,value is determined by the role it plays in explaining the regrouping pro-

cedure in multi-digit addition and subtraction. &Never it is quite pos-

0
sibleto.perform addition and subtraction problems involving regrouping

without regrouping at all. Children can rely on their more solid-knowledge

of mall numbers (less then ten) to solve these problems, in spite Of

laborious or clever instruction. in point Of fact, when children are

asked to describ7/their
procedures as they are working th;ough peoblems

%

involving regrouping, they speak in tame' of "carry the one" in addition

and "borrow the one" In subtraction, and rarely, if ever, refer to the

carried and borrowed digits as ten. "Tens"..and "ones" are ihe names of

the second and first colWans, from right-eo-left, and whet is written

the ectliennware numerals rather than digits. ,

a

Third, in other areas of knowledge-building, the "what for" qUeition

.

("what is it good Icier) and 'hos! eowissue ("how do you use it?") generally

)

18(
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precede any attempt at description or explanation of the relationships

involved. This Is curiously untrue in the case of place value instruction:

the presumption seems to run in the opposite'direction.
Children should

Understand therationale for what they are doing in order to grasp the

activity itself. The "what for" and "how to" that presumably motivate

curiosity about why sazething works -- about why "carrying" and "borrow-

ing" work,:and Why numerals are "spelled" in the way that they are -- are

lacking.

(5) The criterion for categorizing children as having understood

placevalue wee defined as their ability to show the correspondence be-

tween digits and numerail, anOsymbolically represented
Objects.. Accord-

ingly a'small
proportion,of the seven- and eight-year-olds, and a larger

percentage of the nine-year-olds
(just under half)

interviewed for this

stidy grasped place value. They showed the diglie 6 and 1 in the numeral

16-as standing for six objects and ten objects respectively, and the

- numeral as'standing for the entire collection. They were Ole to in-

..

dicate the quantitative referents for at least twO "teen" numbers, tic

f 1.

numbers in the twentiei, and two,numbers in the hundreds.

These children had apparently-coordinated many
different ideas into

a-system of
relatiOnships that enabled them tomaderstand place value.

The ideas that the children had synth4ized included the following:

(a) the norational principle that written location matters; (b) the cor-

a

reepondence between written position
(columns); column pames (ones vs. tens

va. hundreds) and digits-(two vs two-tehs vs. two-hundreds); (10 the idea
P

that digits Oen be freed from the ilmerals in which they isccur,.andrthat

they signify numerical quantities tfiat art different from the/oantity
9

0,

185
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,signified by the numeral (the exieption is ambers that end in a zero);

tha sue of the quantities represented by the digits is the same as

the quantity represarated by the numeral. What differentiated these chil-

dren from those categorized at lower levels was the extent to Mtich all

of the ideas and specific learnings were
synthesized.into a system of re:7.

lationships.

Among the.seven- and eight-year-olds,,
several children responded to

,

,

the more school-like Task 8'withleve1 5, place value idiau, in spite of

the fact that'they
were quite at ease with their Level 8.or Level 4 re-

,

spouses to the Wheels (Task 6) and Gum (Task. 7') problems. Those who did

not feel the need to correct their earlier interpretations were categorized

at the lower level; those who did note the inconsistency,. and feIt the need

to correct th/ -erioneoui responses, mere
categorized it the higher, level.

4

The desire respite a ehoice between claihing Ideas Was expressed by the
2

niEijear-olds ilone.
to

One is left mundering-whi the seven?, and eight4ear-olds whose clash-.-

Ing notions-were mentioned above,,displayed
thinking.,that segued to-be so

.

compartmentaliied. Row this compartmentalization (or jUxtaposition of
00

Ideas) eventually yields to.some
higher=leversynthesis, as it;iid for

slime aine-year-olds, is a Elatter,of %reit curiosity:, It Is posiible

that children, as well as adults, have to&ixperience the same ideas or' ..

lessons in avariety of siecific 'contexts before it occurs'to them that

there might be soie relationship (similaritOlifference)
that has been*

0 ,

overlooked. The construction of se ade ate ideas, or better theories

conceriing number notation may be born of Oportinities to think about the

possible connections
between hith to comp tmentalitedi specific learnings.

"

4
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But it le equally possible that better theories are the product of rela-

tionships 'constructed in areas other than the one in which it shows-up.

For example, it could have,been the bard thought put into figurinvout

division that accounted for the better performance of the nine-year-olds

in the tasks requested in this study.
Divisiimis the reciprocal of

multiplication, and multiplication underlies the mathematical idea of

powers often. Perhaps the (writhed understanding of tbe plate value

property was a function of coming to grips with the more sophisticated,

1

setond order operations.

The results-of this exploratory and descriptive study suggest.that

thildren's
understawlini of the place value property of the numeration

-system, rather than being constructed all at one time and in relative

liolation from other learning, is built in phases,itver a long period of

time, in conjunction with other kinds of knowledge. The iost fruitful

approach toAescribiug the process may lie in the notion of'theory-build -

Ins about the notational system as i whole ,. about number concepts, opera-

tions, and their interrelations. a

/t mai, be that some form of ordinal analysis such as the one sug-.

seated in Figure 11 might provide a better description of how development

in the area of'knowledge -building abo4 numerical representation proceeds.

ln Figure 11, the solidlines indicate that a large numbir of childrem of

a given age bold ideas describeli by the respective levels. The broken

lines show.that some;-.but not;many, children consider ideas described by

other-leveli. ,Such analyses are iUrrently being exploredby developmental

psychologists such as Siegrist, Sinclair and Sinclair (Geneva) and Phelps,

1'
IA

Wolf and Gardner (Cambridge). °
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

4 year olds

5 year olds

6 year olds

7 year olds

8 year olds

9 year olds

Figure 11. An ordinal description of children's ideas concerning

the meaning, of digits and numerals.

Portions of this study dealing specifically with ideas that children

bring to bear on digits and numerals was replicated in another community

(Cambridge). 'The children were drawn from a lower income population than

were the subjects who formed the population sampled for this study. The

children ranged in age from five to thirtken, and came from all grade levels
:.

frail kindergarten through the sixth grade. The range of ideas expressed'

by the Cambridge children were no-different than those reporte4 in this

study. The major difference between the s'ampies in the tin) studies rested

in *the level x age analysis: the miadle class .suburban children's levels

ot,

In each age bracket Were slightly higher than those faun& in the lovier clais

urbai sample Of children. The fifth atui sixth graders in Cambridge responded

in eUch the same fashion as the,fourth graders in Belmant. This finding ise

consistent with many other developmental studies.

The utility of this study for mathematics education lies primarily 'an

e

the documentatioof children's ideas concerning thrrelationship betweeos

188
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notational marks and nuaerical quantities, in contexts other than the

ones they have encountered In the classroom. Children any demonstrate

a very adequate understanding of place value if that understanding is

assessed by means of the same kinds of 'ANSI:ins that they have been

taught in school. But for aany children this
understandng is in fact

limited to the particular kinds of examples or cases that they 'have al-

ready learned.

The place value property of the notational syatem is difficult for

children to grasp for a number of reasons. Among them the following seem

- to be particularly important. First, the positional feature is one aspeCt

of our written system
and it has to be understood in relation to other

properties such as the,use of zero to hold the place of an eapty position,

or to mark the absence of ones, groups of ten and so forth. Second the

numerical ideis underlying place value seem to require a second order

understanding of multiplicative
relations, neaely the representation of

- the laugher of times a group (or groups) of.ten is written., hird., the

purpose for which place value is taught, that is regrouping for addition

and subtraction* is an altorithm or procedure that cin be.carried out with-

out reference to the numerics; ideas underlying place value. Column addi-
.

tion and subtraction can be performed wtly treating each and every place as

if it were the same, as if the numerical referents were unizaportant. Many

children as len as adults carry out this procedure and arrive at aCcurate

tesulte without a aomentls concern about 04 numericalideas represented

by position that the position,in
which a digit occurs determines its value..

. -
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dppendix

Samples of Children's-Drawings'

Symbolic Representation: Sim Sticks

Level 1
183

Level 2 ..
187

'Level .3
189

Symbolic Representation: Wheels and Cars

Level 1
192

Leval-2
194

Level 3
197

Level 4.
199

SymboliFlepresentation:
Packs of Gum

Ifeval 1

207
,

Level 2
208

Level 3
209

Level 4
210

-*

Conventional Representation: Writing Numerals

Leval 1
217

Level 2
218

Level

'itonventional4lepresentation:
Meaninge of Digits and Numerals'

**
-

Level 1
227

Level 2 e.,
.229'

Level 3
232

0

Level ,4 ......4 .t,. 244

Level
*Mc 251

Level 4 Is not necessary to include.,

**
See also p.

Mt*See also pp. 203-206 for Leval. 5 on Wheels, task,0*nd pp. 212-216

for, Level 5 on.que task. .
f
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19 3

4

Drawing in response to
tequest for "some way to
remember" 4-and-2 arrange-
ment of sticks.

Drawing in response to request for "some way to remember"

1-and-3 arrangement of sticks.

A

19°4
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195
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'Oh One S;de.

IIoh the other.

7

OneSide,

3 oh -he ofilert.

)0n One de.
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4(

Se

Subject's drawing shows two rectangular forms with two wheels for "a car." S adda
two seats (backward Me) And a stick figure to show "Where the people sit."
Finally, S adds a steering column and steering wheel.
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1 in 16 correspond. to
1 writtet to show
Car #1

t-

Whole 16 corresponds to ar 01
linked to Car ffi

6 la 16
corresponds
to 6 written
to show Car 16
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(4) et mit vinroke a 221

writs the leit.hand lewd.
them the Elilht.ihead portion.
looked et abet he hod mitten,
mid eon, mihet's the tweeter
med thee !eight eat) Medd
be a twa.

(2) Subject draw a large circle armed theist. Riese. Thee ',said.
"lee going to mho ton. Pei game tomato that awch," aid
proceeded to till the emcieeed space with wore lines (a 0 21

1. addition to Poole).

(3) ft competed hie drawn lime end conclede4 that there were tventy-two.
N3
NS

its,
(s) re vetoed attelytte write 22.
(6) 5 decoded the right-haa0 2 es "homMtpd3aw Wiwi lisee.w t
(/) The left-bese2 . ee veil ao the whole noreral, were

at first decoded es helot tneety-two limn limo down*
(II) II added, with reference to-the Ile,

Mond the Whole

amoral. "lee little bigger thai only lines."
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television ottani.

(I) Soiject drst (traced) Med the Iles sticks

of goo Is I of him.

256

4 (4) Interviewer erste the monorail 2.

(i) Swideet circled this stick
after Interviewer had circled A

his 1 he 2001 sr well se the
stick to the left of it.

Bar COPY AVAILABLE

(S) Sehject wets "OBI: smd
maid, "Ivo oleo one Is .

sem"
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circled for mmmera1 ,5 circled for numeral 3

circled for numeral 5

circled for numeral 3

Subject wrote numeral 5

circled for numeral 5

circled ler ,
ineseral 5
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See copy Ore numeral 3

Orontes of the tape recorder. I ingots betties, thee

counted the buttons on the receider (a 3), sad crosse1

oecthe sixth button.

(1) &abject traced around three wheels.
(2) S labeled them "one wheel, two wheel, three," with

numerals.

(2) wrote thetuweral Is "that's bowman, there was

before. tour. Four years old, before t wee five."

(I) S drew circles around "i" and "2" in response to
interviewee's cieclins of "3."
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Without the hook (at the top of the numeral 1),

it would look like the lines separating the sets

of four wheels.

I ,

Sixteen (written 61) decoded as
"all Of the wheels."

ihe 6 in 16
looks like a wheel;
correspondence would
be exact "if there
was a hole in the
middle."
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sticks to show "ell of then.°
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(1) Ter 4 is 14 (41), @Object first circles

these leer limes sed says, *these ate

ell leers."

$

(2) 'I knew WI te sake asethor iser."

cit lee twos peeps et four.

(4) !Or 1 is 14 (41),
Seabee either a
seestal 1, er

thee lies,

(2) Ivor shelf semeral, 14 (41),
I says, "that's leer, one,"

iSd writes the memeral 3
because (4 4. 1) S.

(3) 1 leeks at the malaise twe
Ilses, chase thee, sad writes

msmostal 2 below thee.

$ wecessises that "41" te 6tewil4mos." Oat $

ammo the question, "CM yes vrjte feertaii

instead el lorty-esel" I, say's& '1 cam write

forty.*
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Appendix TS:

Summary of Levels Within Tasks*

1. Conservation of Elementary Number 254

2. Establishing Equality Among Unequal Collections 254

4. Socks and Pairs
255

5. Drawing Six Sticks 255

6. Wheels and Cars

Grouping Objects in Action 256

Symbolic Representation
257

Conventional Representation 258

Meanings of Digits slid Numerals .458

7. Peas of Gum

r
.

GrouPing Objects in Action 261

Symbolic Representation
262

Conventionallepresentation % 262

8. Other Digits-aMd Numerals
263

.9. Marbles.
263

Levels were not established for Task 3.
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Levels Within Tasks

The ideas and behaviors that seemed to differentiate levels in

children's developing knOwledge are given below.

Task 1. Conservation of Elementary Number (Piaget, 1941).

Level 1. The child does not establish equivalence between two rows

of objects.
.

Level 2. The Child establishes equivalence between two rows, either

by one-to-one correspondence or by counting. However the

child does not conserve.

Level 3. The child establishes
equivalence between the two rows but

vacillates between conserving and not conserving number.

The child is inconsistent.

Level 4. The child conserves number unequivocally.

Task 2. 'Establishing Equality Among Unequal Collectioni.

Level 1. The child uses some non-numerical idea as:the belis for

making unequal Collections "fair."

Example: the child pushes the two collections together

and says, "They (the animals) have to share."

Level-2. The child his aa intuition that the collections should be

the gime. -But the child's notion is global; he has tct

differentiated between same numbers -(numerical equality),

sane appearance (spatial arrangement), etc.

Esample:' the Child says the collections have to be the

same, but he-does notaake them equal in number;

or he,makes the colleCtions equal but cannot ex-

plain why the result is "fair."

Level 3. The child thinks that equality can:be established in one

or two ways: by adding two elements to the Smaller collec-

tion B (thus A 6 and IS 6), And/or by remoVing two

elements from the larger collection A (A 4 and B 4).
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Level 4. The child establithes equality between the collections by

moving oneelement from Collection A to Collection B,

thus making two collections of five element* each. The

child may do this directly or he may have first made

collection* of four and/or six object* each.

Task 3. Anticipating Equality Among Unequal CollectiOnd Without Counting.

Due to problems in the administration of this task, levels could

not be established for it. These problems are elaborated in ihe,

discussion of the results, Chapter 5.

Task 4. Socks and Pairs.

Level 1. The Child counts'the whole collection of individual socks,

'one, two, ... Six," or "one, two; one two; one, two."

But questions conCerning "how many SOCICS vs. how many

pairs" are answered with a blank look, or talk about some

othertopic.

Level 2. The child treats the term "socks" and "pairs" as if they

were synonyms. She uses the same number name to identify

each.

- Example: the child Says there are "two, two, two";

"three pairs and three socks.," Or "six pairs

and six socki."

Level 3. The child counts the socks (iix), counts the pairs (three),

and maintains the idea that there are six socks at the same

time as there are three pairs.
(

Task 5. Drawing Sticks.

Level 1. The chiltsakes some kiriO of a drawing.
. -

Type A. The child draws soMething irrelevant to the task,

.such as a drawing Of a housie, a person, or an

animal,'

TYpe B. The Child makes a single drawing of a collection

of six sticks. This drawing may or may not show

the spatial separation between the sUb-collections

of stiekS.
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Level 2. The child makes three separate drawings for the three

arrangements of sticks.

Type A. The child shifts the mode of iepresentation with-

in or among the drawings, thus creating a mixture

of syMbols and signs. For example, collection A

is represented with a drawing of four sticks and

two sticks with a space separating the sub-collec-

tions; collection B is represented Vith a single

numeral, 6; and collection C is represented with

two numerals, 5 and 1.

TYPe B. The.dhild produces drawings in which the subcollec-

tions are aMbiguous, and thus it is difficult for

him to use the drawings to accurately reproduce

the sub-collections.

Note: the child uses one or sone combination of

the following means to show sub-Collec-

tions -- spatial,separation, change of

color, and making'boundarY figures dif-'

ferent in size from the rest.

Level 3. The dhild draws the correct nuMber of stiCks (Wholes),

and the sub-collections (parts) are clearly indicatea.

However the child compares the sub-collections (parts)'

' within and among the drawings, rather than the wholes.

:Ems he says that five stiCks and four sticks are more

than one, tWo.,ior three stidks.

Level 4. *The Child draws each of the ebllections (Oholes) end

stb-collections (parts) accurately.: He compares the

drawings and says that none shows more than any other.

"They're all the same." "They all have six."

Task 6. Wheels and Cars.

This task has teveral parts. thildren were asked to (a) group

objects in action, (b) sytbolically represent their actions,

or the results of their actions', (c) write numerals corresponding

to the quantities they had drawn, add (d) interpret the meaning

of the digits and numerals relative to the quantities they had

drawn, Levels for each of the sub-tasks are given separately.

Task 6a. Grouping Objects in Action.

Level 1. The child counts the wheels on the tcT car. "one, tvo,

three, four." The collection of tWelve wheels, however,

remain as separate 'objects and are not grouped at alL
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Example: the Child "counts" the total nUmber of wheels

(i.e., counts them imprecisely), and initiates

"a new game" with the wheelie Be makes no effort

to group the wheels into sets.

Level 2. The.child groups the wheels for one set (car) out of the

ungrouped wheels, but leaves the remaining objects un-

grouped.

Level 3. The child groups all of the elements into sets, but the

set site is wrong.

Note: these children made sets of twO, rather than

four, wheels. The source of this error seemed

to be the chiles fMage of a car, from its "side ,

view" wherinly two wheel, are visible. Curiously

enough, these children did ndt give up their idea

of "twos". despite the fact that a:toy car with

four wheels had been used just a few Moments

before.

Level 4. The-child groups all of the objects into nuMerically,

correct set* (four wheels per car).

Task 61). Symbolic Rebresentation.

Level 1. The child represents an objects as such,' and not a quantity

of objects.

Examplel the child draws a car or a truck and ignores the

request to draw amounts of wheels.

Level 2. The dhild draws a quantity of objects.

Type A. The child draws many wheels, or an approximation

of the ungtouped
numeroliti of the whole.

Type B. The child draws one or two sett of wheels.

Level 3. The child represents the npmerosity of the whole. In

the proceSiof drawing, however, she transforms the objects

into something else (e.g.4 "hamburgers," or "a rabbit and

dog").,, Thus she abandons the idea of "groups of fOur."

Note: the shifting of ide midstream indicates how fragile

. the quantitative idei s whole of sixteen, and ,

within that whole, '0- ollectiOns or sets of four).
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Level 2. Single-digit nuaberomsqbiggles are generally recognized and

called by their appropriate name(e.g:, "thatis the nuMber

'Asia"). But rather than, making quantitativecorrespondences

between numeral* and represented objects, the Child seems

to use some kind of a "matChing sChema" to make a link be-

tween squiggles and other things. These correspondences are

for the most part .noirquantitative, though-quantitative to-

tiont are occasionally mixed in.

Type A. The child makes a correspondence between the colors

used in writing equiggles and drawing .objects.

Type B. The child makes a verbal (numbername):correspond*
enceletween a squiggle and some unrelated Instance

in which that name is knOwn.

hcample: 4 (written to show "how many wheels")

elicits, "2 know that because I'm four

years old,".Ur "I was four before I was

five." The cohnection between the 4 and
four wheels, drawn by the Child just

moments before, is not made.

The Child makes a correspondence between one nutber-

squiggle and Lnx other nuMber-squiggle written on

the paper, as if to say "they're both nutbers, and

therefore they 'matCh.1"

Type D. The Child makes a correspondence between identical

number-squiggles. The correspondence i qualitative

(identical mark) rather than quantitativ (identical

mark to signify sanIZ amounts).

Level 3. NuMber-squiggles, and particularly 'single-digit nuzrale,

can stand for quantities of represented objects. ut other

ideas operate at the same time, resulting in con usion and

inconsistency of responses. The notion that single- aZd

two-digit numerals refer to specific amounts (cardinality)

is one among several ideas that are not fully differentiated,

one froM the other. '

TYpe A. TOo-digit numerals cannot be "dissected" into their

constituent digits. The number "disappears" when

it is broken down Into its written parts.

Typt B. A whole toto-dig# numeral, as well as either written

,part, mar:refer to the same amount.

.' The represented objects Can be used to answer one

number-question. But the objects, once used, can-

nOt be referred to in order to answer a second

nutber.question.
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Level 4. The child represents the nuMerosity Of the whole (sixteen

object.) as well as sub-collectious or group* of four.

The sets are indicated in one or * combination of the

following ways color .(a different color fer each of

the groups of fOur), spatial erOuping (sets of four

drawn on different areas of the peper)'boundary lines

(lines indicating the aeptrationef the whole into groups

of four), and labeling (numerals and/or written words to

identify the groups).

*

Task 6c. Conventional Representation (numerals).'

Level 1. The child labels individual objects.with some kind of mark.

For example, she makes a tequence of short lines, one nark

underneath oath object drawn.

Level 2. The Child makes.a nark approximating the shape of the

number-squiggle. He often makes such remarks as,-

"A five, that's a bacIwards two," or "That's how I mike

a six," as he VTitOS the equiggles.

Examples: 4:for 3; 2:for 5; 'arfor 6; N( for 7.

Level 3. The child makes the conventional mark (appropriate shape)

for. most single-digit numerals; two-digit numerals are

often inverted.
to

Examples: "61" for 16; "21" for 12.

Level 4. The Child, writes the conventional marks for all numerals.

Task 6d. Meanings of Digits and Numerals.

Level 1. Number-squiggles
are'graphic marks that ere linked to.the

objects on which they are found (F. Siegriat and A. Sinclair,

research in progress).

Type A. Number-squiggres are "naming labels."

Example: 4,"says car" or 2 is "Channel 2."

Type'D. Number-squiggles carry "functional messages."

Example: "theylre for things you buy" or 0 (zero)

is "for b1as6-off.'

Type C. Number-squiggles
have:no:direct relation to anything

written or,
represented On the paper. :The child might

circle things becaOse the Uterviewer circleUthings

(albeit their nuther4quiggles).
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Type D. ftmber-squiggles aa "ordinal labels" (that is, a

, sequence of *arks identifying separate objicts in

a sequence of objects) is not differentiated from
number-squiggles as signifying "cardinal values."

Example: the 6 in 16 means the sixth wheel; or the

whole numeral 16 means the sixteenth wheel.

Type E. In the process of.searching for meanings for the

separate digits of a two-digit numeral, the "units\

of meaning" or "referents" change.

Example: the 6 in 16 refers to six,wheels, but the

1 in 16 Meani one car (i.e., six of some

thing and one of soMething else).

Type F. The operation of addition is applied to tht digits

making up a two-digit numeral.

Example: the 1 in 16 means one wheel, the 6 in 16

means sixwheels, and the whole numeral

means ,"one and six is seven."

Type G. The graphic marki themselves form the focus of

meaning.

EXample: the Child makes a-figurative correspond-

ence between the shapes of the numerals

(1 is "like a line" and 6 is "like a

circle) and other things drawn on the

paper. Alternatively, circles drawn

around the nutber-squiggles result in

products that "look like, a wheel or a

maChine."

TYpe H. iumerical correspondence is made between one,

but not both, of the written parts of a two-digit

numeral and .objects.,J

Example: the 1 in 16 meant ten, but the 6 in 16

means nothing at all; or the 6 signifies

six objects, but the 1 means nothing.

Level 4. Whole two- and three-digit numerals stand for the totality,of

the objects represented* The individual digits are.consistently

transformed into numerals in their awn right, and they.are

treated in one of two ways. In neither ode does the child sense

a necessary relation between the numerical parts (six objects

and ten objects) and the numerical whole (sixteen objects)

being represented.
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Type.A. 1 in 16 signifies -one object and 6 in 16 six
objects; that nine.objects remain unaccouted
for is of no concern.

Type 3, 1 in 16 stands for sets ofone,:ind 6-in 16.
for sets of six objects.

LeVel 5. The individual.digits making up a two- or three-digit
numeral stand for amounts-that are determined by the
place.or position in which the digits occur.. The .

mechanisms leading to this understanding of plice
value consist of a synthesis of three gradually con-
structed ideas:

(a) Notational rule - 1 in 16 stands for ten becaute it
is:vritten in the tens place.

(b) Nnmerical part-whole relations - 2 in 16 stands for
ten because six and ten add up to sixteen.

(c) NUltiplication - 1 in 16 stands for ten- because
1 x710 equals ten.

0

Task 7. Packs 9f Gum.

tasi- 7 is composed of the same sub-tasks as those Used in

Task 6. However in Task 7, the objects cannot be equally
distributed.into sets: an' uneven number of-objects makes
it necessary for children to deal with sudh ideas as "re-

\ mainders" and "half a pack" (n mo.13 for the yonngest group
of children, and n gm 23 forslightly.older children),.

Task 7a. Grouping Objects,in Action.

Level 1, The Child counts the gum in the opened pack, "one, two,

three, four, five." Thekcollection of thirteen sticks

of gum, however, remain as separate objects and are not

grouped at all.

Level 2. The Child groupsi,the gum for one set.(paCk) out of the

thirteen stiCks, but leaves the remaining sticks un-

grouped.

Level 3. The child gicups the4um for more than one, but not all,

of the packs that can be made with the twenty-three Sticks

of gum. o

Level 4. The Child groups the sticks of.gum into four packs and
indicates that there are "not-enough" for a fifth pack.

Some of these ehildren call the remainders "half a pack.-"
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Task 7b. Symbolic Representgilon.

Level 1. The child'represents an object Ms such, and'not a

quantity ofobjects. Poi example, the child draws

one or two sticks of gum and vacillates between

identifying the objects 48 "sticks" and "packs."

Level 2. The Child draws a quantity of objects.

Type A. The child draws many sticks of gum, or an
appioximation of tle ungrouped numerosity

of the whole.

Type B. The Child draws the stidks fot one or two

peeks of gum.

Level 3. The Child represents the numerosity of either the un--

grouped whole (all of the sticks, but none of the packs),

of the sets (all of the packs but none of.the sticks),

but not both.

Level 4. The Child represents the numerosity of the whole as well

as the groups. The Child draws either twenty-tbree

sticks clustered into groups of five, with three sticks

,"left aver," or four packs and three sticks.

T'atic 7c. Conventional Representation (numerals).

Note: please see Task. 6c.for examples.

Level 1. the Child takes some kind oi a grphic mark to label illy.

dividUil elements.

Level 2. The Child-makes: a mark approximating tbe shape of.the

nutber-squiggle.

Level 3. The child makes the_ conventional-Mark for most single-

digit numerals.. Two-ditit numerals-are often. inverted.

Level 4.- The- Child writes the conventional narks -for all numeral:6..

ole

Task 7d. Meanings of Digits ind Numerals.

" Note: please see Task 6d for examples.

'Level 1. Number-squiggles are graphic marks thit re linked to the

objects on which they art found (F. Siegrist and A. Sinclair,

research in progress).
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Level 2. The child uses "matching sdhemas" to make non-quantitative

correspondences betweenvaxious graphic marks.

c>11.

Level 3. The child thinks thet number-squiggles, and particularly

single-digit numerals, can stand for quintities of repte-

sented objectb. But this idea is one,among deveral ideas.

that Are not fully differentiated, one from the other.

Level 4. The child thinks that a two7, or Multi-digit numeral stands

for the quantity of objects represented (the whole).

The.individual digits are consistently-transformed into

numerals in their own right; they *re thought to repre-

sent that many:objects, or that Many sets,Of objects.

Level 5. The Child thinks that the individual digits making up a

two-digit numeral stand for. amounts that'are 'linked to

the position or place in which the digits occur. The

Child's understanding of place value is facilitated bY"

her grasping of notational rules, numerical pert-whole

.-relatiOns, or multiplication. .

Tisk 8. Other Digits and Numerals.

The levels for thisriask are the same as those, for Tasks 6d.and /4.

Task 9. Marbles.
'4

-,Many children "just wanted to play" and slaked the Interviewer to do the

score,keeping. Among these children, some yere reluctant to try to invent

a mean* of keeping score "without tieing nuMbers."':But most were getting

tired andoaimply: wanted to play. The following is a list of methods em-

ployed by the children who did keep-score, but they dO not constitute

"levels. 'It was interesting to Mote that nochild who used an invented

prodedurd had any difficulty coning up with'some meani of recording "zero."

Type 1. Tally marks (no necessity for writing anything

down for Zero)..%

Type 2. Alphabetic letters (i.e., A si 1, IS 2, C 3,

etc.)

Type 3. Arbitrary "ideographs" (e.g., a-Phappy face"

for 1, an vt for 2, a slash-mark for 3, etc.).

Type 4. A. drawing of a pie, where an appropriate number

of pie pieces were colored in for the number of

marbles knocked out on each shot.
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Appendix C:

Level x Age Analyses for All Tasks

Cl. Task 1, Conservation of elementary number x age 265

C2. Task 2, Establishing equality among unequal

collections z age
266

C3. Task 4, Socks and pairs x age ....
267

C4. Task 5 Six sticks z age
268

C5. Task 6a, Grouping wheels z age
269

C6. Task 6b, Symbolizing wheell z age 270

C7. Task 7a, grouping gum x age
271

CS. Task 7b, ,Symbolizing sum z age
272

C9. Tasks 6c, 7c and 8, Writing monerals ,x age 273

C10. Tasks 6d, 7d and 8, Assigning meaning to

numerals z age
274
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Table Cl.

Task 1. Conservation of Elementary Scriber x Age

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 . LeVel 4

Number of
4

Age Subjects

.9 c

4 year olds. 12 7 4 0 1

5 year olds 15 0
. 9,

5
.

6 year olds 12 0 0 0 12

7 year olds 17 0 ' 0 1 16

8 year olds 12 0 0 . 0. 12

1/
,

9 year olds 12 0 0 0 12

Collapsed
age groups

4 & 5 yr. olds 27 13 1 6

6 & 7 yr. olds 29 0 0 1 28

8 & 9 ir. olds 24 0 0 0 , 24

xa 54.34, df a 6

v a .5s3

p.c. .001
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4 Table CL.

'Usk 2.,'Establiabing Equality Among Unequal Collections Age

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Number of .

Age Subjects
.

4 year olds 12 3 5 2 2 .

5 year olds 15 0 2 8 5

6 year olds 12 0 0 1 11

7 year.olds 17 0 0 0 17

,

8 year olds Ili ,

0 0 0 12

9 year olds 12 Ct.
0 0

,

12
. ..

CollapsecU
,age groups

4 61 5.year olds 27 3 10 7

6 67 year olds 20 0 0 1 28

8 & 9 year oldO 24 0 0 .
24

7428' 48.47, df * 6

v = .550

4 .001
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Table C3..
Task 4. Socks and Pairs x Age , .6

. .

Level 1
,

Level 2 Level 3

. --

Age

,..

C5

Number of
Subjects -

3

1
o(,

0

0

0

. n

1

.

7

'1'

7
..

10

0

1

0.

n:

.

,

1 .

2

10

15

.11

12

4 year olds

5 year olds

:6 year olds

year olds

, II year° old.

9 ?ear olds

a

11

13

10

16
o

1,4

12

. Collapsed
age groups

cr,

4 & 5 yr. olds.° °24 4 17 3

6 & 1 yr. olds 26 0 1 25

tzt

8 & 9 yr..olds 23 0 0 23

'ea 56.02, df 4

v .619

p .4 .001
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Table e4.
Task 5. Six Sacks x .Age

Level 1 Level 2 ..,Level 3 Level 4

timber of

.

Age Subjects

-

4 year olds 12'.
3 1 1

5 year olds 13 4 4. r. 1 4

6 year olds
9 0 2- , 3 4

7 year olds 14 1 0 1 12

8 year olds
11 1 0 1 1 9

9 year olds 12 0 , 0 0 12

Collapsed
age groups

4 & 5 Year olds 25 11 7 2 5

6 & 7 year olds 23 1 2 4 16 \

8 & 9 year olds 23 0 1 1 21

en. 35.39, df 6

v go .499

p .00.
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Table OS.
Task ea. Wheelie and Cars (Grouping objects in action) x Age

Level, 1 level 2 Imvel 3 Level 4 I

Nuibir of

Age SUbjects

4 year Olds 12 6 2 ....
4

5 year olda 15 2 2 AO
,

6 year olds . 12 0 1. P)

.7 year olds 17 0 I . : 0-. le

AV
8 Year* olds 12 `0 0 0 12

9 year olds: 12 d' .. o 0 12-
t

Collapsed
age groups

4 & 5 yr. olds 27 4 1 14

6 & 7 yr. Olds 29 0 2 1 26

8 & 9 yr'. olds 24 0 0 24.

%awl 24.51, df 6

v .391

.001
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Table C6.
Task 6 Wheels and Cars (Symbolic Representation) x Age

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4,

Number of

Age Subjects

4 year olds 11 7 3 0 1

5 year olds 13 1 '5 1 f 6

6 year olds, 12 0 2 2 *--
8

7 year olds 17 0 . 2 0 15

8 year olds 12 0 - 0 1 11

9 year olds 12 0 0 '1 11

I.

Collapsed
age groups

4 & 5 yr. olds 24 8 8 1

6 & 7 yr. oldS 29 0 4
23

8 & 9 yr. olds 24 0 0 2 22

-sa 34.55, df g 6

v .474

p < .001



Table G7.,

Task 7a. Grouping Objects (Gus) in Action x Age

Level 1 Level 2

Age

Nuseer of
Subjects

4 year olds 8 4 4

5 year olds 11 4 2

6 year olds 10 0

7year olds 17 0

8 year olds 12 0

9 year olds 12

Collapsed
J Age Groups

4 Si 5 year olds 19 8 6

6 & 7 year olds 27 0 0

8 & 9 year olds 24 0'

3?
%SI. 52.747, df . 6
v 1 .614

.001

at

Level 3 Level 4

2

1

0

0

3

10

16

12

12

3

26

24
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Table CO.

Task 7b.. SYMbollging Cum x Agm

Level 1

Age

Number of
Subjects

4 year oldi 8

5 year olds 10

6 year olds 10

7 year elds 16
4

8 year olds, 12

9-year olds 12

Collapsed
Age Croups

4 6 5.yeeirUlds 18

6 6 7 year olds 26

8 6 9 year olds 24

321,

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

Ie.. 36.999', df 6

v .522

p < .001

,J

'Level 2 Aevel 3

5 1,

4 3

3 3

1 2

0 0.

0 . 1

9 4

4 .5

1

Level 4

2

. 2

17

23

.322



Table'el.
Tasks 6c, 7c, and 8. Writing Nusera1 z Age

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Nuather of

Age , Subjects
.

4 year olds 12
,

. 7 1 0

5 year olds 13 .0
0. 6 7 0

1
e-,

6 year olds 12 0 0 , 7 5-

7 year olds
0 1, 1 15

7
1

8 year olds 12, 0 0 0 12

9 year olds 12 00
0 12

oCollapsed
age groups

1,111,

4 & 5 year olds 25 4 13 8 0

6 & 7 year olds 29 0 1 8 20

8 & 9 year olds 24 0 0 0 24

ie. 66.618, df - 6

- .671

p 001

3 3



Table CIO:
Tasks 6d. 74 and 8. *leanings of Digits and Numerali X Age

Age

4 year olds

5 year'olds

6 year olds.

'7 year olds

8 year olds

9 year olds

:Collapsed
age groups

4 & 5.year olds

6 & 7 year olds

8 & 9 year olds

a

Level 1.. Level 2 Level. 3' 1.eve1 4

timber of
Subjects

4
11

5

0

012

13 1 8 0

11 4 6

16 5 9

11 0 0 9

12 0 0 1 6

25 5 9 11 0

27 0 1 9 15

0 1
0

15

2
X al 129.26, df 8

v . .587

p dc .001

324'
.2

o

Level 5

0

2

2

5

2

7
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Appendix D:

Relationships among Levels Within Domains
P

Dl. °Task 1 x Task 2
276

D2. Task 1 x Task 4
277

p3. Task 1 x Task 6a
278

D4. Task, l x Task la
. 279

D5; Task 2 x Task 4
280

D6. Task 2 x Task 6a
281

D7. Task 2 X Task 7a
282

. .

D8. Task 4 x Talk 6a
283

D9. Task 4 x Tuk 7a
284

D10. Task 6a x Task. 7a
285

Dli. Task 5 X Task 6b
286

612. Task 5 x Task 7b P 287

D13. Task 6b x Talk 7b
288

D14. Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 x Tasks 6d ld and 8, 289

0



Table Dl. Cognitive Development: Task 1 1:Task 2

Establishing Equality Among Unequal Collections

Conservation of
Elementary Number

.

Level 1 Level 2 Level.3 Lcevel 4 .

Idevel 1 3 3 1 0

Level 2

4

0 3 , 8
,

_

Level 3

.

0 ...

,

1

-

0

.

1

Level 4 0 0

,

2. 51

mir 88.02 df a. 9

v a. .625

p 47...001 3.26



Table W. Cognitive Development: Task 1 x Task 4

Conaervation of
Elementary Number

Socks and Pairs

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

11

10

Level 3 at 0'

Level 4 1 49

?

65.36, df 6

v .669

p 4. .001

32`f



able 63. Cognitive Development: Task 1 x Task 6a

.Conservation of
Elementary Number

Grouping Objects (Wheels) in Action

Level 1. Level 2

level 1 6

Level 2

Level 3 0 "

Level. 3 :Level 4

3

0 0

Level 4 0 3 42

49.16, df 9

v . .487 .

p 4: .001

328



Table 14. Cognitive Development: Task 1 x Task is

Conservation of
Elementary Number

1 Grouping Objects (Gum) in Action

4

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1

Level 2

3 1

Level 3

Level 4 52

'eau 61.839, df NB 9

v a. .543'
p < .001

329



/Able DS. Cognitive Developlent: Tisk 2 x TaSk.4,

Socks and 'Pairs

SI

-Establishing Equality
Among Unequal Collec-

%
tions

'Level 1 Level 2

Level 1 2 1

Level 2
.1°

Level 3 0 9

. Level 4
2

Level 3

51

71-4 77.5, df 6

v .729

p 4. .001

330



Table 06. COgnitiVe Development: Task,2 x'Task 6a

Eitabliahing Equality
Among Unequal
Collections

Grouping Objects (Wheels) in Action-

Level 1

Level 1

tevel 2 3

Level 2 Level 3 teliel 4

0

Level 3 2

Level 4
.54

71-4 46.96, df

v 0. .442

p .001 331



TOble 07. COgnitive Development: Task 2 *Task la

Pfttablishing EqUality
Aisong Unequal Collections

..Groupina Objects (Cum) in Action

Level 1 Level Z Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
tS

Level 2 52

7:11.311 52.669, df 9

v .501

p 4 An

332



Table D. Cognitive Development:, Task 4 x Task 6a

Socks and Pairs

Crciuping ObjeCts,(Wheels) in Action

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1

Level 2

1

3

Level 3
48

za NB 32.67 df 6

V ail .47J
p .001

333°



Table 09. Cognitive Development: Task '4 x Task ia

Socks and Pairs

Grouping Objects (Gum) in Action

Level 1 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 1

Level 2

=mat

Level 3 0 1
50

22. 51.163, df 6

v .613

p .001

334



Table DM. Cognitive Development: Task 6. it TOOL 1.

a

.Grouping Objects
(Wbeele) in Action

Grouping Objedts.(Gum) in Action

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1

Level 2

Level

Level 4'

O..

Z. 25.610, df is 9

v . .349

p< .005

335



Table Dil. Sylbolic Representation: Task 5 *Task 0

Six Sticks

Level 1

Level 1

4

Synboiizing Objects (Wheels)

Level 2 Level 3

Level 2 1 1

II

Level 3 Is
0

Level 4 , 1 4 35

23".. 29.57, df . 9

v . .409

p .001

3 36



Table Dn. Symbolic Representation: Task 5 ii Task 7b .

Six Sticks

Symbolizing Gum

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3, Level 4-

Level 1

Level 2'

Level 3

.51
._

Level 4
2* 33

Z. 36.470, df gm 9

v .446

p .001

337



Table W. Syolic Representation: Task 6b z TasIC7b'

einbolizing Wheels Level

$1$

Sysibolizing Cum

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 2

LeVel 2

Level 3 2

Level 4
10 39

v.am. 6i.922, df in 9

v

p 4;$ ACI 1

338



40:

0

Table 1)14. Conventional Representition: The Relationship Between Writing Numerals and-Assigning

Meaning to Numerals

Writing Numerals

Mean gs of Digits and Numerals

Level 1 1.evel 2

Level 1

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Level 2

I 1

1 8

II

Level 3

Level 4 0 0 22

339

7i.` 115.1, df 12

.751

p .001

340



290.

APpendix E:

Relationships Among Levels Between Domains'

El. Talk 1 z Task 5 ,, 292

22. Task 1 x Taik 6b 293

B3. Task 1 z Task 7b 294

E4. Task 2 x Task 5 295

E5. Task 2 z Task 6b .296

E6. Task 2 z Task 7b 297

E7. Task 4 z Task 5
298

E8. Task 4 z Task 6b 299

E9. Task 4 z Task 7b
300

plo. Task 6a x Task 5
301

Ell. Task 6a x Task 6b
302

812. Task 6a x Task 7b
303

E13. Task /a x Task 5
304

E14. Task 7a z Task 6b
305

E15. Task 7a z Task 7b
306 .'

816. Task 1 z Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 307

E16. Task 2 z Tasks 6c, 7c and 4 308

818. Task 4 z Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 309

819. Taskfia z Talks 6c, 7c and 8 310

820. Task 7a x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8 311

E21. Tatk 1 x Tasks 6d4 7d and 8 312

E22..Talk 2x Tasks 64. 74 and 8 313

823. Task 4 x Tasks 6d, 7c1 and 8 314

824.'Talik 611 x Tasks 6d, 7d and," 315



£25. Task 7a x Tasks 6d, 7d and 8
316

£26. Task 5 x Taal 6c, 7c and 8
317

327. Talk 6b ILTasks 6c, 7c and 8
318

£28. Task 7b z Talks 6c, 7e and 8
319'

229. Task 5 x Tasks 6d, 7d and 8
320

Z30. Task 6b x Tasks 6d, 7d and 8
321

Z31. Task 7b x Tasks 6d, 7d and 8
322

CP

342

291.



Table El. Relationships Betren Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic Representation: Teak 1 x Task 5

Conservation of
Elementary Number

Six StiCks

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 . Level 4

Level 1. 5 1

el/el 2 6

9

Level 3

Level 4

0

2 3

1

5 39

ea 49.67, df 9

v .486

p .001

343



Table E2. Relationships Betimen Levels in Cognitive and SyMbolic 'Representation Tasks:

Task 1 x Task 6b

SyMbolizing Objects (Wheels)

Conservation of
Elementary Nether

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 6 1

,

0

Level 2 0 7 1

Level 3

..
D

0.. 0

.

0

.

Level 4 1 4 5. 41

%aim 69.486, df 9

v .571

p .001

344



Table E3. RelationabipsEetween Levels in Cognitive and Syibolie Representation Tasks:

Tisk 1 x Task 7b

Symbolizing Gum

Conservation of
Elementary Ruiber Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 2 - 2

,

0 0

Level 2

.

11
0 7 2 0

Level 3 0 0 0 1

Level 4 1

,

4 7 .42

en 74.467, df 9

v .604

p 4: 6001

34 5



Table Th. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic Representation Tasks:

Task 2 x Task 5

Establishing Equality
Among Unequal Collections

I.
Six Sticks

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level .1

Level 2 4

.Level 3 5 2

Level 4 3 4 5 39

24.. 39.141, df 9

v . .429

p .001

346



able EL Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic gepresentation TAsks:-

Task 2 x Task 6b

Symbolizing Wheels

Establishing Equality
Among Unequal Collections

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

..

Level 1 0 0

a

0

-Level 2

9

3 2 1

-__

Level 3 0
.

%

.

1 4

Level 4

,

1
.

.

5 4 49

2& 64.907df 9

v .527

.001

34 7

4(



Table E6. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic Representation Tasks:

Task 2 x Task 7b.

Sysibolising Com

Establishing Equality
Among Unequal Collections Level 1 Level 2

Level 1 1

Level 2

8

1

Level 3

It

0 .

Level 4 5

6

Level 3 Level 4

41

Nui

2*1. 54.963, df 9

v .519

p .001

348



Able 87. Relationships Between Levels in cognitIve,and Syliballe Representation Tasks:

Task 4'x Task 5

Socks and Pairs Level 1

Six Sticks

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 0 0

Level 2
Is

6 5

Level 3 2 4 37

el 36.161, df 6

v .508

p .00l



le EB. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive andiSynholic Representation Tasks:

Task 4 x Task 6b

Socks and Pairs

Syabolicing Objecte,(Wheels)

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 vel 4

Level 1 3 1

Level 2 4 7

Level 3 0 3 .5 46

leis 47.995, df 6

v .566

p .001

35o



Table 10. Relitionships Between Levels in Cognitive and Sysibolic RepresentatiosTiliks:

Task 4 x Task 7b

Socks and pairs

Symbolizing Cum

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 2 0 0

Level 2 47 1 1 2

Level 3 0 4 8 40

za. 72.393, df 6

v .735

p < .001



Table B10. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic Representation Tasks:

Task 6a x Task 5

Six Sticks

Grouping Objects
(Wheels) in Action

Level 1 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 4
0

Level 2 3 2

Level 3 0 0

Level 4 3 4

Zass 30.766, df 9

v .391

p C .001

352



Wile Ens Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic Representation Tasks:

Task 6 a Task 6b

Grouping Objects
(Wheel's) in Action

Symbolizing Objects (Wheels)

Level. 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 5 2 1

Level 2 ( 1

Level 3

a

5

0

0

2 0

Level 4 1 5 4 52

7t 1 85.536% df 9

v .605

p oz. .001

353



.

Table112. Relationships Between
Levels-,in Cognitive and Symbollb Repreaentation Tasks:

Task 6a Task 71b'

Symbolising Gum

. Grouping Objects
(Almelo) in Action Level 1 Level 2 .Level 3 Level 4

.

Level 1
.

.
.

2

.

2 0

.

0

.

Level 2

,

0 -

. .

3 0

Level 3 .

.

0 1
.

.

..,,

Laval 4

0

1 7 -- 10 40,

.

le.. 36.694, df 9

V Al .424

p .001

35 4



Table 1813. Relationships 'Between Levels in Cognitive and Symbolic, Representation faska:

Task la x Task 5

+.

Six Sticks

Grouping Ohjects
(Gut) in Action 6 Level 1 Level 2

.

° Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 4 A
..,

1 , 2

Level 2

/
4 2 0

Level 3

.
,

0

.

2 0 , 0

. .

Level 4
. -3

..

5

_

,

38

7ga 49.382, df-g. 9

v .511

p 4-0111



Table 214. Relationships Seamen Levels in Gognitive and Simbolic Representation Tasks:

Task 7a x Task 6b

Sysbolicing Wheels

Grouping Objects
(Gum) in Action ,

.

,

Level 2 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

-

Level 1 3 4

.--.

t...

.,.

0 1

Level 2

0

0 3 1 2

Level 3

.

,

..
_

0 0
.

Level, 4

,

.0 3

,

4 46

7eis 47.347, df 9

w. .475

p t .001

356



Table Bl5. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Sysbólic Representation Tasks:

Task 7a x Task 7b

Grouping Objects
(Gum) in Action

Symbolizing Gum

Leval 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 2 5 0

Level 2 1

Level 3 0 1 2 0

Level 4 0 3 7 42

Jet= 55.540, df L.. 9

v .522

p.c. .001

357



Table116: Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Conventional.Representation Tasks (Writing

Numerals): Task x Tasks 6e, 7e and 8

Conservation of
Elementary Number

Writing Numerals

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 2 0 9 3 0

Level 3 0 0 0 1

Level 4 0 2 13 38

le= 81.848, df

v .611

pic .001

358



TableElL Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Conventiondl Representation Tasks (ftiting

Numeral0): Task 2 x Tasks 6c; 7c, and 8 --

Writing Numerals

Eatiblishing Equality
Among Unequal Collections

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level 1 3 0 0 0

Level 2

if

1

_

5
.

0 0

Level 3.
. ..

IS'

0
_

6

.

4 0

.

.

Level 4 0

,
_

3 12 44

ecs 105.739, df 9

v .672

pc( .001

35

-



Table M. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and COnventional Representationorasks (Writing, t

Numerals): Task 4 x TaskS 6c, 7c, and 8

Writing Numerals

Socks and Pairs Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
I

Level 4

Level 1 3 1 0 0

Level 2
s 1

..

11 4 1

Level 3 0. 1 11

,

41

ie.* 82.651, df -0.6

v .747

p < .001

360



lable119. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Conventions/ Representation Tasks (Writing,

Numerals): Task ba x Tasks 6e, 7c, and 8

Writing Numerals

Grouping Objects
(Wheels) in Action

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
.

Level 4

Level 1 4 3 1 0

Level 2
.

0 3
..

1 2

Level 3

..

0 0 2 0

Level 4

_

0
,

8 12 42

A!. 55.489, dg 9

v .487

p .001

361



Table 120. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Conventional Representation Tasks

(kiting Numerals): Task 711 x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8

Grouping Objects
(Gum) in Action

Writing Numerals

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Level I 2 6

Level 2 0 4 0

Level 3 0 0 2 1

Level 4 0 1 9 43

le- 68.257, If a. 9

v .570

viC .001

362



Table EU. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and Conventional Representation (Assigning

Meaning to Numerais): Task 1 x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Meanings of Digits and Numerals

Connervation of
Elementary Nuibet

Level 1 Level 2 Leliel 3 Level 4

,

Level 5

Level 1 4 2

,

Level 2 0 7 5 0 0

.t,

..

Level 3 0 0 1 0 0

Level 4 , 1 1 .'. 14 30 9

363

-sa al 72.037. df 12

v .5658

p < .001
Irs)

364



Table X22. Relationship Between Levels 1W-Cognitive and Conventional Representation (Assigning

Meaning to Numerals): Task 2 x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Meaning of Digits. and Numerals

Establishing Equality
Among Unequal
Collections

Level 1 Level 2 , Level 3
-,

Iiivel 4 Level 5

Level 1

,

3 0 0 0

Level 2 1I.4..
. .

'Level 3

_

00 -

Is

5

. .

0
,

Level 4 - 1

.

0 14
,

30 9.

le= 87.81, df = 12

v = .6289
.

.
.

to
1.

p < .001

la

366



Table t23. Relationships Retween Levels in Cognitive and ConVentional Representation (Aulaigning

Neaniw to Numerals): Task 4 x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Soeks and Pairs

Neanings,of Digits and NUmerals

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Level 1

Level 2

4 0

.7

Level 3 0 11 29

21e10.139 df = 8

v = .7967

p.O91
k

367 J

Jta

368



Table 226. Relationshipa Between Levels ill Cognitive and Cofiventional Representation,(Assigningh

-
Meaning to Numerals): Task 6a,x Tasks 6d 7d and 8

Meanings of Digits and Numerals

GroppinrObjeits
(Wheels) in Action

Level 1 Level 2
m

,

Level 3 Leyel 4 fr .
vel 5

.

Level 1 4
- 1 0 0

,

.

Level 2

t2

0
. '

2 2 1

.

.

Level .3

0,

0

a

- /

0

,

1

1/4,

0
. ,

Level 4
.

-

.

1 - 5 16 . =

.

30

,

%

101mi 42.959, df 12

v' .437

p 4: o001

'1/4 363

370



TableZ25. Relationships Between Levels in Cognitive and.Tonventionsl Representation Tasks (Assigning

Grouping Objects
(Gum) 0 Action,

Level 1

Level 2

Numerals): Task 7a x Tasks 64, 7d and 8

0

0

Assigning Meaning to NUmerals

Level I Level 2 Level 3

ct

Level 4 Level 5

a

Level 3 0 '2 0

Level 4

<)

0 1 10. 29

37.

=4.,

7e..44.280, df a 12

v
tAt

CM

13,4. .001

372



Table E26. Relationship Between Levels in Symbolic ani Conventional Representation Tasks (Writing

Numerals): Task 5 x Tasks 6c, 7c and 8

Six Sticks

Writing Numerals

Level 1 'Level 2 Level 3 Lev61 4

ta..vel 1 3 7

Level 2 o '4
2

Level 3 0 2

Level 4 0
33

Zan' 45.131, df a 9-

v a .467

p .001

373



Tible1271,1elatiOnships Between Levels,in Sylibolic and COnventional Nepresentation,(Writing

Numerals): Task 6b x Tasks 6C, 7c and 8

Symbolizing Wheels

Writing Nume, rals

Level 1' Level 2'. 'Level 3 Level 4

1

Leirel 4 2 11 40

Za 83.5450df 9

v - :598

p4. .001

37-4



TableB28. Relationships Between Levels in Symbolic and Conventional Representation Tasks

(Writing Numerals): Task 71) x Tasks 6c, 7c, and 8

WritingAnserals

.

SymbOlizing Gum Level 1/

.

Level 2 Agvele3 'Level 4

Level 1 2

,

1 0 ,

Level 2

s

0 8

.

3

.

Level 3

..

0 0 . 8 2

Level 4

..

0 0

,

3 . 38

2.`i 109.102, df 9

v .737

p .001 375



Table t29. Relationships Between Levels in Symbolic and Conventional Repiesentation (hastening

Meaning to Numerals): Task 5 x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Meanings of Digits and Numerals

Six Sticks
-.

-

Level 1 , Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Level 1
.

.

4

.

4

,

3

,

0

,

0 ,

,

Level 2 0 -

*

.

4

..

3 3

,

,

0

.

Level 3 1

.,

..

1 0 3 1

\

Level 4

.

,

0

. .

1 .

_

11

.

.

3
21

.

,

8

40

p .4.:

40.98

.448

.001

df 12

.376
377



Table E30. Relationships
Retveen Levels in Synbolic and Conventional Representation (Assigning

Meaning to Numerals): Task 6b x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Meaning of Digits and Numerals

Symboll*hlig Wheels Level 1 Level 2 Level 3. Level 4

,...

Level 5

-ievel I.'

,

2 0 0

Level 2 1 6'

.

2

.

,

Level 3 0..

.

1 3 1

_

'Level 4 0 1

,

13

i

28

67.20, df so 12

si .554

p .001

37b

375



Table B31. Relationships Between Levels in Symbolic and Conventional'Representation (Asaigning

Meaning toihnierals): Task 7b x Tasks 6d, 7d, and 8

Symbolizing Gum

Assigning Meaning to Numerals

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Level 1 3 0 0 0

Level 2 .

11

0 0

Level 3 0 8 0

Level 4 0 0 5 26

'ea 117.289, df 12

v .776

p 4.. .001

386
381

Iv
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